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Ontario Insects

In any case, if I haven't been clear so
far in this letter, put me on the side of
those who feel that releasing captive
reared butterflies out of territory is iII
considered and dangerous to the
environment, as well as non
productive.
Yours sincerely,
John Robert Carley

Letters ~
endeavor. With the new Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act, it is now
possible for us to examine our attitudes
and examine how they should change.
Much as the last 60 years of birding has
seen an enormous change in attitude
(no one goes bird watching with a gun
anymore, nest egging is thankfully at a
minimum, and no one admits to
transporting populations and releasing
them in new territory), so we should
examine those same attitudes of
capture, release, etc. While we're at it,
we might even throw in the
philosophical questions pertaining to
the release of butterflies at weddings,
the aspect of selling framed specimens
in the gift shop at the Niagara Butterfly
Conservatory and have a really good
philosophical free-for-all.

Re: Notes from the Editor's Desk, 01
Vol 5(1), Sept. 1999

Dear Ms. Carney,
Your editorial makes a positive link
between a captive-reared lpopulation of
Giant Swallowtails, their successful
release near Guelph, and SUbsequent
sightings at Guelph. This editorial
appears to give tacit approval to these
releases.
If you had substituted the words House
Sparrow, Starling, Mute Swan, or any
other out-of-range species in lieu of the
words Giant Swallowtail, would you
have been as supportive of this captive
rearing and release program?
I believe it is incumbent upon our
organization to enter into a meaningful
debate and dialogue about this form of

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Notes From the Editor's Desk

Welcome to the New Millennium!!! I hope everyone had an enjoyable, safe holiday.

This issue is packed with information...my thanks to all of the contributors. One recurring thread over the past couple of issues
and, certainly the past several meetings, is the response to John Johnson's visit to the TEA on September 25 of last year. I have
had the opportunity to speak with a number of members regarding the new legislation and the formation of our collective
stance on it. Several strong impressions arise from these interactions. Individual views are as varied as they come. I believe
that the TEA membership does agree that any exploitation of natural fauna ought to be done in as respectful and
environmentally friendly manner as possible. Defining which forms of exploitation are acceptable is an entirely different,
muddier issue. Before getting myself into hot water, I should clarify what I mean by exploitation - any and all leisure, scientific,
commercial or other activities revolving around insects. Butterfly counts, for example, are a minimally invasive form of
exploitation that contribute a great deal to scientific knowledge of butterfly habits, range and general occurrence. The other end
of the spectrum, and a rather controversial subject (no personal opinion expressed here!), is the capture and release of insects
for commercial purposes -butterfly releases, educational kits, etc. In discussing our Response the Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Act (which, by the way, is summarized on page 4 of this issue), members were challenged to find a mutually
acceptable voice that maintains a level of respect and responsibility towards our environment without unduly penalizing
members that are more consumptively involved with insects. For we do have members that are butterfly farmers, brokers and
educational suppliers. We also have members that have a broad spectrum of views on collecting and trading insects.

I want to thank John Carley for his frank and eloquent letter in response to my Editorial in September 1999's issue. Although I
did not intentionally express any support for releasing Giant Swallowtails in the Guelph area, John pointed out in his letter the
detrimental consequences of not giving full thought to introducing a species into an area that it doesn't currently inhabit. The
Toronto Entomologists' Association is composed of members with a huge variety of entomological interests and beliefs
accompanying them. I have always viewed this as a strength of the club, as it excludes no one. It doesn't always mean we'll
agree, and the debates may get rather heated, as witnessed recently. But those interactions mean that we, as an Association,
are thinking on a higher ethical level and are trying to set a responsible example for future entomologists.

Vanessa
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Notable Insect Sightings 1999

vegetation, moved on over to join their northbound brethren.
It should be noted that, as they crossed the lake (about 30
miles wide at this point), they seemed to be flying at different
heights, some low and some high. The movement continued
most of the day, a massed front of thousands. It was clearly
petering out the next day.

I suppose this is another facet of the unusually hot summer.
Presumably, there was a population explosion to the south
and it was natural for them to expand northward. On
occasions before, I have noticed evidence of what seemed
like a casual movement south-west from Toronto of big
numbers of this species in July, but I have never seen such
an obviously direct movement of them, and from south to
north. It would be easier to assume they were following the
north shore of Lake Ontario but apparently that was not the
case here. In conclusion, I wonder how many other migrants
choose to hurdle this body of water directly rather than the
general route along the lake's north shore.

Invasion of Cabbage Whites (Pieris rapae) in Toronto
By Barry Harrison

At 10am on July 27, I was driving along a main road in
Scarborough, when I observed numerous Cabbage Whites
flying low to the ground. This in itself might not be so unusual,
but the difference was that every single one was flying
directly north! I soon tallied 300. Returning home soon, I went
into the garden and found they were slightly deterred by
flowers but soon continued on their northward course
resembling an army of programmed robots. Now, there had
been other concentrations of this species in the past few
days, but this was clearly a northward migration.

Since they were not going west or east, I became curious as
to what was happening down by Lake Ontario. Arriving at the
Scarborough Bluffs in the early afternoon, I proceeded to look
out over the water. As far out as the eye could see, the
butterflies seemed to appear as they moved in closer to the
bluffs. There was a slight breeze from the west which
somewhat deterred them east a little, close to the bluffs. But
they soon steered back and, after slowing down briefly at
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The butterfly was released unharmed. Unfortunately, I did not
take a photograph.

Plants observed in the meado~ where this butterfly was
captured include: Queen Anne's lace, crown vetch, milkweed,
sweet clover and thistle, among many grasses and other
wildflowers.

edge of the Wing and running across the width of the
forewing
-There were lighter brown areas on each side of the line
-An incomplete oval lighter gray circle was observed in the
cell of each forewing, these had a dark centre which gave the
spot a kind of three dimensional appearance (see sketch
below). See plate 52 in Glassberg's Butterflies Through
Binoculars: East Region. The accompanying text mentions
that this is a characteristic on some female Wild Indigo
Duskywings. I couldn't find any other mention of it in the text
or in several other North American butterfly field guides that I
referred to.
-There were two subapical white spots visible on the
forewing

Observation of the butterfly:
-A measurement of the forewing was taken and it was 11/
16ths of an inch long
-Upon first Viewing the butterfly after catching it, the butterfly
seemed to have a dark blue-gray oily appearance

Further study revealed:
-Upper surface of hindwing with two lines of lighter smudgy
spots set in from the edge
-Upper surface of forewing had become worn, but there was
the impression of a black wavy line inset from the exterior

Report on Wild Indigo Dusky Wing: Identified at Raymore Park, on the flood plain of the
Humber River in WestToronto (formerly Etobicoke) on JUly 10, 1999
By Garth Riley

I spotted a dark small "skipper" while doing the Fifth Annual
Toronto Centre Butterfly Count. I captured the butterfly and
placed it in a ziploc bag. My first impression was that it was a
Wild Indigo Duskywing. I had experience seeing this butterfly
the two previous years while on butterflying trips to Ojibwa
Park in Windsor.

Recognizing the diffiCUlty in identifying duskywings, I decided
to take the butterfly back with me to the count tally party to ask
for other opinions and to take a closer look. Some of the other
participants thought that it might be a Columbine Duskywing.
A conversation with Bob Yukich, who was unable to attend
the tally, suggested that the butterfly was more probably a
Wild Indigo Duskywing than a Columbine Duskywing, based
on the historical flight times of these butterflies.

2 January 2000
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Upconring ~~

Programs __
Meetings for February and April will be held at the Royal Ontario Museum
(ROM). They will be held in Room 603 on the 6th floor of the staff office
area at 1pm. You must enten via the Staff Entrance (South Entrance) of the
ROM, not the main entrance. Check in with the security desk, telling them
that you are attending the TEA meeting. You will get instructions from there.
And as a bonus, coffee will be served at break!

See the March program description for directions to the March Student
Symposium held at the University of Toronto.

(Accompanying map taken from the ROM website: www.rom.on.ca)
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Saturday, February 26
MEMBERS' MEETING
Bring slides, prints, specimens or stories about butterflies, moths, dragonflies or
other insects you encountered in 1999. Vanessa would also like to have written
submissions about your observations for the next Ontario Insects.
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Saturday, March 25
STUDENT RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
Last year we held our second symposium on insect field research. It was a great
success, with students from the University of Guelph, U of T and York University
presenting 4 papers and 5 posters on a variety of fascinating topics. We are
planning to make this an annual event, and hope to get additional students from
universities farther afield. If you are a student who would like to participate, or know
of someone else who would, please contact Peter Hallett,
peter.hallett@utoronto.ca or (416)221-4844.

NOTE SPECIAL LOCATION for MARCH MEETING: Room 432, Ramsay Wright
Zoological Laboratories, southwest corner Harbord St. & St. George Oust south of
the Robarts Library).

Saturday, April 22
JAMES KAMSTRA
BUTTERFLIES OF DURHAM REGION
James is an environmental consultant, field researcher and tour leader for nature
trips to many parts of the world. He organizes two annual butterfly counts in
Durham Region. He will discuss the results of an on-going 6 year study of the
fluctuation of population of butterfly species in a 4 hectare research area.

r--------------------------------------~I The ROM needs volunteers to assist in various aspects of collections maintenance!!! I
Anyone who can offer even an hour of time is asked to contact Brad Hubley, Entomology Collections Manager, Centre for

I Biodiversity and Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto M5S 2C6. Phone (416) 586- I
I 5764; Fax (416) 586-5553; email: bradh@rom.on.ca I
I In addition, Chris Darling has offered to have a staff member available at 10am on meeting days for TEA members to view I

the collections and hopefully pitch in with the work that needs to be done.

~--------------------------------------~
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Update on the TEA's Response to the New FWCA
By Nancy Van der Poorten

The TEA sent in its proposal regarding regulations for the
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act with respect to Specially
Protected Invertebrates. We have asked the MNR to continue
to keep us informed of what they are doing. This is a very brief
summary of what we sent. Anyone wishing to have a full copy
of the proposal, please send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Nancy van der Poorten, President TEA, 164
Morse St., Toronto Ont. M4M 2P8. Additionally, a copy is
available in the TEA library, along with member input. Thanks
to all who took the time to respond to this very important
issue. A very special thanks to Phil Schappert and Tom
Mason for their help.

We briefly expressed our opposition to the Specially
Protected Invertebrates (SPI) section of the new Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act (FWCA). This act is deeply flawed in
a number of key areas:
1) Habitat protection is a key provision for the protection of
any species and it is not addressed by the FWCA.
Recommendations: Habitat protection must be included in
the Act. Funds must be earmarked to sponsor study.
2) The FWCA contains no definition of an SPI, nor does it list
criteria for designating an insect as an SPI.
Recommendation: define the criteria to designate a species
as an SPI.
3) The FWCA has no mechanism to amend the list or to
remove a listed species other than through further legislation.
Recommendation: Species listed as SPls should be listed in
the Regulations not in the Act with the provision that status is
reviewed at set intervals.
4) Insects have life-cycles that are fundamentally different
from the vertebrates that the act has traditionally protected.
Recommendation:The Act must include provisions that deal
with the complexity of insect life stages.
5) The legislation offers no proactive measures such as
funding or providing direction for studies of the biology and
ecology of the species included.
Recommendation: Include proactive measures such as
providing direction and funding for studies of the biology and
ecology of the species included.

4

Proposal for RegUlations for Hobbyists and Educators
One of the major considerations for this proposal is the fact
that the many of the SPls designated under this act are not in
need of protection on scientific or conservation grounds.
Accordingly, the most meaningful way to present
recommendations is to divide the SPls into three categories;
those requiring high-level protection, those requiring
medium-level protection, and those requiring low-level
protection. This arrangement allows for species to be moved
from one category to another as their status changes.

Category A: Requires high level protection because of rarity
or other considerations. Includes species designated by the
Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) as S1, SZB if
they are endangered anywhere else in their range, or as SX.

Category B: Requires medium level protection because of
uncommon status or other considerations. Includes species
designated by the NHIC as S2 or as S3.

Category C: Requires low level protection because of
common, secure status, or other considerations. Includes
species designated by the NHIC as S4, S5, or as SZB if they
are not endangered anywhere else in their range.

Category A: (require high level protection)
Karner Blue, Frosted Elfin, Bog Elfin
Allow collecting for purposes of rearing and photography
(personal study); adults and progeny should be returned to
point of origin. The Act allows possession of 1 egg or adult for
personal study. No buying and selling of Ontario specimens
dated after the effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of
the Act; donation of Ontario specimens dated prior to the
effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of the Act allowed
to public institutions.

Category 8: (require medium level prote~tion)

West Virginia White, Mottled Dusky Wing, Giant Swallowtail,
Old World Swallowtail, Spicebush Swallowtail, Monarch
Allow collecting for purposes of rearing and photography
(personal study); adults and progeny should be returned to
point of origin. Maximum of 20 ~individuals is not
unreasonable. No buying and selling of Ontario specimens
dated after the effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of
the Act; donation of Ontario specimens dated prior to the
effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of the Act allowed
to public institutions.

Category C: (require low level protection)
Black Swallowtail, Pipevine Swallowtail, Tiger Swallowtail,
Zebra Swallowtail
Allow collecting for purposes of rearing and photography

continued on page 5
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TEA Announces the W. John D. Eberlie Field Research Travel Award

In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists' Association is offering a
research travel award of $300 to assist graduate or undergraduate students conducting original field research
into Ontario insects. The award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for
research. The award will be made on the basis of merit and quality.

Invitation for applications:
Eligibility: Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or
undergraduate student at an Ontario university.

How to apply:
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the TEA. The original application plus 3 copies
must be submitted to the TEA, postmarked no later than March 25, 2000.

Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the TEA Student Symposium in March of the following year.
The recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a
naturalist or researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded
by the award fits into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible,
will be printed in Ontario Insects, the newsjournal of the TEA.

Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the TEA. The announcement of the recipient of the award will
be made at the April meeting of the TEA. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant
will be announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.

The application form for the award and for membership in the TEA ($10 per year for students) may be requested
by writing from: Nancy van der Poorten, President TEA, 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8;
Phone (416) 466-9013; e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

(personal study); adults and progeny should be returned to
point of origin. Maximum of 100 individuals is not
unreasonable. Buying and selling of Ontario specimens
allowed; donation of Ontario specimens allowed to public
institutions.

For educational purposes: should be allowed to purchase
kits, of local source of parents, for rearing if needed; as long
as the reproductives are released back into suitable habitat
(Le. more important and easier to control the source of the
parents rather than the release of progeny).

Exceptions:
- catch and release (for example, for butterfly counts and
identification) should be allowed across all categories
- provision must be made for voucher specimens
- road kills should be allowed

General Comments:
The vast majority of amateur entomologists and naturalists
carry on their activities in a responsible manner. They are
concerned about the well-being of these insects. We need to
encourage more people to become interested in the natural

Volume 5, Number 2

world, and educate them how to act responsibly, not provide
new restrictions.

Collecting of specimens is not as prevalent as it used to be.
Many people do not collect specimens (though they may
collect road kills), preferring instead to photograph and rear
butterflies. People commonly rear butterflies from eggs that
they find in their garden. And with the growing interest in
butterfly gardening, this activity would be expected to
increase.

Butterfly counts are also a popular and growing activity.
Regulations should not interfere with the responsible
undertaking of these activities.

5
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Possible aggregation pheromone in Oncopeltus fasciatus, the common milkweed bug
Melanie Fleming, Kristine Haggerty, Suzie Kovacs and Catherine Toews
Department ofEnvironmental Biology, University ofGuelph Supervisor: Dr. Gard Otis

Observations of gregarious behaviour in the milkweed bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus, led us to investigate the possible existence
of an aggregation pheromone. In choice tests, both male and female adult bugs were more attracted to papers conditioned by
the odor of their conspecifics. Each individual was given the choice of contacting a piece of paper towel covered with fecal
material or a piece of clean paper towel. There was a significant trend of increasing contact with the fecal-covered paper over
time. Our experiment showed no significant difference between the aggregation behaviour of males and females. This
apparent attraction to the fecal-covered paper towel may provide evidence for the existence of an aggregation pheromone in
O. fasciatus.

The effects of clear-cutting on insects in the boreal mixedwood forests of northeastern
Ontario

Trapnesting solitary pollen bees and hunting wasps for observation and propagation
v. Amon, J. Chan, K. Haines, K. Kirby* and J Ngai * (* presenter; P.E. Hallett's student)
Department ofZoology, University ofToronto supervised by Professor P.E. Hallett

This paper summarizes the 1998 study of a trapnesting method aimed at solitary pollen bees and hunting wasps (Order:
Hymenoptera). The study was conducted at two locations in southern Ontario (Flesherton and Oak Ridges near King City) where
seven hives were erected from May to September. A hive consists of a five walled box with stacks of 1" by 4" pine blocks drilled with
tunnels (bores) of various sizes. Of the 283 blocks put out, 47% were occupied. 26% of the 1775 bores provided as nesting sites
were occupied. Seven nest constructions were present in the winter trapnests in 1998: cellophane (2.7% of total nests), felt (1 %),
leaf (4.6%), mastic (1.4%), mud (74.2%), resin (15.9%) and tube (.2%). Cellophane was the most productive construction, in terms
of viable offspring per nest, but because of the total nest numbers, mud nests produced the majority of the viable offspring
population. The construction distribution found at the Flesherton site this year is very similar to that found in the 1997 study. A
correlation between taxonomic group and nest construction has previously been shown. Bore size seemed to most influence the
distribution of nest constructions in the nesting sites provided, and therefore shows the most potential for targeting the trapnests.
General location of the trapnests did not seem to influence the distribution of the different constructions. Further studies on the
effects of microsite and design details, such as colour, are needed. Ecological surveys of invertebrates in the localities studied
would render our research relevant to ecosystem studies of the southern Ontario region.

1999 Student Symposium Abstracts

Alissa Sugar and Jay R. Malcolm
Faculty ofForesty, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 3B3, (phone)(416) 946-3121, (fax)(416)978
3834, alissa.sugar@.utoronto.ca, jay.malcolm@utoronto.ca

Extensive clear-cutting in the boreal forest has resulted in large-scale habitat loss and fragmentation, which may contribute to
the loss of insect biodiversity. However, few studies have addressed this issue, and hence, the impacts of logging on insect
communities within Ontario's boreal forest are poorly known. We are investigating the impacts of commercial logging on
Diptera and Hymenoptera in the boreal mixedwood forests of northeastern Ontario. Our main objectives are to compare insect
diversity and composition in mature logged and unlogged forests, and to determine which habitat characteristics are influential
in determining patterns of insect diversity. Insect sampling occurred in 12 paired logged and unlogged stands, and was
repeated three times throughout the summer of 1998. Individuals captured in malaise traps are being counted for a number of
groups (16 families, one suborder, one superfamily), and in addition, three of these groups will be identified to species
(Syrphidae, hover flies; Pipunculidae, big-headed flies; and Symphyta, sawflies). Preliminary results indicate that the selected
insect groups caught in malaise traps are dominated by three groups of Diptera (Tabanidae, horse/deer flies; Mycetophilidae/
Sciaridae, fungus-gnats; and Bibionidae, march flies, and one group of Hymenoptera (Ichneumonoidea, parasitoid wasps).
There is a significantly higher abundance of Dolichopodidae (long-legged flies) observed in unlogged stands compared to
logged stands. Further analyses with the species data are to be undertaken to identify habitat associations and indicators of
the effects of harvesting practices.
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species found in northwestern Ohio such as two species of
Cruisers, Macromia pacifica Hagen (Gilded River Cruiser),
Macromia wabashensis Williamson (Wabash River Cruiser),
and Gomphus crassus (Handsome Clubtail) which resembles
G. fraternus (subgenus Gomphurus) but differs in having the
inferior appendage as viewed from above semi-circular
instead of straight-edged. This list may thus be considered as
a list of the most likely, but it is always a good idea to check
an identity using a textbook that covers a much broader area
and also to believe that anything can turn up. No one would
have predicted Enallagma anna (River Bluet) in Ontario (see
O'Brien and Pratt 1998), nor would anyone in the northeast
have predicted the giant Archi/estes grandis 50 years ago, but
it came (Westfall & May 1996).

Cordu/egaster erronea Hagen, TIGER SPIKETAIL
This species occurs mostly south of Ontario but Michigan
records (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997) are north of parts of
Ontario. In Ohio it occurs in small streams l' wide and 1/2-3"
deep (Glotzhober & Riggs 1996). It flies in Ohio from early
June to early September (Glotzhober 1999). Unlike our other
Spiketails which have abdominal yellow spots, this one has
segments 2-7 banded with yellow (Needham & Westfall
1955). Barlow (1995) provides an interesting discussion of
the habitat of this species in New Jersey. A report from
Schuyler Co., New York (Argia 11 (3): 13. 1999) is only about
150km from the Ontario Niagara Peninsula.

7

The most likely future additions are the following:

Arigomphus submedianus Williamson, JADE CLUBTAIL
Reported from Wayne County in Michigan opposite Windsor,
Ontario (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997), but it was
considered unlikely to be resident in Michigan (O'Brien 1998).
This species is similar to A. villosipes in its black and yellow
tibiae but without the elevation in the middle of the occiput.

Dragonflies of Ontario ... Recent additions and species to
watch for

Volume 5, Number 2

A list of likely additions to the Ontario list is readily developed
through considering what has been found in surrounding
areas. Generally I confined the list to species known relatively
nearby and/or from the same latitude. Species known from
northwestern Ohio seem less likely to occur in Ontario than
species from northeastern Ohio. Thus I did not include

The interest in an article on potential new damselflies, as well
as the need to ensure accurate identification in connection
with the seasonal summary of Ontario dragonflies, prompted
a consideration of dragonflies likely to be found in Ontario.
This not only contributes to more accurate identification, but it
also contributes to the wotection of rare species. The sooner
a rare species is discovered, the sooner it can be protected. It
is a shame to miss a fascinating new provincial record as a
result of being confined to provincial literature that does not
make reference to possible additions. That dragonfly
additions are possible is indicated by the fact that in the
1980's Paul Pratt found Dromogomphus spoliatus Hagen in
Selyys (Flag-tailed Spinyleg) and Macromia taenio/ata
Rambur (Royal River Cruiser) in southwestern Ontario, and a
few years ago two dragonflies were reported as new to the
province, these being Progomphus obscurus (Ranbur), the
Common Sanddragon, and Gomphaeschna furcillata (Say),
the Halequin Darner, both discovered in the Lakefield area
(Burke 1996). In 1999, three species new to Ontario were
discovered including Ophiogomphus mainensis Packard in
Walsh, the Maine Snaketail (Catling & Brownell 1999),
Sty/urus amnico/a (Walsh), the Riverine Clubtail (Catling,
Brownell & Pratt 1999) , and Sty/urus /aurae, Laura's Clubtail
(Catling & Catling 1999). Most, if not all of the previously
mentioned species occur as well established resident Ontario
populations (ie. they did not blow in).

In addition to the potential new taxa for the province, major
range extensions within Ontario are of particular interest.
Some species found in southern Ontario may be expected in
northwestern Ontario on the basis of occurrence in Manitoba
(Walker 1941, 1953, 1958, Walker & Corbet 1975), Wisconsin
(Legler & Westover 1998), northern Michigan (O'Brien et al.
1997), or Minnesota (Carroll & Gunderson 1995). Among
these is Pachydip/ax /ongipennis (Blue Dasher), known from
Lac Bonnet, Manitoba and northern Minnesota. Celithemis
elisa (Calico Pennant), Ce/ithemis eponina (Halloween
Pennant), and Erythemis simplicicolis (Eastern Pondhawk) all
extend into northern Minnesota. Extension of the range of
these more southern species into northwestern Ontario may
be anticipated due to climate warming. Although the following
list relates to entirely new taxa which we need to know about
to include in provincial identification keys, significant range
extensions within the province are also very important.

By Paul M Catling
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Dorocordulia lepida (Selys), PETITE EMERALD
Known from Franklin Co., New York, across the S1. Lawrence
River from eastern Ontario (Donnelly 1992) and in the
maritime provinces where it flies near bogs and lakes from
June to the end of July (Walker & Corbet 1975). In Maine
almost half of the records are for mid-August (Brunelle 1999).
It differs from Dorocordulia libera in the rear of the occiput
being yellowish instead of blackish.

Erythrodiplax berenice (Drury), SEASIDE DRAGONLET
Reported from the Thousand Islands in Jefferson Co., New
York (Donnelly 1992) adjacent to the Thousand Islands of
Ontario, this is mostly a species of coastal saltmarsh. In the
maritime provinces it flies from July 16 to Aug. 6 and in Maine
there are records for mid-June and early July as well
(Brunelle 1999). Seaside Dragonlets are 32-35mm long. The
abdomen becomes black in males but has yellow or red
dorsal spots in females. Two cross veins are present under
the stigma unlike species of Sympetrum. Also distinctive is
the fact that Cu1 departs from the edge of the triangle, as in
Erythemis and Pachydiplax, instead of at the angle.

Gomphus externus (Hagen in Selys), PLAINS CLUBTAIL
Known from Erie Co, Ohio on south shore of Lake Erie
(Glotzhober 1999). It flies in Ohio mostly in late July and early
August. Gomphus extemus is similar to G. fraternus but
differs in having the entire 9th segment of the abdomen with a
yellow spot and the dorsal dark stripes on the thorax as wide
as the pale stripes. In addition to southern Ontario, this
species could turn up in northwestern Ontario since it occurs
in Manitoba at Aweme (Treesbank) and Winnipeg (Walker
1933, 1958). In Wisconsin it occurs in turbid rivers with
moderate current (Legler et al. 1998).

Gomphus fraternus manitobanus Walker, MANITOBA
MIDLAND CLUBTAIL
This subspecies has more extensive yellow markings on the
legs and abdomen and is smaller than the typical subspecies
(Walker 1958). It is known from the Red River area, Winnipeg
and the Assiniboine at Aweme (Treesbank) where it has been
recorded from June 7 to July 14 (Walker 1958).

Gomphus lineatifrons (Calvert), SPLENDID CLUBTAIL
Known from Lake and Ashtabula Counties on south shore of
Lake Erie, it flies in late May and June (Glotzhober 1999). It is
also reported from Michigan well to the north of parts of
southwestern Ontario (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997, O'Brien
1998) and is known from east-central Minnesota (Carroll &
Gundersen 1995).

Lanthus parvulus (Selys), NORTHERN PYGMY CLUBTAIL
Known from Quebec (Pilon and Lagace 1998), the
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Adirondacks of New York (Donnelly 1992) and from counties
in northeastern Ohio on the south shore of Lake Erie
(Glotzhober 1999). It flies over rocky streams in June, but half
the observations for Maine have been in late July (Brunelle
1999). For information on biology, see Hutchinson (1990).
This species resembles Stylogomphus albistylis, the Least
Clubtail, but the outer side of the triangle is essentially straight
instead of angulate and the superior appendage of the male
has the tips curved out and up. The nymphs differ from those
of Stylogomphus in having the final segment of the antenna
not triangular but spatulate. See also under Lanthus vernalis.

Lanthus vernalis Carle, SINGLE STRIPED CLUBTAIL
The record from Allegheny State Park in New York is not far
from Ontario, but this unglaciated area nevertheless has a
very different flora and fauna. Records in Maine are more
distant but perhaps more like Ontario. It is also known from
northeastern Ohio (Glotzhober 1999). It flies mostly in June
south of Ontario. Most of the side of the second thoracic
segment is pale, unlike that of L. parvulus, where black lines
divide this pale area into three separate spots (Carle 1980).
Single Striped Clubtails occur in pristine upland streams. For
information on habitat and occurance with L. parvulus see
Donelly (1992).

Libellula auripennis Burmeister, GOLDEN-WINGED
SKIMMER
A report from Ottawa Co., Ohio on the south shore of Lake
Erie is one of only two for the state making the occurrence of
this species in Ontario seem unlikely, but it fulfills the criteria
of having been recorded nearby. The Ohio records are for late
June. The wings are yellow becoming red in old males, and
the wing veins are red.

Libellula cyanea Fabricius, SPANGLED SKIMMER
This species has essentially unmarkeql wings (only basal
streaks) and the bicolored stigma is very distinctive. It has
been reported from 12 counties in southern Michigan
(O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997), many of which are north of
portions of southwestern Ontario. In Ohio it flies from mid-May
to mid-Sept. with a peak in June and July (Glotzhober 1999).
In Maine it flies in late June and early July (Brunelle 1999).

Libellula exusta Say, WHITE CORPORAL
A handful of species of the eastern coastal plain are unlikely
to occur in Ontario, but this one would be easily overlooked
because of its similarity to L. jUlia, the Chalk-fronted Corporal.
It differs in its smaller size and in having the pterothorax with
a pale brown stripe bordering the mid-dorsal carina and the
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pruinose area only 1/2 as extensive as that of L. julia in which
it covers most of the dorsal pterothorax. It occurs in Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Maine. In both Maine and the
Maritime provinces it flies over ponds and lakes in June and
July (Brunelle 1999, Walker & Corbet 1975).

Macromia alleghaniensis Williamson, ALLEGHANY RIVER
CRUISER
Known from Ottawa Co., Ohio on south shore of Lake Erie
(Glotzhober 1999). It flies in Ohio from late June to August.
This species is similar to M. illinoensis (and different from M.
taeniolata) in having the yellow stripe vestigial or absent.
Males differ from those pf M. illinoensis in having the auricles
of abdominal segment 2 yellow instead of black and the
females have longer tibiae than those of M. iIIinoensis.

Neurocordulia molesta (Walsh), SMOKEY
SHADOWDRAGON
Known from a county on the south shore of Lake Erie in Ohio
where flying mostly in June. Smokey Shadowdragons have
relatively long caudal appendages, in females 2.4mm long,
and the males have a distinctive truncated process on the
trochanter.

Neurocordulia obsoleta Say, UMBER SHADOWDRAGON
Known from a county on the south shore of Lake Erie in Ohio
where it is flying mostly in June but also into July (Glotzhober
1999). There is also a report from Michigan (O'Brien, Kielb
and Bright 1997). In Maine it flies mostly from mid-June into
July (Brunelle 1999). This species is distinctive among
Shadowdragons in having three veins under the stigma
instead of two. It is likely to be flying only after sunset on
lakeshores.

Ophiogomphus aspersus Morse, BROOK SNAKETAIL
Shown for Ontario by Catling et al. (1998), it is now not clear
where this record originated since the species is not listed for
Ontario by Walker (1958), nor in other recent lists (eg. Pratt
1999, Carle 1981, 1992). Consequently, it appears that it
should be excluded from Ontario, but is still a possible
occurrence. It is known from the Adirondacks in New York
(across the St. Lawrence River from Ontario) and is said to
occur about small rocky streams (Donnelly 1992) where it
occurs with Calopteryx amata (Superb Jewelwing). In Quebec
it flies from early June to late August and is widespread in the
southern part of the province east to the Ottawa valley (Pilon
& Lagace 1998). In Maine it has been recorded from late June
to the end of July (Brunelle 1999). The basis for its reported
occurrence in Michigan is under review (Tennessen & Bright
1998). Brook Snaketails are distinctive in having the face
uniformly pale (not transversely striped with black), the tibiae
black and the inferior appendage much shorter than the
superior appendage.

Ophigomphus howei Bromley, PYGMY SNAKETAIL
A very distinctive Gomphid, this relatively small (31-37 mm
long) species has the basal half of the hindwings amber. It
occurs north of much of southern Ontario in northern Maine
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and northern and central Wisconsin (Tennessen 1993), north
to Warren County in New York (Argia 11 (3): 14. 1999), and it
is also present in the upper peninsula of Michigan (O'Brien
1998) and in east-central Minnesota (Carroll & Gundersen
1995). Exuviae are more readily found than adults and these
are distinctive in their small size (less than 22mm long) and
lack of dorsal hooks. In Wisconsin the first exuviae are found
in late May and adults are last seen in late June. It occurs on
rivers 10-200m wide with sandy and/or gravelly bottoms and
wooded banks.

Ophiogomphus susbehcha Vogt & Smith, WISCONSIN
SNAKETAIL
A recently described (Vogt & Smith 1993) species, this one is
still known only from the the St. Croix and Chippewa Rivers
on the Minnesota-Wisconsin border and further east within
Wisconsin at approx. 46°N. It occurs north of the Wisconsin
tension zone within the northern mixed forest region, and
some of that region is similar to parts of Ontario in southern
Algoma. It seems unlikely that it is confined to Wisconsin. At
least there is no compelling biogeographical reason for
exclUding it as a possibility in Ontario. It emerges in late May
before other riverine Anisoptera when water temperature is
14.rC (Vogt & Smith 1993). Adults have been most often
observed in fields near the river feeding on flies. Inflated
protuberances on the dorsal inferior appendage, which has an
upturned tip, are distinctive in the male and the vulvar lamina
resembling that of O. anomalis but with less attenuate
processes, is distinctive in the female.

~~
~

Somatochlora brevicincta Robert, QUEBEC EMERALD
For a long period this species was known only from Quebec,
but it has recently been reported from Maine, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick and is much more widespread in Quebec than
previously thought (Tingley 1998, Tingley & Brunelle 1998,
Brunelle 1998). It occurs in parts of Quebec south of James
Bay not far from the border of northern Ontario (Pilon &
Legace 1998). In Quebec adults have been observed from 19
June to early September. The nymphs have been found in
pools in graminoid fens and bogs. This species resembles S.
albicincta, but brevicincta males have a spine near the base
of the superior appendage and lack a basal tubercle;
brevicincta females have a vulvar lamina almost as long as
9th abdominal segment and not more or less bilobed.

Somatochlora hineana Williamson, HINE'S EMERALD
There is a record from Lucas Co., Ohio on the south shore of
Lake Erie (Glotzhober 1999) and it was also recently found in
the upper peninsula of Michigan (Williamsonia 1(3): 7. 1997)
and is also known from northern Wisconsin (Argia 6(4): 8.
1995). It flies in Ohio in June and early July, but further north
in Michigan and Wisconsin it has been observed from early to
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late JUly (Cashelt 1999). This species resembles S. tenebrosa
but has more conspicuous lateral colour patches. It is
illustrated in Williamsonia 1(3): 7. 1997 and also on the cover
of Argia 11 (3). 1999. . The habitat is described as "highly
calcareous fens characterized by shallow dolomite bedrock
and abundant growth of Narrow-leaved Cattail (Typha
angustifolia, see Argia 4(2): 12. 1992). Other habitats may
also be important further south and nymphs have been
reported to congregate in crayfish burrows (Williamsonia 3(2):
7.1999). See also Steffens (1998).

Somatochlora linearis Hagen, MOCHA EMERALD
Unique among eastern species in its entire lack of yellow
stripes on the thorax (Needham & Westfall 1955), the Mocha
Emerald has been reported from the central portion of
Michigan (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997), Oswego County at
the eastern end of Lake Ontario in New York (Donnelly 1992),
and occurs throughout much of Ohio including counties on the
Lake Erie shoreline. In Ohio it flies from late June to early
September and also in mid-October (Glotzhober 1999). The
peak flight period appears to be mid-August.

Sympetrum madidum Hagen, RED-VEINED
MEADOWHAWK
Reported by Walker (1933), as well as Walker and Corbet
(1975) from Aweme, Portage La Prairie and Cormorant Lake
in Manitoba, this species could occur in northwestern Ontario.
It flies from mid-June to July and can be distinguished by the
two rows of cells between IR3 and Rspl of foreWing like S.
corruptum. Unlike S. corruptum the tergite of segment 4 IS
lacking a transverse carina.

Tachopteryx thoreyi(Hagen), GRAY PETALTAIL
Known from Lake and Cuyahoga counties in Ohio on the
south shore of Lake Erie (Glotzhober 1999), from the only
Pennsylvania county on the south shore of Lake Erie (Beatty
& Beatty 1971) and also from southwestern Michigan
(O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997). In Ohio it flies mostly in June
but into July and August. It occurs in semi-open areas around
springs and seeps and perches on tree trunks. Much of the
prey may be gleaned from tree trunks (Waltz 1998). The
nymphs (see Williamson (1901) for a fine illustration) have
been found in very little water or where the ground is merely
wet near small springs. Savard (1987) has discussed the
Quebec record of this species. The forewing triangle is
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longest along the long axis of the wing and the eyes are
widely separated as in the gomphids, but this species differs
from gomphids in not having a terminally enlarged abdomen,
and the pterostigma is longer than 1/4 the distance from the
nodus to the distal end of R1 (instead of shorter). The Gray
Petaltail is the only representative of its family (Petaluridae) in
northeastern North America.

Williamsonia lintneri (Hagen in Selys) , RINGED
BOGHAUNTER
Occurs in Maine in bog habitat with pools and ericaceous
shrubs (McCollough 1997). In Maine it flies through the month
of May. In Rhode Island it occurs in bog and fen pools with
submerged sphagnum, but adults may be found along roads
and paths through upland woods (Carpenter 1993). In
Mecosta Co., Michigan the first observation was on 2 May
(Williamsonia 3(3): 7. 1999). In Wisconsin both W. lintneri and
W. fletcheri have been found in the same place and in tandem
(Carpenter & Legler 1998). Williamsonia lintneri differs from
Williamsonia fletcheri in its mostly yellow or greenish (instead
of blackish) face and prominently pale-ringed abdomen
(orange markings on the apex of segments 2-9).

Zoraena bilineata Carle, (BROWN DELTA-SPOTED
SPIKETAIL)
Reported from Michigan and Ohio (Carle 1983). The Michigan
records (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997) are to the north of
much of southwestern Ontario. Brown base colour
(particularly anteclypeus and legs light brown instead of
black) and less extensive yellow markings distinguish this
species from Z. diastatops. The nymphs are reported to prefer
pools of spring seeps and the adults occur along spring runs,
the males perching on sunlit stems (Carle 1983).

How does the Ontario list compare?

Twenty-five species to watch for are listed above and
previously four damselflieswere listed as potential additions,
thus making 29. It is likely that at least half of these will be
found in the next decade, and if so Ontario would lead among
the states and provinces of the northeast. Currently with 165
taxa of Odonata (of which 3 are represented by 2 subspecies)
and 162 taxa of species rank, Ontario's list is exceeded in the
region only by that of New York State which has 177 taxa.
Maine, Michigan, and Ohio are Jl6xt with approximately 156.
Quebec has 135 and Wisconsin is next with 110. Minnesota
and Manitoba both have approximately 90 taxa. Of Ontario's
165 taxa, 157 have been reported from southern Ontario (Le.
south of 46°N), and 119 are present in the Ottawa area alone.
These are relatively high numbers for geographical areas of
this size. For example BritiSh Columbia has 80 species and
the British Isles has 45 species (of which three are extinct).
More dragonflies are seen in one day during the Algonquin
Odonata count (55, see Jones 1999) than have ever occurred
in entire British Isles! The total for all of New England and
Atlantic Canada is 188 species. On a global scale Ontario has
a very impressive diversity of Odonata, but it is almost
certainly more impressive than we presently realize.
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Announcements

Bronte Creek Provincial Park Threatened

The province of Ontario is considering a proposal that could
see a large portion of Bronte Creek Provincial Park turned
into a golf course. A 165-hectare eastern corner of the park is
on a short list of sites selected by the Royal Canadian Golf
Association. This area is home to one of the few remaining
Carolinian forests in Halton and it contains prairie remnants.
Bronte Creek Valley is a Provincially significant Life Science
Area of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI). It is the only
Ontario provincial park se~ in an urban area.

If you would like to express your disapproval with this action,
you can request a copy of a petition to distribute in your own
community, or you can write to the RCGA directly, or to the
Minister of Natural Resources, John Snobelen.

Walker, E.M. 1941. List of the Odonata of Ontario with
distributional and seasonal data. Transaction of the Royal
Canadian Institute 23 (50) pt. 2: 201-265

Walker, E.M. 1958. The Odonata of Canada and Alaska,
vOlume 2, part III: The Anisoptera - four families. University of
Toronto Press. 318 pp.

Walker, E.M. 1953. The Odonata of Canada and Alaska,
volume 1, part 1: General. part 2: The Zygoptera 
Damselflies. University of Toronto Press. 292 pp.

Walker, E.M. 1908. The dragonflies (Odonata) of the Ottawa
district. Ottawa Naturalist 22(1): 16-23, 22(3): 49-64

Walker, E.M. 1933. The Odonata of Manitoba. Can. Ent. 73:
35-36

Walker, E.M. 1941. New records of Odonata from Manitoba.
Can. Ent. 73: 35-36

Walker, E.M. and P.S. Corbet. 1975. The Odonata of Canada
and Alaska, volume 3, part III: The Anisoptera -three families.
University of Toronto Press. 307 pp.

Waltz, R.D. 1998. Gleaning on Coreidae (Heteroptera) by
Tachopteryx thoreyi (Odonata: Petaluridae). Great Lakes
Entomologist 31 (3,4): 209
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Moira Latham, Bronte Creek East Preservation Association,
64 Cudmore Road, Oakville, ON L6L 2Y5 905-847-5667

Stephen Ross, Executive Director, Royal Canadian Golf
Association, 1333 Dorval Dr., Oakville, Ontario L6J 4Z3,
Phone (905) 849-9700; Fax (905) 845-7040, sdross@rcga.org

Hon. John Snobelen, Minister of Natural Resources, Room
6301, Whitney Block, 99 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON
M7A 1W3 Fax (416) 314-2216

New Book Available

Andre Larochelle, 1990. The Food of Carabid Beetles
(Coleoptera: Carabidae, including Cicindelinae). Fabreries:
(Supplement 5) 1-132
This is a publication of the Association des Entomologistes
Amateurs du Quebec, available through: Dr. Yves Bousquet,
Eastern Cereal and Oil Seeds Research Centre, Central
Experimental Farm, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OC6.
This publication is said to be a multi-purpose compilation of
information on Carabids with a reference list of over 1000
citations and was mentioned on ENTOMO-L listserve as
costing under $20 CON.

Westfall, M.J. and M.L. May. 1996. Damselflies of North
America. Scientific Publishers, Gainesville, Florida. 649 pp.

Westfall, M.J. and M.L. May. 1996. Damselflies of North
America. Scientific Publishers, Gainesville, Florida. 649 pp.

Westfall, M.J. and K.J. Tennessen. 1973. Description of the
nymph of Lestes inaequalis (Odonata: Lestidae). Florida
Entomologist 56: 291-293

White, H.B. III and W.J. Morse. 1973. Odonata (dragonflies)
of New Hampshire: an annotated list. New Hampshire
Agricultural and Experimental Station Resources Report 30:
46pp.

Wiggins, G.B. 1966. Centennial of entomology in Canada
1863-1963, a tribute to Edmund M. Walker. Royal Ontario
Museum Life Sciences Contribution No. 69. 94 pp.

Williamson, E.B. 1901. On the manner of oviposition and on
the nymph of Tachopteryx thoreyi. Entomological News 12(1):
1-3 + pI.
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Algonquin Park Butterfly Counts: results from 1999
By Colin D. Jones

Third Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count

On Saturday, June 5, 1999, the Third Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter
count circle is centred at Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers Road from Lake Travers in
the northwest to Forbes Lake in the southeast.

It was a hot early-summer day in Algonquin Park (21-27 degrees Celsius) and butterflies were flying in good
numbers. In fact, we nearly doubled our previous total of individual butterflies (2469 this year compared to our
previous highest total of 1404 in 1998!). The 15 observers put in 32.5 party-hours and tallied an impressive record
total of 35 species!

As was the case in 1998, due to unseasonably warm weather in late April and May, many species began and
finished flying earlier than normal. Despite this, however, this year's count only missed two of the early flying
species it is meant to attempt to census (Brown and Hoary Elfin). The other two elfins (Eastern and Western Pine
Elfin) were definitely near the end of their flight period though. In fact, many were so worn that a positive
identification could not be made and we had to settle ourselves with pine elfin sp.

As a result of the advanced season, species that we do not always expect on this count were noted, sometimes in
impressive numbers! Examples include: 154 Hobomok Skippers (9 of which were the dark "Pocohontas" form), 121
Silver-bordered Fritillaries, 736 Silvery Checkerspots, 167 Northern Crescents, and 357 Little Wood Satyrs.

A total of seven species were new to the count: Pepper and Salt Skipper, Harvester, Great Spangled Fritillary,
Meadow Fritillary, Eastern Comma, Red Admiral, and Chryxus Arctic. All of these were expected to occur with the
exception of Great Spangled Fritillary. Seen by Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney and Ron Tozer, Great Spangled
Fritillary was, by far, the most exciting butterfly of the day as it was 22 days earlier than the earliest Algonquin record
and a full month earlier than the average flight date for this species! It should be noted that the butterfly records used
to calculate the average flight dates for Algonquin are from the Highway 60 corridor. This is important because the
east side of the Park, where this count takes place, is at a lower elevation resulting in warmer temperatures and
therefore earlier emergence dates for butterflies. Despite this fact, however, June 5th relnains an exceptionally early
date for Great Spangled Fritillary. As it turned out, Great Spangled Fritillaries had a fabulous year in Algonquin Park
in 1999, greatly outnumbering Atlantis Fritillaries. Normally it is just the opposite!

One final pattern that was noticed this year was the near lack of Harris's Checkerspots, with a total of only 17. In
1998, Harris's and Silvery Checkerspots were both high in numbers, totaling 209 and 263 respectively. It is very
interesting to note such changes from year to year and we look forward to many more years of butterfly counts in
Algonquin Park!

Observers: Ethan Anderman, Jean Brereton, Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Jason Dombroskie, Colin Jones,
Gordon Lewer, Chris Michener, Carey Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Carl Rothfels, Dan Strickland, Kelly Stronks, Rick
Stronks, Ron Tozer
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Summary of the Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count

Common Name SCientific Name Numbers Common Name SCientific Name Numbers

Dreamy Duskyw!ng Erynnis icelus 41 Blue sp. 1_. --
~enal's Duskywing Erynnis juvenalis 131 Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele 1

Columbine Dusky Wing Erynnis lucilius 1 Silver-bordered Fritillary Boloria selene 121

Arctic Skipper fJarterocephalus palaemon 62 Silvery Checkerspot Chlosyne nycteis 736

Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 154 Harris's Checkerspot Chlosyne harrisii 17

Pepper and Salt Skipper Amblyscirtes hegon 10 Chlosyne sp. 52

Roadside Skipper Amblyscirtes vialis 57 Northem Crescent Phyciodes cocyta 167

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail Papilio canadensis 251 Eastem Comma Polygonia comma 2

Mustard White Pieris napi 4 Grey Comma Polygonia progne 2

Clouded Sulphur Colias philodice 48 Polygonia sp. 2

Orange Sulphur Colias eurytheme 12 Mourning Cloak Nymphalis antiopa 1

Colias sp. 10 American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 15

Harvester Feniseca tarquinius 2 Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta 1

American Copper Lycaena phlaeas 13 White Admiral Limenitis arthemis arthemis 7

Eastern Pine Elfin Callophrys niphon 66 Viceroy Limenitis archippus 8

Westem Pine Elfin Callophrys eryphon 1 Little Wood Satyr Megisto cymela 357

Pine Elfin sp. Callophrys sp. 15 Common Ringlet Coenonympha tul/ia 37

Grey Hairslreak Strymon melinus 9 Chryxus Arctic Oeneis chryxus 1

~~gAzure Celastrina ladon 24 Monarch Danaus plexippus 8

Silvery Blue Glaucopsyche Iygdamus 20

Total Number of Species:

Total Number of Individuals:

Number of Observers:

Number of Party-hours:

Butterflies/Party-hour

Cumulative Total Species
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35

2469

15

32.5

76

46
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Fifth Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
By Colin D. Jones

On Saturday, July 3, 1999, the fifth annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count circle is
centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's
boundary in the east.

The weather for the day began under partly cloudy skies but the butterflying was good! By mid-afternoon, however, the rain
began to fall and most parties were finished (or had at least stopped seeing butterflies) by 3:30 p.m.

In total, 36 observers put in 67.5 party-hours, and observed 2180 butterflies of 41 species. This species total breaks our
previous highest species total by five - not bad for an incomplete day of butterflying!

Only one species was new for the count this year, but it was a very exciting and interesting addition. A total of six Eastern Tailed
Blues were found in six different sites! There is only one other record of this species from Algonquin Park dating back to the late
1950's.

There was one other exciting find - a black Papilio (swallowtail) species! Unfortunately, a satisfactory look was not obtained and
the butterfly in question managed to elude the watchers net! Whatever this individual was it would have been a highly significant
sighting for Algonquin Park!

Overall, this year, skippers appeared to be in lower numbers than usual, with the exceptions of Least Skipper (132 was a record
high for this count), Dun Skipper (122) and Two-spotted Skipper (11). Formally thought of as very rare in Algonquin, the Two
spotted Skipper continues to be found in new sites by concentrating on searching in the appropriate habitat - wet, sedge
meadows.

Possibly due to observers checking appropriate habitat more than in past years, we tallied a record high count of Bog Coppers
(44). Grey Commas obviously had a great year in 1999 as is indicated by the count total of 55! In past years we have never
totalled more than 7 Grey Commas and in most years we have one or none! Other species that we tallied a record high number
of include Northern Pearly-Eye (101) and Eyed Brown (129). With respect to Monarchs, in contrast to last year when they were
noticeably absent, this year a total of 66 adults and many larvae were seen.

Observers on the Hwy 60 Count:
Jerry Ball, Dennis Barry, Linda Boone, Margaret Carney, Marianne Clark, Bev Clute, Kevin Clute, Peter Clute, Eric Davies, Uyen
Dias, Jason Dombroskie, Lisa Enright, Erin Forster, William Godsoe, Trevor Griffin, Andrew Jobes, Marc Johnson, Colin Jones,
Shan Jones, Anastasia Kuzyk, Brenda Laking, Lee Pauze, Becky Pollock, Chris Robinson, Melissa Rose, Carl Rothfels, Mike
Runtz, Anna Sandilands, Michelle Schafer, Lou Spence, Paul Smith, Dan Strickland, Matt Strickland, Reagan Szabo, Doug
Tozer, Ron Tozer.

Total Number of Species: 41
Total Number of Individuals: 2180
Number of Observers: 36
Number of Party-hours: 67.5
Butterflies/Party-hour: 32
Cumulative Total Species: 53

Thanks to all of the participants in both of the 1999 Algonquin butterfly counts.

The Forth Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count is set for Saturday, June 3, 2000, and the Sixth Annual Highway 60
Algonquin Butterfly Count is set for Saturday, July 1, 2000.

Those interested in participating in either of the year 2000 Algonquin Butterfly Counts should contact the author at P.O. Box 248,
Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, (705) 652-5004 or by email atnaturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca.
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Summary of the Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count

Common Name Scienliflc Name Numbers Common Name SCientific Name Numbers

Least Skipper Ancy/oxypha numitor 132 Speyeria sp. 100
European Skipper Thymelicus lineo/a 474 Silver-bordered Fritillary B%ria selene 8
Peck's Skipper Polites peckius 44 Meadow Fritillary B%ria bellona 1
Tawny-edged Skipper Polites themistoc/es 7 B%ria sp. 1
Long Dash Skipper Polites mystic 55 Silvery Checkerspot Ch/osyne nycteis 1
Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 14 Harris' Checkerspot Ch/osyne harrisii 1
Two-spotted Skipper Euphyes bima_cu/a 11 Northern Crescent Phyciodes cocyta 6
Dun Skipper Euphyes vestris 122 Question Mark Po/ygonia interrogationis 2-
Skipper sp. 30 Eastern Comma Po/ygonia comma 3
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail Papilio canadensis 2 Green Comma Po/ygonia faunus 2

Pae!!.i.9 sp. 1 Grey Comma Po/ygonia progne 55-- ..- f----

Mustard White Pieris napi 8 Po/ygonia sp. 17--
Cabbage White Pieris rapae 49 Mouming Cloak Nymphalis antiopa 3
Clouded Sulphur Colias philodice 22 Milbert's Tortoiseshell Nymphalis milberti 3
Orange Sulphur Colias eurytheme 12 American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 3
Pink-edged Sulphur Colias interior 22 Painted Lady Vanessa cardui 1

Colias sp. 26 White Admiral Limenitis arthemis arthemis 227
Bog Copper Lycaena epixanthe 44 Northern Pearly-Eye Enodia anthedon 101-
Striped Hairstreak Satyrium liparops 1 Eyed Brown Satyrodes eurydice 129
Eastern Tailed Blue Everes comyntas 6 Little Wood Satyr Megisto cyme/a 7,.-,

Summer Azure' Ce/astrina /adon neg/ecta 11 Common Ringlet Coenonympha tullia 2
Blue sp. 1 Common Wood-Nymph Cercyonis pega/a 2
Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybe/e 227 Satyrid sp. 15
Aphrodite Fritillary Speyeria aphrodite 2 Monarch Danaus p/exippus 66-- --_.
Atlantis Fritillary Speyeria atlantis 101

Proposal to the TEA to Publish the 2nd Edition of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas as
the Primary Millennium Project

By Quimby Hess

The Ontario Butterfly Atlas was published by the TEA in 1991.
The major funding for the printing was provided by the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources on the premise that it provided
authoritative data of value in deciding government policy on
our natural resources.

The Atlas was unique in that it broke new ground in providing
a rating of the status of each butterfly species occurring in
Ontario. This is the information needed when creating policies
and legislation concerned with the protection of a species and
its habitat.

The 2nd edition of the Atlas is a revised and up-dated version
of the present publication. This was the result of incorporating
the new records and reports in the TEA's Annual Summaries,
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other available information, etc., over the years since 1991, to
October 1999. In the writer's opinion and knowledge, reported
data not now in the 2nd Edition will add little to the contents. It
is important to note that the submissions of the contributors to
the Annual Summaries were the most important in formulating
the 2nd Edition.

The writer has submitted two copies of the 2nd Edition, one to
the President and one to the Vice-President. I understand this
proposal will be discussed at the next Board meeting.

The writer has been approached recently by some TEA
members regarding the production of a 2nd Edition of the
Atlas. This report is for the information of the TEA
membership.
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in each area, from the dry hot dunes to
the cool, moist hills. The collection of
slides that Michael brought, combined
with his personal insight and anecdotes
about the region were captivating!
Business:
There was no financial report. Nancy
gave a report on the results of the
membership survey regarding the Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Act. There
were, as expected, a range of views. It
was decided that Nancy would set up a
committee with Tom Mason and Phil
Schappert to work on the \
recommendations. \

,I

Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the meeting.
There were 23 members and 5 guests
present.
The speaker for the day was Peter
Dimitris from the City of Toronto. The
City ofToronto initiated an Integrated
Pest Management program a number of
years ago. It is now called the Integrated
Healthy Plant Management program
because if you keep a plant healthy, it is
less likely to be harmed by pest
problems. There are a number of insect
pests that city trees can be affected by
including the native fall cankerworm, the
exotic Asian longhorn beetle, Dutch elm
disease, elm leaf beetle larvae,
carpenter ants, gypsy moths, and
eastern tent caterpillars. Each of these
insects affects different trees in different
ways. They try to avoid spraying for
insect pests if other methods are
available. Other things that affect city
trees include fungi, which often simply
indicate a tree that is already decaying,
and beavers. In the city, they only worry
about trees that are near power lines or
bridges (they put mesh around them so
that the beavers can't chew on them).
We also had a report from Don

November 27,1999

Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the meeting.
There were 27 members and 2 guests
present.
The speaker for the day was TEA
member, Michael van der Poorten, who
spoke about the butterflies and
dragonflies of Sri Lanka. He took us
through a trip around the country,
showing slides of the different
ecological zones 'and the insects found

There is a new book available -Michigan
butterflies and skippers, $19.95 US. Let
Alan know if you are interested as he is
going to see if we can get a discounted
price for us.

October 23,1999

Anyone interested in doing insect
surveys near Fort Erie is asked to
contact the Fort Erie Naturalists Club 
they have a piece of property that they
wish inventoried and they may be able
to provide accommodation as well.
Contact Rob Eberlie at 470 Glenwood,
Ridgeway, Ontario LOS 1NO, 905-894
5850; eberly@inter-pc.com

1) The position of Recording Secretary
is still open
2) FON Summer camp for children 
proposal to contribute
3) Research grant -proposal to offer an
annual research prize
4) Discussion of fundraising needed to
support these

. 5) Chris has arranged for someone to
be at the ROM at 10 am on TEA
meeting dates so that TEA members
can help out with or look at the
collections
6) Project proposed to print up John
Eberlie's writings
7) Project proposed to print up Toronto
butterfly checklist by Barry Harrison
8) Carolyn, Paul and Vanessa will
represent the TEA with an exhibit at the
Fall Bird Fair, Royal Botanical Gardens,
October 24

September 25, 1999

Business:
Alan presented the financial report: the
membership fund contains $180
(renewals are just being received); the
publications fund contains $10,535; the
GIC stands at $7,400. Alan said that he
will not be sending receipts or
membership cards unless they are
specifically requested.

Nancy gave a short report on the Board
meeting that had been held that
morning.

Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the first meeting
of the season, held once again in the
ROM, thanks to the efforts of Chris
Darling. There were 26 members and 1
guest present.
The speakers for the day were John
Johnson and Tom Cumby of the Ministry
of Natural Resources. They came to
speak to us about the very contentious
issue of the inclusion of certain
butterflies as Specially Protected
Species in the newly passed Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act. John's
intention was to present the parts of the
act that affect our activities in the field
and to get feedback from us. The Act
itself is very difficult to change, but John
and Tom are working on the regulations
that will be used for the 2000 field
season. It was a lively meeting and a
number of ideas were put forth. It was
decided that the membership would be
canvassed for their views on a number
of issues.

_____R_e_~_p_~_~_ie~_;_riP__~
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FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior), and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior).

The JuniorYoung Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485; the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15) costs $700.
TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay for the rest.

19

4) T-shirt design -Paul and Carolyn will
look into production
5) FWCA Proposal -preliminary draft
presented, agreement reached in
principle
6)Web site update -ROM site is not
available to us but looking into other
possibilities
7)Odonata summary-Paul Catling sent a
proposal, agreed that summary will be
sold for approx $20

Ontario Insects

Business:
There was no financial report. Nancy
said that the proposal for the FWCA
was almost ready.

ROM has in its collections.
Anyone who can offer even an hour of
time is asked to contact Brad Hubley,
Entomology Collections Manager,
Centre for Biodiversity and
Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario
Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto
M5S 2C6. Phone (416) 586-5764; Fax
(416) 586-5553; email:
bradh@ rom.on.ca

Board Meeting Highlights:
1) FON Summer Camp proposal 
approved (see write-up in this issue of
01)
2). Research grant proposal -approved
amount of $300
3) Printing proposal re: Barry Harrison's
Toronto butterflies checklist -agreed in
principle to sponsor the printing as long
as the design is 'camera-ready'

The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp experiences to
share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario Insects.
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The Junior Young Naturalist Camp takes place at the Leslie M. Frost Natural Resources Centre in Minden, Ontario for 9-10
days, probably at the end of July. Campers participate in a wide variety of activities focusing on natural habitats. They visit
sites such as old growth forests, wetlands, and shoreline areas. They learn about plant communities, animal populations
and the health of ecosystems. There is even a computer lab. Campers also participate in a conservation project and have
many other options such as swimming, canoeing, and camp crafts. Accommodation is in comfortable dorms and the food
is great (they are able to accommodate a variety of dietary needs).

FON Summer Camp for Children
TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from this
experience? Let us know!

The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We prefer to
sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to suggest a child
should send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know the name of the child, age, and how the child will
benefit from the program and what is exceptional about the child.

The Senior Young Naturalist Camp is a wilderness adventure that takes place in August for 12 days. The base is at the
Smoothwater Outfitters in Temagami. For the first six days, the campers learn all about planning a canoe trip, receive
instruction in paddling and canoe rescue techniques, and learn important wilderness survival skills. On the seventh day,
the campers embark on a 6-day canoe trip, paddling, camping, and hiking through some of the most ancient and beautiful
areas in Ontario.

Lafontaine about the Biota of Canada
Project. This is an ambitious project that
the government has undertaken to
catalogue all plants and animals in
Canada. They are starting with the
butterflies of Canada because much of
the preliminary work has been done
and it showed that it was possible to get
cooperation from both professional and
amateur groups across Canada. Every
specimen in any major collection·
(including those in the U.S.) is being put
into a database that will be accessible
to everyone. When the project is
finished, someone will be able to
access various bits of information in the
database. You will be able to isolate the
occurrence of specimens during time
(e.g. compare the 1920's to the1980's)
as well as in space. Once the other data
bases are in place, you will also be able
to cross-reference them so that you
could compare soil types with
occurrence of specimens. The TEA is
being asked to help by volunteering
their time to identify specimens that the
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DURHAM REGION BUTTERFLY COUNTS IN 1999
By James Kamstra

Two butterfly counts took place in the Durham Region in the early part of the summer of 1999. The Oshawa count, now in its
seventh year, was conducted on June 27th. The Sunderland count, in the north central part of the region (with about one third of
the count circle within York Region) was completed on the 4th of July. It is centered on Udora and encompasses the
communities of Sunderland, Brown Hill, Pefferlaw, Leaskdale and Blackwater. Members from Durham Region Field Naturalists,
Pickering Naturalists, South Lake Simcoe Naturalists and Toronto Entomologists' Association participated in the two counts.

Like 1998, this year also witnessed an unusually early spring which caused most butterflies to emerge about two weeks earlier
than normal. The Oshawa count recorded 51 species, which is the highest ever. It is interesting to note that only one or two
individuals were tallied for 13 of the species. Rain at noon suspended the count for a few hours. A few groups resumed the hunt
when the skies cleared in mid afternoon. The count total would have likely produced significantly greater numbers of individuals
without the rain. Harvester and Baltimore were both new for the count.

Meanwhile, the Sunderland count was done on a humid day when the thermometer soared to 34°C. The total of 50 species is
two short of last years record. Extensive wetlands along the Beaverton River, Pefferlaw Brook and Zephyr Creek produced a rich
assortment and high numbers of butterflies. We recorded some high species totals, in particular, Mustard Whites were
unbelievably abundant (nearly 1500 which will probably be the North American all time high count). Common Sulfur, Summer
Azure, Meadow Fritillary, Baltimore, Least Skipper, Peck's Skipper and Dion Skipper were also in record numbers. One of the
highlights was finding 39 of the diminutive Harvesters within areas of alder swamp. The totals of the two counts are provided
below.

SPECIES OSHAWA SUNDERLAND • I • • I • I • • I

Participants

Oshawa:
John Barker, Dennis Barry, Eric & Dana Bryant, Dayln Bryant, Kayly Bryant, Margaret Carney, Dave Cattrall, James Kamstra,
Dale Leadbeater, Tom Mason, Les McClair, Bev Porter, Rayfield Pye, Norbert Woerns

Sunderland:
Dennis Barry, Eric & Dana Bryant, Shari Bowler, Margaret Carney, Jill Clyde, Jim Fairchild, Karen Fullbrook, Dan Geiger, Brian
Henshaw, James Kamstra, Dale Leadbeater, Tom Mason, Les McClair, Terrence McDougall, Mike & Steve McMurtry, Steve
Pallett, Linda & Mike & Rachel Pauer, Ed Poropat, Rayfield Pye, Willy Rauchenstein, Michael & Nancy Vander Poorten, Stan
Ward, Norbert Woerns
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Canadian Tiger Swallowtail 54 64 Pearl Crescent 11 31 Monarch 32 40

Black Swallowtail 2 18t-J'!rt.~.e.r.~C:.rt3sc:e.~t 801 1050§il~e.r=~P'!~e.9~~ipp.t3~ 2? .
MUS!~~ Wh~_._•.__. ~ ..~. __ _...•_~487 •..~altimor~__..~..__ _ _.2. _. 164 Northern Cloudywing 6 ~_

C:~~~<l\1.e.~~!t3...... ~.~9... .. _ .. ~..?~_ .g.u~~.!i~~ ~.<lr.~............_ .. . ~.? _ ~1..~. ..r:>.r.e..~~y"g~~~~.l;L .._ ~~~_.~ .._ ..__ ..
Common Sulfur 39 628' Eastern Comma 4 9 Least Skipper 131---__365

jl,lfalfCiOf<lr.:tQe. ---.-~ ~ ===1.~ ~~~r.r.:tI1lCi....... 9 ELJr<?pe.Cir.:t§!<iPPe.r... 1738 931
Bronz,,:~.Copper.__ 8 33' ~Mourning Cloak ....__......-!.. ..._ ..__2 . .!'eck's Skipper ~__~.~~ ~~

American Copper 5 American Painted Lady 1 4 Tawny-edged Skipper 35 54
CoraiHa;~~t~~ak···_·· ..i 3 ·Red·Ad~i;~i-·..·······_· .. ·--6·Crc;-s~li·~~SkipPE;;:-·--· ---·--6 -.--._.- 12

'-=-=':':::"':-=':'==-.-.-.--1--.-_._-+--- -=-1·:.;=.::.:.::==----\-----1-----=-)-==:..:.:...=='-----1----=·+-·--.......:.='-1
Acadian Hairstreak 1 29 White Admiral 51 45~'!~!\l.l:)Cl~~§~ipfle..r. 88 1~.~.

Banded H~j;stre;k 2 1Red=SPottedP~rple 2 1 Northern Broken Dash 1.~ 8_1

~!!:ip.e.cJ.f1.a~r.~!re.Ci~.~~.... 2 18 \iic;e.r.'!y..........._.... .... ...!.!......]? .l:l.ela""Cl!.e...~!P.P...e.~... ...._._.~ ..._... ..... ~_~
~mmerAz~__~~....._. __~_}~ __.. 233. ~ern Pearly-Eye __~ 21 Hobomok Skipper 59 12

Harvester ..... 23~.t-J<?rt~e.r~§Ye.cJ§t~",,~ 132~~1 .l:lrClClcJ=.V1Ii~j;le.cJ§k.ip.pe.r. 3_ ?~?
Great Spangled Fritillary 132 208. Appalachian Brown .2i. 1 Dion Skipper .L ~

~p!:!:?dJ!e.£_~ti!!Cirx..._...... .... ......_.. _ ..~..__ . __ ...._....._...~... .!:iltle Y'!.??~§.Cl..~r. __ ... _ .. __.~..._ ..._ ....._._.?_ I~C'..~..?!.":.~.§..~e~~.. __ .__ ..._.__._..__.._...__.3.
Silver-bordered Fritilll3~. 1 5 Common Wood Nymph 128 223 Dun Skipper 20 179

Meadow Fritillary 38 158 Inornate Ringlet 35 4
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Monarchs showed resurgence with 78 being counted this year compared to last years count of 13.
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Fifth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count, July 10th, 1999
By Garth Vernon Riley

On Saturday, July 10, 1999, the Fifth Annual Butterfly Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-four counters, in
eight parties, conducted a census of butterflies in the 15 mile diameter circle centered on the intersection of Dundas Street West and
Bloor Street West.

In total, 2,259 individual butterflies were counted, of 42 species. This species total is lightly below the average of the 5 years in which
the count has been conqucted. The overall cumulative list now totals 54, with the addition of Wild Indigo Dusky-wing, Fiery Skipper,
Gray Hairstreak, and Common Buckeye.

~ver-~E9~ted Skip~~L_•.... EE~'J!.!'!.~s clarus __ 50 Gray Hairstrea-" St'Y"'..0!'.!!'..~'!'!.u_s ._.~

.~.~.~.~~.':'.'.g.I.?.".~.~i.~~ T..~?!Y~~~p.r.!'!:~:~...... . ....._~3 Eastern !"i1~~.:E!I"..~._ ~v..:r~~C<l.".'r..n.t.a~ 31
IJ\Iildln.(ji~()[)usk~in.9. ~ryrJn.i~~'!:pti~i'!:':. .. . 1 S".'.'.'rJl:r.~"..'.:.... c;~i"strin."'!!cl0n.IlI>9.!:c;t,,.. 112
Least Skipper Ancyloxypha numitor 2 Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybe/e 21
European Skipper Thyme/icus Iineola 196 Pearl Crescent Phyclodes tharos 67
Fi~;YSki;;p~;'-'-'-- -HYi~phi;aphYi~~;---·-1-NOrih~mC;~;~~~;·· Ph;;d~d~;·;o~Yt;----·-·· ·······5"0
Cro;;ii~~Skipper PO/;i~;o;';g~~~S 25 'fa";';':'; C;~sc~~i - Ph;;ciod~Sbai~;;i 1
North~;;8;ok~~~Das;;· wa;Je~gr;;;:;iaege;;;;;;;;i'17o Q;:;esiio~MarlZ·--········ .PCi;wo':;ia··;-;;te;:;;gati,,-"iS···-·32·
lillie Glassywing Pompeius vema 7 Hop Merchant (Eastern Comma) Polygonia comma 10

c>;,J;,,,,,,r:~~iflflE!rl\n.,,tryt?n.e/()9an 7/;1ou;;'-;;;-Q~¢i",,~---' '. /IIr..fT'!,~"li~antic'!,~ . '--1-7
Hobomok skipper Poanes hobomok 1 American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 6

D~;;Ski;;per E~Phyes ve~tris ._~~~Admirai va;;ess~ata/a~ia. 5..c>.
Blas~~":'.~II.tl"'.ta.:il... ...~~p~i?p..tlJY!:."."E!~ ... _~~ Com~on !3u.ckeye :!..u.n..o.'!!'!.E?"...n[,,_... ....•......3
E:"~te.rJl.!i~E!r..~":,,II()""ail. ~api/i().f!/a".Su.~ 26\1V1:'it~.:".d.rT1i"."I~ed§p?tte~ ..F'u.rp': .~irrl:,!itis".rt.~".fT'is.~P,... 1
Cabbage While Pieris rapae 721 The Viceroy Limenitis archlppus 1
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Coral Hairslreak Satyrium titus 1 Monarch Danaus plexipus 78
Acadia~Hairsir~ak Saiy;i~~;cad;ca 40 C-;:;;;ceni sii: 4

r=:~.':'.":rd.~_ti"i~S!':E!"~§,,ty.r!u.".'.".d'/l.,,~d.~i[_._ ........_...? .!3I~~..sp:....__.___.~
Banded Hairstreak .~atr..riurrlca/anus . 14..§"tr.riu.".'~p:. . .
Slnped Hairstreak Satyrium Iiparops 1

This year's count took place on a sunny, breezy day with temperatures ranging from 150C to 220C. The routes for the census included
the Leslie St. Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park, Humber River, Etobicoke Creek, Sam Smith Park, the Lambton prairie, Downsview
Airport, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands" in the city.
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Once again Cabbage Whites were our most common species with a count high of 721. High counts were also recorded for: Silver
Spotted Skipper (50); Cross Line Skipper (25); Northern Broken-Dash (170); Delaware Skipper (7); Dun Skipper (87); Black
Swallowtail (44); Common (=Clouded) Sulphur (345); Orange Sulphur (aka Alfalfa Butterfly) (195); Summer Azure (112); Great
Spangled Fritillary (21); Pearl Crescent (67); Northern Crescent (50); Question Mark (32); Hop Merchant (10); Mourning Cloak
(17); American Lady (6); Red Admiral (50); and The Grayling (aka Common Wood Nymph) (69).

Next year's count will be either July 8th or July 15th, 2000. Those interested in participating in the 6th Annual Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count should contact John Carley at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330.

Observers: J. Barker, D. Bone, D. Cattrall, H. Currie, A. Farraway, A. Gray, M. Hamilton, T. Hamilton, V. Higgins, J. Iron, S.
MacKay, N. McPherson, E. Mihalj, A. Millet, C. Millet, D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, A. Riley, D. Riley, G. Riley, C. Sellers, P.
Thomas, N. Woems, B. Yukich

Total: 42 species, 2,259 individuals
The number of participants: 24 in 8 parties
Total party hours: 48 hours
Temperature: 15°C to 22°C; sunny; breezy (nw 25 km/hr average)
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Student Symposium 1999 continuedfrom page 6...

Synonymization of two species of Rhynchophorus palm weevils (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Rhynchophorinae) based on larval morphology
Joel Gibson
Department 0/Environmental Biology, University 0/Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, N1G 2WI, gibsonj@uoguelph.ca

While the red palm weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier) and the Asian palm weevil, Rhynchophorus vulneratus (Panzer)
are distinct from one another in outward adult appearance, many intermediate forms also exist in nature. The larvae of the two
species are currently differentiated based on the structure of the labrum. The number of lateral labral setae and the location of
the epipharyngeal sensory pore relative to two setae are the present means of distinguishing between the larvae of the two
species. This study investigated the current taxonomy to determine whether present descriptive characteristics hold up to
statistical rigour. Comparisons of the microscope mounts of dissected and cleared labra of bothR. ferrugineus and R.
vulneratus, as well as F1 hybrids, revealed that the two species cannot be recognized based on present descriptions of larval
morphology. From a taxonomic standpoint, it is likely that the two species are, in fact, a single species.

••••••••••••••••••••
Carabid diversity in Ontario oak savannahs and adjacent non-savannah habitats

Hume Douglas

In Ontario, the area covered by oak savannah and tallgrass prairie have been reduced by more than 96% since the end of the
18th century. While some host specific herbivores have been found to depend entirely on these habitats, the degree of remnant
dependence of other insects of these communities including carabid beetles was not known. A pitfall survey (28 days in July
1998) of regions in Southern Ontario was conducted, in which savannah (N=5) and prairie sites (N=3) were compared with both"
nearby old field (N=4) and oak woodland (N=4) sites as controls captured 86 species, but did not reveal any strictly tallgrass
dependant species. It was expected that oak savannah fauna would be an assemblage including a variety of carabids also
found in woodlands and prairies. Contrary to this expectation, principle components analysis (PCA) indicated that the beetle
fauna of savannah sites may be distinct from both prairie and old field sites, but not similar to some woodland sites. PCA did not
indicate any other clear between habitat faunal differences. More beetle species considered rare and unusual in Ontario were
found in both of the control types than in tallgrass communities, indicating that commonly used vegetation-based insect
conservation approaches may be inappropriate for these carabid communities. This result indicates that a thorough survey of
carabid species living in sandy habitats in southern Ontario would be more useful from a conservation perspective than one
considering only native vegetation communities.

••••••••••••••••••••

Investigation of biodiversity sampling techniques using saprophagous Diptera collected
from carrion and prairie dog burrows

Colleen Christopherson
Dept. o/Environmental Biology, University o/Guelph, Guelph, Onto NIH 2Wl, christopherson23@hotmail.com Advisor: S. A.
Marshall

Arthropods constitute approximately 82 % of the described global biodiversity. Sampling insects is becpming increasingly
important in biodiversity inventories. Previous studies have provided insight into the general diversity of the phylum, described
numerous sampling methods, and demonstrated the relationships between arthropod communities and their ecosystems.
Generally, these studies utilized a variety of traditional sampling techniques such as; Malaise traps, pitfall traps, and pan traps to
describe arthropods. These techniques provide valuable information however; they are often time consuming, expensive,
destructive to the study site and produce samples which are difficult to process. A new technique, Raised Emergence Traps
(RET's), was designed to provide a cost-effective, low maintenance, and comparable way to accurately sample arthropods
associated with decomposing materials. The objectives of this study are: (1) to investigate and compare (to traditional methods)
the effectiveness of RET's for sampling saprophagous Diptera associated with the two microhabitats; (2) to recommend
standard protocols for sampling the saprophagous Diptera associated with carrion and prairie dog burrows; (3) to produce lists
of the selected saprophagous Diptera associated with these microhabitats. Preliminary data suggest that RET sampling is a
cost-effective and comparable method for sampling the two microhabitats. Recommendations for standardized biodiveristy
protocols will be presented.

22 January 2000
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To all of the contributors to the TEA's Annual Summaries,
which are the foundation of data in the proposed 2nd Edition
of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas, we say "Well done true and
faithful Ontario Lepidopterists".

including Irene Bowman, a fellow co-worker in the Policy
Research Branch of the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources; Paul Catling, who compiled the 1970 Summary
and reported new data on Ontario Leps; Tony Holmes and Dr.
Tasker, who supplied new records; Wm. Edmonds, one of the
originals, who made pioneer field trips to Northern Ontario;
John Walas and Dr. Nick Escott of Thunder Bay and
numerous others who contributed valuable data and whose
names are listed in the Annual Summaries.

Norman Tremblay, another powerhouse field man and
highlight producer. He and I made extensive field trips to
various countries in Central and South America.

Alan Wormington, who is an accomplished field Lepidopterist.
His new findings regarding Ontario Lepidoptera are of very
significant importance, especially in Southern Ontario.

In conclusion, the writer also remembers the Ontario
Lepidoptera highlights reported over the years by gifted
people such as:

Walter Plath, Jr. (deceased), one of my best friends and a
powerhouse in butterfly life history findings and nature
photography. Walter and the writer spent many happy days out
in the field in many parts of Ontario and Northern Manitoba,
collecting and photographing. Our favourite habitats were in
the Geraldton and Lukinto Lake area.

Sidney Daniels and Robert Curry, who submitted their
important field data for areas difficult to access.

Brenda Kulon and Gerry Clements of the Sarnia area, whose
special reports and photographs are among the finest
submitted.

Deadline Notice

The deadline for submissions to the May 2000 issue of Ontario Insects is April 1. Late ~
submissions may be added at the discretion of the Editor after that date. If there are any
questions or concerns regarding submissions, please feel free to contact Vanessa Carney at (905) •
521-0749 eve., or email: carneyv@em.agr.ca. Please remember when submitting electronic
information to minimize formatting and send documents as plain text wherever possible.
Thanks to everybody that's been contributing material to Ontario Insects. Keep it coming!!!

~
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Some Historical Highlights Concerning Some of the People Involved in Providing Reports
and Records on Ontario Lepidoptera

by QUimby Hess

In compiling the Annual Summaries on Ontario Lepidoptera
over the years, certain highlights come to mind. The TEA was
started in Toronto in 1968 by a small group of lepidopterists
lead by Father J. C. E. Riotte, S. J., M. A. The First Annual
Summary appeared in 1969. Father Riotte was employed by
the Royal Ontario Museum.

The writer remembers his first highlight, the capture of a male
Phoebis philea, on October 13th , 1930 in my hometown,
Zurich, in Southwestern Ontario. Zurich was only 12 miles
from the Pinery, south of Grand Bend. In the 1930's, it was
paradise for a naturalist. I remember May 2nd, 1936 especially.
This was a record hot year and I made several first-time
occurrence records, including Euchloe olympia. When I
showed one of my University of Toronto professors, Dr. Fred
Ide, the specimens, he was quite excited. Along with the
Orange-barred Sulphur, it was donated to the ROM.

I know that there are numerous people who made important
contributions. Among them, we have Irene Trigg (now
remarried), who made us aware of Lloyd Taman of
Matachewan. Mr. Taman provided much needed data from an
area in Ontario for which we had few records. David H. Elder,
of Atikokan, provided field data from the Rainy River region.
He was one of my students when I was Director of the Forest
Technical School in Haliburton County. Primarily a birder, he
was an all-around naturalist and contributed many great
records, including a female Sleepy Sulphur photographed by
an employee in Quetico Provincial Park. Name after name of
contributors of valuable data and assistance come to mind,

The history of the production of the TEA's Annual Summaries,
as far as the writer is concerned, brings to mind many people
and many highlights. An important highlight was Alan Hanks'
offer to assist me with the production of the Annual
Summaries in the early 1970's. There are many more. Such
as the TEA's leadership in pinpointing the precarious nature,
due to habitat degradation, of butterfly species in Ontario,
including the West Virginia White, the Karner Blue and the
Frosted Elfin.
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Monarch Notes~
MONARCH CONSERVATION UPDATE
FROM THE COMMISSION FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL COOPERATION

Since the 1997 North American
Conference on the Monarch Butterfly,
several key conservation initiatives have
taken place following recommendations
made during the conference. The
following list compiled by the Editorial
Committee offers an account of the
actions of which we have knowledge
and is intended to share this information
with individuals and institutions working
across North America toward the
conservation goals set out during the
conference. We believe that frequent
and open communication, as well as
collaborative efforts, will help us meet
these goals.

Concerning the status of the monarch
butterflies in the overwintering colonies
this year (98-99), Eligio Garcia reports
that 4.31 hectares were occupied,
compared to 97-98 when there were
4.532 hectares covered. The greatest
coverage he has reported was in 96-97,
when 16.63 hectares were covered with
monarchs. The kind of research this will
encourage is directed towards
understanding the causes and
implications of these kinds of
fluctuations. We are working together to
learn how resource availability and
environmental conditions during all of
the periods in the monarch's yearly life
cycle -breeding, migrating and
overwintering- act in concert to
determine population densities and
health. The challenges of monarch
conservation provide an ideal
opportunity to bridge international and
interdisciplinary boundaries as we work
together to understand the preserve this
incredible species.

Three months after the Morelia meeting,
representatives of the three North
American countries established a tri
national working group "to facilitate
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cooperation for conservation, public
education and outreach for the Monarch
butterfly" (Trilateral committee for
Wildlife and Ecosystem Conservation
and Management, 1998). It is expected
that wildlife services in the three
countries will exchange reports on an
annual basis about advancements
related to Monarch conservation
initiatives.

In 1998, Michelle Prysby and Karen
Oberhauser at the University of
Minnesota developed a larval
monitoring project that included
volunteers in 10 US states and 1
Canadian province. The overarching
goal of this project is to better
understand how and why monarch
populations vary in time and space, with
a focus on larval distribution and.
abundance during the breeding season.
Data will help determine how monarch
recruitment varies with geographic
location, habitat size, and degree of
disturbance.

On January 13, 1998, Mexico and
Canada established the Monarch
Butterfly Model Forest in the States of
Mexico and Michoacan. This bilateral
agreement was signed by Julia
Carabias, Head of the Secretariat of the
Environment, Natural Resources and
Fisheries (SEMARNAP) and Maureen
O'Neil, President of the International
Development Research Centre (IDRC).
This project will last three years and
aims at promoting the sustainable use
of the forest through improving forestry
practices, economic diversification, fair
distribution of benefits, and promoting
environmental awareness.

On July 7,1998, the Canadian Museum
of Nature launched again its itinerant
exhibit"Monarca...Butterfly Beyond
Borders". This exhibit presents to the
general public the main issues to the
biology and conservation of the
monarch butterfly throughout North
America. Its initial inauguration took
place in 1993. During the next five years
it toured through several of the
museums of Canada, Mexico and the
United States. Following the
recommendation made at the Morelia
meeting, the exhibit was refurbished
and is currently scheduled to travel
through Saskatchewan and Nova
Scotia.

During the summer of 1998, Morelia
meeting participants from Alternare,
Profauna, Journey North, the Monarch
Butterfly Sanctuary Foundation, and
Monarchs in the Classroom met in
Minnesota to develop a proposal to
implement an environmental education
program based on the monarch butterfly
and specifically designed for sanctuary
schools. Support for the meeting was
provided by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS).

After the Mexican government
committed, during the 1997 Morelia
Conference, to review the presidential
decree, which in 1986 established the
Monarch Reserve -Mexican scientists,
government officials, and NGO
representatives together with the US
scientists have carried out several
workshops sponsored by WWF to
update the existing knowledge on the
habitat needs of the overwintering
monarchs. It is expected that the results
of this report w~1I provide sound
guidelines to managers when including
social, economic and political
dimensions to regional and national
monarch conservation efforts.

Finally, a survey of pesticide use along
migration routes, which may affect
milkweed, nectaring flowers or the
monarchs directly, is to be underway
soon under the leadership of WWF
Canada's Wildlife Toxicology director,
Julia Langer, and will see to involve all
three countries.
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Text printed on the gummed side of each stamp describes the unique features of each
of the 16 insects and four spiders. Illustrator Steve Buchanan used live and preserved
specimens and color photographs as references for his intricately detailed sketches.
For sharpness and contrast, Buchanan added color and shadows by computer at high
resolution.

••••••••••••••••

• •••••••••••••••

Rent this Space!

Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm OR

4inches x 2.25 inches

(as shown)

Layout can be vertical or horizontal.

Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.

Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR

$20 for 3 issues

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members.•.

Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

Insects & Spiders

(Released in October 1999)

By Don Davis

Insects and spiders have always sparked
the interest and imagination of youth.
These stamps will be the highlight of Na
tional Stamp Collecting Month, October
1999. The 20 different computer-enhanced
stamp designs included in this Classic
Collection are representative of a range of
colors, lifestyles and behaviors common to
insect and spider communities in the U.S.

Entomophilia ~

Back in 1945, industry pioneer Grace
Murray Hopper coined the word "bug"
to describe a glitch in computer hard
ware or software (following her dis
covery of a moth that crashed the
computer she was working on; the
mummified insect was taped into her
log book with the note, "First actual
case of bug being found", and is on
display at the Naval Surface Warfare
Museum in Dahlgren, VA).

Now that's a Computer Bug!

Submitted by Carolyn King (from the
Apple website)

: In the Next Issue: :
• •
• Summary of 1999 Butterfly.
: Counts by Bob Bowles :

• •••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••



Monarch, Red-Spotted Purple, and Black
Swallowtail Butterfly lacquered enamel
pins have landed at the ROM Reproduc
tions Shop, just inside the front doors of
the Royal Ontario Museum! Also see a
bumble bee, spider and dragonflies.
Choose your favourite specimen, authen
ticated by ROM entomologists, to wear or
give to someone special!

Phone (416) 586-8026, fax (416) 586·
8075 or e-mail romrepro@rom.on.ca.

Butterflies Galore!!

Age Forces Sale

-books, papers, field guides for Ontario & World

-tropical Lepidoptera & Coleoptera collections
(pairs & singles)

-Kodachrome slides of Ontario insects/plants/
habitats

Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••

Rent this Space!

Size: 10 cm x5.5 cm OR

4inches x 2.25 inches

(as shown)

Layout can be vertical or horizontal.

Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.

Cost per Ad: ,$10 per issue OR

$20 for 3 issues

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members...

M~rket ~
-

Lepidoptera Books for Sale

From the library of Former TEA President

Douglas E. Scovell:

D'Abrera, Bernard Sphingidae Mundi: Hawkmoths of the World 200.00

D'Abrera, Bernard Field Guides - Butterflies of Australia & New Zealand. Hc O.p. 30.00

D'Abrera, Bernard Moths of Australia Hc. O.p. 110.00

D'Abrera, Bernard Butterflies of the Neotropics, Volumes 1-6 (as New) each 200.00

Dillon, Lawrence The Tribe Catagrammini (Lepid: Nymphalidae) Catagramma 35.00

dos Passos, Cyril A Synonymic List of the Nearctic Rhopalocera 20.00

Ferris, C. & Brown, F. M. Butterflies of the Rocky Mountain States 25.00

Forster, W. & Wolfhardt Tagfalter: Diuma (Rhopalocera & Hesperiidae) 40.00

Fracker, Stanley The Classification of Lepidopterous Larvae (1 st Ed.) 15.00

Hardwick, D. E. Taxonomy, L.H., & Habits of the Elliptoid Sp. Of Schinea 17.00

Lewis, H. L. Butterflies of the World (5000 in full colour) 40.00

Miller, L. & Brown, F. M. A Catalogue/Checklist of the Butterflies of America 40.00

Parsons, Michael Butterflies of the Bulolo-Wau Valley (New GUinea) pb. New 60.00

Riley, Norman Butterflies & Moths 35.00

Tveten, J. & G. Butterflies of Houston & Southem Texas. New 25.00

Woodworth, C. W. The Wing Veins of Insects 20.00

Ron Scovell, 3 Simms Cres., Toronto, ON M9V 2S9, (416) 744-3888, hillstar@sympatico.ca
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Notes from the Editor's Desk
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The Butterflies
of the Toronto Region

butterfly, conservation. This hardcover
will be available this spring from Key
Porter publishers for $45 and includes
over 300 gorgeous photos. Thanks,
Phil, for passing along a portion of your
book for 01.

And finally, I wanted to mention Steve
Marshall's new website that includes
pictorial guides to tiger and lady
beetles of Ontario.

My thanks to Carolyn King, Paul
McGaw and Bob Bowles for their
planning and organization of this
season's field trips and butterfly/
odonate counts. There;s a bunch of stuff
to keep us all focused on entomology
this year! Happy bug hunting!
Vanessa

I also wanted to congratulate Don
Davis for another successful monarch
tagging season (and for the recognition
from Guinness!). There's a list of Don's
tag recoveries on page 68.

One thing that struck me as I put this
issue together was the diverse talent
and vast entomological knowledge we
have within the membership. I wanted
to take a moment and highlight some of
the accomplishments of TEA members
that have been brought to my recent
attention (and placed into 01).

For starters, Barry Harrjson has recently
finished designing and creating The
Butterflies of the Toronto Region
checklist (see right). This compact
guide, in a format similar to the
Butterflies of Point Pelee National Park:
A seasonal guide & checklist, by Alan
Wormington, was published and is
available through the TEA for $2 at
meetings or $2.50 mailed. Great job
Barry!

Also, I am thrilled to present an excerpt
from the book Phil Schappert has
written entitled A World for Butterflies
on page 62. It is a thoughtful
commentary on insect, particularly

Letters to the Editor

Has, Anyone Seen This Insect!
Invertebrate?

I am a biochemist doing work on how
animals survive winter. We study
several species but we now have a
specific need/request. I am searching
for a 'model' insect for our studies of
gene regulation during freeze survival
in overwintering.
This insect MUST MEET ALL
REQUIREMENTS:
1. FREEZES internally DURING THE

• WINTER ( many are cold, but few are
frozen!)
2. is an ADULT when it freezes ( and
the larger the better!)
3. is at least over one centimeter long
as an adult ( no Collembola need
apply!)
4. is relatively ABUNDANT ( we would

need 100 plus specimens/experiment
year)
NOTE: If you have insects that might be
freeze tolerant, we can check them in
the lab to quantify internal ice formation
and survival rates.
In a perfect world it would BE NICE IF :
1. they were also easy to catch. I have
access to hundreds of protected acres
of woodlots and also ponds, meadows,
bat caves, marshes, etc. but I can't cut
down trees and I don't have the
manpower to strip multiple logs in
woodpiles.
2. if there were two closely related
species - ONE that overwintered as a
FROZEN adult and one that
overwintered as a NON-FROZEN adult.
We are always looking at comparative
aspects.
*OR*
3. If not insects, how about other
invertebrates: Do you know of ADULT,
FREEZE TOLERANT ( local and

relatively abundant) slugs, snails,
worms, isopods, amphipods, spiders...
I have attached my contact addresses
and the address of our web site which
you can check to see what are doing
research with. Thanks for any help you
can give me. We are now at exactly the
right time of year for this sort of search.
Spring is a perfect time to gather some
animals and test them for freeze
tolerance.
Kenneth B. Storey, F.R.S.C., Professor
of Biochemistry, Carleton University,
Dept. of Biology or Dept. of Chemistry,
1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa,
Ontario, K1 S 5B6 Canada
Tel: (613) 520-3678, Res: (613) 225
9015, Fax: (613) 520-2569 (office) or
2710, -3830 (lab),
kbstorey@ccs.carleton.ca or
kenneth_storey@carleton.ca,
homepage: http://www.carleton.cal
-kbstorey

Letters continued on page 50...
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Announcements
& Letters ...continuedfrompage49 ~A

-------~
Request for Insect Sightingsl
Observations

Your help is requested by Tamara
Chipperfield of the Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority. She would
appreciate any reports of insect
sightings and/or observations made at
Tommy Thompson Park. Reports can be
filed several ways. They can be emailed
to Tamara at tchipperfield@trca.on.ca or
reported to the Tommy Thompson Park
Wildlife Hotline at (416) 661-6600 ext.
5233 where you can leave a recorded
message, or fax them to Tamara at
(416) 661-6898.

Black Flies in the New Millennium

There will be an International Meeting
of Black Fly Workers at Brock
University, St. Catharines, Ontario from
June 17-21,2000. Planned Symposia
include: I Taxonomy and Systematics; II
Ecology and Behaviour of Immatures; III
Ecology and Behaviour of Adults; IV
Disease Transmission; V Black Fly
Control. Please check our Website http:/
/www.brocku.calblackfly2000/ for
registration information and forms. For
further information, contact Dr. F.F.
Hunter, Conference Organizer at 905
688-5550 ext 3394 or
hunterf@spartan.ac.brocku.ca.

High Park Burn Planned

Over the next eight years, about 40
hectares of High Park in Toronto will be
burned in order to facilitate the
regeneration of the rare black oak
savannah and other indigenous
species such as wild lupine. Almost half
of the parks 200 year old oak trees are
expected to die of natural causes over
the next 30 years. Newer plant species
such as honeysuckle and
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garlic mustard are spreading quicker
than native species. In April 2000, one
site in the north end of the park, and
three sites on the east side of
Grenadier Pond will be burned. Two test
burns in recent years were successful
and this major burn - the first plant
regenerating fire in over a century - will
be carried out by a former MNR fire
boss on one day that presents suitable
weather conditions.
Wild lupine is the food plant of the
extirpated Karner blue butterfly. It is
hoped that, one day, this species may
be reintroduced to Ontario.

(Submitted by Don Davis, from The
Toronto Star, March 8/00, Page A3)

Upcoming Event at Presqu'i1e
Provincial Park

Butterfly Workshop, Saturday, June 24,
10 am to 5 pm
Come and learn to identify 30-40
species of butterflies in Presqu'ile
Provincial Park; visit their habitat and
learn how to attract your own butterflies
at home. There is a $10.00 fee for
instructional material. Regular park
admission fees apply. For further
information, call (613) 475-4324 or e
mail Don Tyerman, Biodiversity
Specialist:
don.tyerman@mnr.gov.on.ca.

Note: An illustrated butterfly checklist for
Presqu'ile Provincial Park will be going
to press shortly.

Summer Events at the Insectarium de
Montreal and the Biodome

The Monarca Traveling Exhibit will be
opening for the summer at the Biodome
in Montreal. The dates for the duration
of the exhibit have not been released.
The Monarca Traveling Exhibit opened
at the Canadian Museum of Nature in
1992, and has traveled to Mexico City;
Sherbrooke, Quebec; Dallas, Texas;
San Francisco, California; to name a
few cities that have welcomed the
exhibit. The exhibit showcases the
monarch butterfly, and was a joint
creation of The Canadian Museum of
Nature, the Canadian Nature
Federation, Monarca A.C. and the
Mexican Embassy in Ottawa.

Adjacent to the Biodome, at the
Insectarium de Montreal, a full
schedule of events has been planned,
and a brochure describing these
events, as well as other events taking
place nearby in the Botanical Garden,
has just been released. Highlights
include Butterfly House (in the
Insectarium Garden from June 17 to
Sept. 4), The Monarch Odyssey
(includes monarch tagging on Aug. 26,
27, Sept. 2,3,4,9,10), Great Gardening
Weekend (May 26 - 28), Georges
Brossard's Notebooks (April 13 - Nov. 5,
Georges Brossard will be unpacking
specimens brought back from all over
the world).

A "Nature Package", including
admission to the Biodome, Botanical
Garden and Insectarium, is available.
For information, call (514) 872-1400.
Also, visit the Insectarium website:
www.ville.montreal.qc.calinsectarium.
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Today, Premier Mike Harris announced
that the province would spend $15.5
million over four years to conserve and
replenish fish and wildlife populations.
The money is in addition to the $72
million currently spent by the Ministry of
Natural Resource on managing fish
and wildlife. The new funding will be
used for projects that could include
developing fish hatcheries, stocking
fish in depleted lakes, rehabilitating
habitat, reintroducing wildlife species,
building portages and vieWing
platforms and marketing new hunting
and fishing opportunities.
Source: Canadian Press via the Globe and
Mail (March I lIOO),submitted by Don Davis

Provincial Funding forWildlife

Announcing the first newly described
North American odonate of the 21st
century, Neurocordulia michaeli
Brunelle 2000, which debuted in the
Jan-Feb issue of Canadian
Entomologist (132:39-48). This odonate
is named for Paul Michel Brunelle, a
Canadian living in New Brunswick.

recently began airing a new, 13 part
Canadian series on March 19, "The
Secret World of Gardens" ,airing
Sundays at 8 pm. A major focus of this
series is insects. Producer Susan
Fleming (TEA members may recall her
request for assistance in collecting live
insects to film) filmed "everywhere": in a
bat laboratory at York University; on top
of a Queen's University professor's
house for three days to catch a
hummingbird feed her young; in ponds
of slime; in bumble bee burrows; inside
stumps of trees. To show a lady bug's
perspective, they put a little harness on
one and flew her in front of the camera.

New Odonate Described by CanadianNew Lepidoptera Resources

Ontario Insects

Two new publications have recently
come to the TEA's attention that may
provide useful supplemental
information to our Lepidoptera
standards (Ontario Butterfly Atlas, The
Butterflies of Canada etc.). Louis
Handfield, a TEA member, has created
Le Guide des Papillons du Quebec
(see the insert in this issue). This
resource is available for $90 plus S&H.
As well, the Liste des Lepidopteres du
Quebec et du Labrador, an exhaustive
list of Lepidoptera in Quebec and
Labrador, is offered as a Supplement to
the Association's quarterly publication
Fabreries. Also authored by Louis
Handfield, with collaboration from
Jean-Francois Landry, Bernard Landry
and Donald Lafontaine, it is now 
available for $18 plus S&H to non
members through the Association des
Entomologistes- Amateurs du Quebec,
c/o Insectarium de Montreal, 4581 rue
Sherbrooke Est, Montreal H1X 2B2,
email info@aeaq.qc.ca. (514) 652
6087. Check out the website
www.aeaq.qc.ca for more information.

ENTOMOLOGY ONTHE "TUBE"
Submitted by Don Davis

Home Garden Television (HGTV)

"INSECTIA", hosted by Georges
Brossard of the Insectarium of Montreal,
will continue to air Saturdays (8:00 am
and 9:30 pm) and Sundays (1 :30 am
and 4:30 am).

Television programs about insects are
being regularly aired. Your best bet is to
check your local listings closely,
particularly Public Television and The
Discovery Channel.

/1:

Upcoming FON Conference

FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a
TEA member's child for summer
camp
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel
Grant - to help to sponsor research
into Ontario insects

The 69th Annual FON General Meeting
& Conference will be hosted from May
26 - 28 by the Midland
Penetanguishene Field Naturalists at
Midland, Ontario. Keynote speakers will
include John and Mary Theberge
(noted experts on wolves), Dan Tuckey
(talented birdwatcher from the Kortright
Centre for Conservation), Rick Symmes
(Executive Director of the FON and
coordinator for "Partnership for Public
Lands") and Terence DicRinson (noted
astronomer).

Donations are welcome to support
these initiatives of the TEA:

Events and presentations of interest to
entomologists include:
- Pre-Conference Trips - May 24 - The
Carden Alvar; May 26 - Birding and
Dragonflies of Tiny Marsh
- May 26 (1 :30 - 3:05) - Case Study 
The Oak Ridges Moraine
- May 27 (11 :00 am - 11 :45 am) 
Butterflies & Dragonflies of Simcoe
County (Bob Bowles)
- May 28 - Field Trips: (1) Butterflies and
Dragonflies of Simcoe County, (2)
Carden Plain (birds, butterflies and
botany)

, .

\ \

"""r-----------.,

All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K11._---------_..
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TEA Field Trips
Other field trips not organized by the TEA are listed on page 72... ~~

-""""'-'--~----~
Saturday, June 10
Beaver Creek/Blackwater Butterfly Walk
This is a great location for many butterflies, Last year 37 species were recorded, including harvesters, hundreds of mustard
whites, 4 or 5 different hairstreaks and many skippers, including the rare two-spotted skipper (Euphyes bimacula). We will
meet at 10 am, where Beaver Creek flows under Hwy., 12 just south of Blackwater. Bring nets, insect containers and a picnic
lunch. Collecting allowed within TEA and MNR guidelines. For more details contact leader Tom Mason, (H) 905-839-6764 or
(W) 416-392-5972.

Saturday, June 24
Leslie Street Spit Moth Night
We will be going to Tommy Thompson Park on the Leslie Street Spit on two nights this summer to see what moths have
colonized this man-made peninsula. Many interesting plants, reptiles and birds have made it their home, and we will see what
moth species we can add to the Park inventory. Bring guides, insect containers, flashlights and moth lights if you have them.
Collecting allowed only by leaders for voucher specimens, This trip is limited to a small number of people, so phone early to
register: Paul McGaw 416-261-6272.

Monday, July 3
TEA East Toronto Butterfly Count
Join us for a day of butterfly counting. Everyone is welcome from beginners on. The count area includes the Toronto Zoo and
parts of the Don and Rouge Valleys. This is an official NABA Count; the TEA will pay your participation
fee. Collecting not allowed on zoo property; allowed within TEA and other governmental guidelines elsewhere.
Would participants please contact leader Tom Mason at 905-839-6764 if they wish to attend?

Saturday, July 8
Urquhart Garden-Wainfleet Bog-Marcy Woods Butterflies and Moths
The Urquhart Butterfly Garden in Dundas was created to honour Fred Urquhart, who discovered the Monarch overwintering
sites in Mexico. Joanna Chapman, the co-ordinator of the Garden, will be there to show us around and answer any questions.
We will travel on together to the 1500-acre Wainfleet Bog, south of Weiland. This is one of Ontario's few southern acid bogs,
and'has a number of rare plants, birds and (of course) butterflies. At this time of year we may be lucky enough to spot a bog
copper! For the daytime part of the trip bring nets, guides, a picnic lunch and footwear suitable for a bog. After dinner at a local
restaurant, we will gather at 8:30 pm for a night of mothing at Marcy Farm & Woods. Last year in June we recorded 120 species
in this wonderful Carolinian habitat, so we are eager to see what a July night will bring! Bring books, insect containers and
moth lights if you have them. Collecting not allowed on this trip. Directions to the Urquhart Garden or more information can be
obtained by phoning Paul McGaw at 416-261-6272. You may join us for just the evening mothing if you prefer (maps to Marcy
Woods can be mailed or faxed to you). As for accommodations, some of the places we stayed overni~ht last year were:
Sandman Motel 905-894-1011 $35 per room, Pleasant Beach Tent & Trailer Park 905-894-4249, Sherkston Shores
Campground 905-894-0972 $18 per night.

Tuesday, July 18
High Park Moth Night
This is a joint outing organized with the Friends of High Park. Members of the public are invited to join leader Paul McGaw and
TEA members Carolyn King and Karen Yukich to see what interesting moth species can be lured by mercury vapour and black
lights in the heart of the City. In its 4th year, this Moth Night is attended by budding entomologists of all ages. Meet at the
Grenadier Restaurant at 8:30 p.m. with guide books, flashlights and insect containers. Collecting is not allowed.
Phone Paul McGaw 416-261-6272 for more information.

Saturday, July 22
Leslie Street Spit Moth Night
Details are the same as for June 24,
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For all dav trips please be sure to bring adequate sunscreen and water.
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EMAILTELEPHONECONTACT

2000 Ontario

c_~ Insect Counts ~
Compiled by Bob Bowles, NABA Eastern Canada Regional Editor, with thanks to Don Davis and Nancy van der Poorten

DATE RAIN DATE LOCATION

BUTTERFLIES

06-03
06-17 06-18
06-24
06-24
06-24 06-25
06-25 07-02
06-25
07-01 07-02
07-01 07-02
07-01 07-02
07-02
07-03
07-08
07-08 07-09
07-08
07-15
07-15 07-16
07·16
08-05 08·06
08-12

East Side Algonquin
Carden Plains
Misery Bay
South River
Pinery Provo Park
Muskoka Bala
Oshawa
Lake Dore
Orillia
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Sunderland
Toronto T.E.A.
Windsor
McGregor Point
Long Point
Toronto Centre
Hog Island
Manion Corners
Pelee Island
Point Pelee

Colin Jones (613) 637-2828
Bob Bowles (705) 325-3149
Nancy Ironside (705) 326-4384
Martin & Kathy Parker
Brenda Kulon (519) 869-2833
Lou Spence (705) 765-6072
James Kamstra (905) 985-4497
Chris Michener (613) 625-2263
Bob Bowles (705) 325-3149
Colin Jones (613) 637-2828
James Kamstra (905) 985-4497
Nancy van der Poorten (416) 466-9013
Paul Pratt (519) 966-5852
Mary Rapati (519) 832-2492
Chauncey Wood (519) 426-0039
John Carley (416) 766-1330
Chris Michener (613) 625-2263
Peter Hall (613) 733-0698
Bob Bowles (705) 325-3149
Wormingtonrresolin (519) 326-0687

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
nancy.ironside@encode.com
southrive@onlink.net
hawkowl@ebtech.net
louspence@ muskoka.com
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
cmichener@ renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net
naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
jkamstra @gartnerlee.com
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
tony.rapati@sympatico.ca
cdwood@mcmaster.ca
jrc_arch@compuserve.com
cmichener@ renc.igs.net
phall@cen.web.net
bowles@bconnex.net
Any_Tesolin@ PCH.gc.ca

ODONATE COUNTS

06-24
07-08
08-05
08-06

Algonquin
Carden Plains
Lake Dore
Pelee Island

Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carey Purdon
Bob Bowles

(613) 637-2828
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2610
(705) 325-3149

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
purdon@renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIOR TO THE COUNT DATE
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A Visit to Guyana
by Paul McGaw

From Jan. 27, to Feb. 10, 2000, Carolyn King and I had the
opportunity to experience the birds, butterflies, moths and
mammals of the savanna and rainforest of Guyana, South
America. We were fortunate enough to have James Kamstra,
of Quest Nature Tours, and his wide experience of tropical
natural history with us.

We were in Guyana at about the same time of year as
Quimby Hess, whose butterfly collecting experiences were
recounted so eloquently in his article in the May and
September 1999 issues of 01. Although our trip centered on
birding (170 species), with nets, binoculars, flash camera,
two reference books on the butterflies of Costa Rica and
Venezuela and my mercury-vapour moth light, we managed
some entomological activities!

Drepanidae sp. (hooktip) moth, photo by Paul McGaw.

Of the many Heliconius members of that complex family, we
identified H. melpomene, H. sara fulgidus, H. hecale zuleika
(a very widely distributed species found in all habitats on
both coasts), Dryadula phaetusa (a one-species genus) and
Philaethria dido, a beautiful green and brown species which
is the most primitive member of the Heliconiines and the only
species which feeds sometimes on mammal dung. Seven
Nymphalinae were recorded: Colobura dirce (resembling
several others in flight), Hamadryas feronia, Biblis hyperia
(the only species), Mestra hypermestra (also found in
Southern USA), Adelpha cytherea marcia (a genus which
some entomologists consider the most taxonomically
difficult), Precis lavinia zonatis, the Tropical Buckeye
(common on the flora-rich savanna) and Anartia jatrophe, the
White Peacock (very common with a wide range from
Southern USA to South America). Of the Pierinae, we
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Syngamia fiorella, a Pyraild wasp moth, photo by Paul McGaw.

identified Phoebis sennae, the Cloudless Sulphur (Southern
USA to Argentina!), Ascia monuste and two Euremes; E.
elathea and E. albula (a difficult genus, which has dimorphic
sexes and seasonal variations in its 37 neotropic species).

As Quimby Hess noted, swallowtails (Papilio sp.) were
scarce. We recorded only Battus polydamus (believed to be
protected from predation by toxins secreted by its hostplant,
Aristolochia sp. or Dutchman's pipe) A Riodinidae
(Metalmark) was found and photographed in the rainforest,
one of more than 1000 species found mostly in Central and
South America, either hiding under leaves or flying over the
canopy! One Brazillian collector is reported to have spent 33
years collecting only 70 species! The only Lycaenidae
recorded was the bizarre Neotropical Hairstreak (Arawacus
sp.), which has a conspicuous false head and antennae on
the hindwings, with dark lines converging on them (see cover
photo). And, finally, in Georgetown, we saw our ubiquitous
world traveller, Danaus plexippus, which can be found as far
as Australia, or wherever Asclepiaceae grows!

Hyalurga fenestra, an Arctiid moth, photo by Paul McGaw.
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Books:TEA publications

Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton.
Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.

ONTARIO INSECTS (TEA Newsjournal) Back Issues
$3 each

The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail

The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA
members who pick it up

T-ShirtsBooks: Reproductions at Out-at-Print Books

The North American Dragonflies of the Genus.Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA
members who pick it up

The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA
members who pick it up

The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping;
$190 for TEA members who pick it up

Stalachtis sp. (right), a Nemeobiid butterfly, photo by Paul McGaw.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA

Unlike Quimby, who did not see many moths around the
camp lights or at his moth bait (see 01, Sept. 1999), I was able
to use a mercury-vapour light for four nights at two locations,
on the Rupununi River and at the Iwokrama Rainforest
Research Station on the Essequibo River. I estimate that over
50 species were attracted, of which I photographed 33. There
appeared to be more Notodontidae, Pyralidae, Noctuidae
and Sphingidae with scatterings of Arctiidae, Drepanoidea,
Lasciocampidae, Geometridae, Lymantriidae and
Saturniinae. There were some rather bizarre specimens of
Tussock and Prominent moths.

Ontario Insects

Due to limited reference material in neotropical moths, I was
able to name only two to ~pecies (so far), Syngamia f10rella
(Pyralid) and Hyalurga fenestrata (Arctiid).

Observing tropical caimans, tortoises, geckos, iguanas, tree
frogs, tree boas, river otters, agoutis and giant tapirs, was
certainly an added bonus! To quote Quimby Hess, "so I left
Guyana, the Land of Many Waters, but not without regret."

Volume 5,Number 3

For complete details and to order, contact Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993,
a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Annual Odonata Summaries - New for 1999.
$10 each

Annual Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to
present)
$10 each

The North American Dragonflies of the Genus
Somatochlora
By E.MWalker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA
members who pick it up



Summary of the 1999 Ontario Butterfly Counts

SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ontario Insects

Compiled by Bob Bowies

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 total

Pipevine Swallowtail 6

Zebra Swallowtail 0

Black Swallowtail 10 15 285 27 365 148 18 44 920

Giant Swallowtail 129 1 63 16 209
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail 175 226 53 133 44 26 657

canadian Tiger Swallowtail 251 20 110 17 4 54 48 64 17 593
Spicebush Swallowtail 105 12 220 55 399
Swallowtail species 1 1

Mustard White 8 61 1 28 8 38 92 2 1487 1729
cabbage White 49 197 95 24 205 8 1756 13 123 500 10,767 2782 3574 1401 37 425 721 182 22859
Clouded Sulphur 48 22 103 318 150 169 5 569 57 39 97 143 84 81 628 345 49 2907

Orange Sulphur 12 12 5 6 1 62 22 4 1 588 122 562 134 3 19 195 19 1773

Pink-edged Sulphur 22 1 17 2 4 47

Colias species 10 26 36

Little Yellow 10 16

Harvester 2 6 2 39 52

American Copper 13 28 46

Bronze Copper 20 1 5 14 38 33 130

Bog Copper 44 17 40 101

Coral Hairstreak 2 19 17 1 3 1 49 100
Acadian Hairstreak 13 1 4 3 4 29 40 9 110

Edwards' Hairstreak 8 1 7 16

Banded Hairstreak 29 14 14 14 80

Hickory Hairstreak 3 3

Striped Hairstreak 18 4 32

Satyrium species 4

Eastern Pine Elfin 66 69

Western Pine Elfin 1 1

callaphrys species 15 15

Olive Juniper Hairstreak 62 2 64

White M Hairstreak CW 0

Gray Hairstreak 2 9 37 2 2 61
Eastern Tailed·blue 22 408 5 297 41 31 12 824

Spring Azure 24 276 300
Summer Spring Azure 11 78 33 81 15 20 71 32 219 261 204 39 233 112 14 1427

Silvery Blue 20 1 27

Greenish Blue 0
Blue species 6
American Snout 35 6 41
Variegated Fritillary 1 1 2
Great Sprangled Fritillary 227 66 21 138 8 189 28 132 1 176 2 26 208 21 117 1372

Aphrodite Fritillary 2 1 8 2 29 2 3 2 54
Atlantis Fritillary 101 16 2 3 12 14 148
Speyeria species 100 15 115
Silver-bordered Fritillary 121 8 3 1 5 142

Meadow Fritillary 2 1 71 4 37 38 158 332

Boloria species 1 1

Silvery Checkerspot 736 1 20 1 73 834

Harris' Checl<erspot 17 1 4 32
Peart Crescent 3 1 3 3 11 108 13 19 138 31 67 3 400
Northern Crescent 167 451 67 143 223 59 220 91 123 801 151 10 1192 130 605 1050 50 71 5616
Tawny Crescent 3 7 4 1 15

Crescent species 52 3 60
Baltimore Checl<erspot 41 12 10 168 4 164 400
Question Marl< 2 2 21 2 1 2 42 7 18 33 19 32 21 210

Eastern Comma 3 80 9 3 8 4 5 17 7 8 18 9 10 9 205
Green Comma 2 2 4
Gray Comma 2 55 4 81

Polygonia species 2 17 4 28
Compton Tortoiseshell 1 4 2 8
Mourning Cloak 2 2 1 8 2 17 85
Milbert's Tortoiseshell 10 2 5 26
American Lady 15 1 8 49

Painted Lady 1 1 3
Red Admiral 55 26 27 39 50 6 231
Vanessa species 1
Common Buckeye 43 138 35 219
Red-spotted Purple 2
White Admiral 227 98 10 16 32 19 51 16 45 15 554

R.S Purple <as nax) 2 2 66 12 3 1 2 93
Viceroy 25 9 11 67 8 163 12 7 338
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 lolal

Hackberry Emperor 44 5 49

Tawny Emperor 36 11 5 1 53

Northem Pearty-eye 101 3 9 36 4 1 3 53 24 24 4 21 51 334

Eyed Brown 129 90 21 60 27 3 10 66 132 7 1 46 10 441 1 11 1055
Appalachian Brown 5 1 1 14 39 2 88 1 2 153

Ul1Ie Wood-satyr 357 7 2 6 70 6 5 51 7 10 115 51 4 6 2 8 59 766

Common Ringlet 37 2 7 1 16 1 35 5 8 4 9 125

Common Wood-nymph 2 2 60 25 28 61 1 128 10 15 36 4 5 223 69 200 869

Macoun's Arctic 0

ChryxuS Arctic 1 1

JuttaArctic 2 2

satyrodes species 15 15

Monarch 8 66 76 138 47 21 1 136 12 11 23 32 211 42 691 133 17 40 78 7 1790

Silver-spotted Skipper 1 105 22 23 26 145 2 5 50 23 402

Soulhem Cloudywing 17 17

Northem Cloudywing 1 2 3 13 1 2 6 2 3 43 6 82

Dreamy Duskywing 41 2 3 1 1 48
Juvenal's Duskywing 131 1 1 1 2 1 137

Columbine Duskywing 1 3 4 2 10

Wild Indigo Duskywing 1 1

Com. Checkered Skipper 1 1

Common Sootywing 27 128 4 159

Duskywing species 1 1
Arctic Skipper 62 1 63

I.east Skipper 132 22 2 1 2 13 165 5 269 200 265 2 1 1079

European Skipper 474 4649 1 133 64 260 2103 245 44 312 1738 1394 34 675 931 196 877 14130

Fiery Skipper 3 75 14 1 93
Indian Skipper 3 4 21 28

Peck's Skipper 44 1 2 3 1 7 6 4 50 13 81 4 124 17 357

Tawny-edged Skipper 7 3 12 1 8 4 9 35 3 1 54 16 153

Crossline Skipper 1 10 6 5 1 12 25 3 63
I.ong Dash 55 6 3 6 3 3 3 8 7 88 19 5 1 133 70 410

Northem Broken-<lash 2 22 1 3 13 1 4 2 29 81 170 65 393

l.il1le Glassywing 1 3 7 10 21
Delaware Skipper 12 5 13 2 38 7 5 82

Mulberry Wing 10 10

Hobomok Skipper 154 14 1 1 4 3 2 17 2 4 59 16 12 1 22 312
Broad-winged Skipper 3 24 12 2 2 2 78 289 412

Dian Skipper 6 1 1 42 50
Duke's Skipper 7 7
Black Dash 4 1 5

Two-spotted Skipper 11 2 1 3 2 19
Dun Skipper 122 6 14 24 9 2 6 4 5 20 9 2 7 15 179 87 43 554
Dusted Skipper 1 1

Pepper and Bait Skipper 10 10
Common Roadside~skipper 57 1 1 1 1 1 62

Skipper species 30 30

Totallnvididuals 2470 2182 6227 747 5 781 1959 549 5346 584 216 1135 4395 13946 15 5541 8695 3270 1541 7642 2580 2162 23 72011

Total Species 35 41 47 26 1 44 53 41 34 29 23 41 50 42 1 52 44 51 34 49 42 43 1 824

Date JN05 JY03 JN26 JY17 JY03 JY03 JN26 JY03 JN23 JN26 JY03 JN27 AG01 JN26 AG07 JY24 JY03 JY04 JY10 JY01

Observers 15 34 11 9 12 20 5 30 2 6 6 13 21 30 34 20 6 16 24 13 327

Algonquin Park East Side 1 Colin Jones (705) 652-5004 naturalist@algonqUinpark.on.ca Box 182, l.akefield, Ontano KOI. 2HO

Algonquin Park Hwy 60 2 Colin Jones (705) 652-5004 naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca Box 182, l.akefield, Ontario KOI. 2HO

GarnenAlvar 3 Bob Bowles (705) 325-3149 bowles @ bconnex.net 374 Grenville Avenue, Orillia, Ontario L3V 7P7

Hog Island 4 Chris Michener (613) 625-2263 cmichener@renc.igs.net RR # 1, Golden l.ake, Ontario KOJ 1XO

Killamey Provo Park 5 a new count but no report submitted
l.ake Dore 6 Chris Michener (613) 625-2263 cmichener@renc.igs.net RR # 1, Golden l.ake, Ontario KOJ 1XO

I.ong Point 7 Chauncey Wood (519) 426-0039 CWood@kwic,com RR # 3, Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4K2

MacGregor Point 9 Martin Parker (519) 832-9394 mkparker@bmts,com 428 Falconer Street, Port Elgin, Ontario NOH 2C2

Manion Comers 8 Peter Hall (613) 733-0698 phall@cen.web.net 24 Wendover Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 4V
Misery Bay 10 Nancy Ironside (705) 326-7319 nancyjronside@encode.com 258 Bay Street, Orillia, Ontario 1.3V 3X1

Muskoka 11 Lou Spence (705) 765-6072 louspenc@muskoka.com Box 195, Port carting, Ontario POB 1JO

OMliia. 12 Bob Bowles (705) 325-3149 bowles @ bconnex.net 374 Grenville Avenue, Orillia, Ontario 1.3V 7P7

Oshawa 13 James Kamstra (905) 985-4497 jkamstra @ gartnertee,com 580 Scugog Une 4, Port Perry, Ontario L91. 1B5

Pelee Island 14 Bob Bowles (705) 325-3149 bowles @ bcannex.net 374 Grenville Avenue, Orillia, Ontario 1.3V 7P7

Pelrogylphs 15 no report submitted this year.

Pinery Prev. Park. 16 Brenda Kulan (519) 869-2833 hawkowl @ ebtech.net 2642 Kaymar Cres. Brights Grove, Ontario NON 1CO

Point Pelee National Park 17 Amy TesoHn (519) 322-5700 tesolin_amy@pch.gc.ca 1118 Pt. Pelee Drive, RR # 1 I.eamington, Ontario N8H 3V4

Rondeau Provincial Park 18 Elaine Wake (519) 674-1768 RR, # 1, Morpeth, Ontario NOP 1XO

severn Township 19 Nancy Ironside (705) 326-7319 nancy.ironside@encade.cam 258 Bay Street, Orillia, Ontario L3V 3X1

Sundertand 20 James Kamstra (905) 985-4497 jkamstra @ gartnertee.com 560 SCugog Une 4, Port Perry, Ontario 1.91. 185

Toronto centre 21 Garth Riley (416) 622-6053 Garth.Riley@moh.gov.on.ca 317 Renforth Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9C 21.4

Toronto T.EA 22 Nancy vander Poorten (416)466-9013 nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8

Windsor 23 no report submitted this year.
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~------------------------------------------
Meeting January 22, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten, the President,
welcomed everyone to the first meeting
of the new year. There were 38
members present. Paul McGaw, the
Programs Co-ordinator, introduced the
speaker for the day, Dr. David Gibo of
Erindale College, University of Toronto.

David spoke of the migration of
butterflies and dragonflies. He started
by telling us that monarchs, in
particular, are built as gliding
machines-they have large, curved
wings, and their antennae are on an
angle so that they can judge wind
speed; the black body keeps them
warm. He pointed out that if you wish to
study migration of butterflies, don't go to
where there are flowers! Go to open
fields; rural airports are particularly
good. He studies migrations using
various methods-binoculars, radar, and
ultra-light planes. With radar, he can
pick up the butterflies from up to one
mile away; he can tell which direction
they are facing, if they are flapping their
wings or not, and how fast they are
going. Monarchs use the thermals to go
long distances. He said that if you
understand sailing then you'll
understand the movement of the
monarchs. Unlike walking, where you
can go directly from one point to
another, in sailing, or migrating using
the thermals, the main focus is on
shortening the distance between two
points. As long as you do that, you'll
eventually get to where you want to go.
And as long as the butterfly doesn't flap
its wings, it is getting the energy for free.
He has noticed some differences
between the strategies of different
migrating butterflies. Monarchs are
poisonous with black-colored bodies.
They migrate earlier and later in the
day, at cooler temperatures; they
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compensate for cross-winds and don't
exhibit erratic flying (no need to be
concerned with predators). The
buckeyes on the other hand, are not
poisonous nor do they have black
bodies. Therefore they can't fly as long
and must do evasive maneuvers to fool
predators. They are not able to
conserve as much energy as the
monarchs. Other butterflies that migrate
include the Mourning Cloak, Red
Admiral and Painted Lady. Dragonflies
are also known to migrate. Anax junius,
the Green Darner, is not specialized for
migrating but can go long distances.
Tramea lacerata, the Black Mantled
Glider, and Pantala f1avescens, the
Wandering Glider, are both specialized
for migrating with large wings. He has
set up a web-site in which he
encourages pilots to report sightings of
the monarchs that they see. You can
check out all the information for yourself
at: http://www.erin.utoronto.caJ-w3gibo/

Business:
1. The Butterflies of the Toronto Region
Checklist is now available! Cost is $2 if
picked up at the meeting, or $2.50 if
mailed. The checklist was compiled by
Barry Harrison; 2) Applications are now
being accepted for the TEA Summer
Camp, and for the W. John D. Eberlie

Photo of Cicindela formosa taken by Steve
Marshall. Details on this beetle, other tiger
beetles can be found on Steve's website: http://
www.uoguelph.ca/-samarsha.

Research Travel Award; 3) Donations
(tax-creditable) are welcomed to help
support these initiatives; 4) Bronte
Creek Provincial Park is no longer
being considered for a golf course by
the Royal Canadian Golf Association
due to overwhelming opposition; 5) the
recommendations for the FWCA were
submitted; Tom Cumby of the MNR
reported that they had received many
letters saying that hobbyists should be
'left alone'; they will be focusing on
commercial operations and the
importation of species; they will be
sending us their draft proposals for our
consideration; 6) there was some
discussion about Directors and Officers
liability and we will be looking into this;
7) Alan brought in the copies of
Michigan Butterflies and Skippers for
those who had ordered it, let Alan know
if you would like to order a copy ($28).

Members Meeting February 26, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten, the President,
welcomed everyone to the Members'
Meeting, postponed from September.
There were 25 people present. A
number of members brought slides,
specimens and books for everyone to
look at.
Paul McGaw started off by showing us
slides from their recent trip to Guyana;
there were butt~rflies, moths and
dragonflies as well as scenery shots
that gave us a feel for the countryside
and road conditions. Quimby Hess also
showed us slides of a past trip of his to
Guyana including shots of various
butterflies, snakes, and other wildlife.
Again, we got a good taste of the rain
forest environment. Lorna Huston
brought in photos that she has taken at
Leslie Spit (Tommy Tompson Park) over
the past few years. She has seen many
different butterflies; some odonates; and

...continued on page 59
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Carolina Saddlebags (Tramea
carolina), are migrants. Little is known
about odonate migrations, particularly
spring movements. The site owners are
requesting observations across Eastern
North America in order to help in
understanding this phenomenon better.

http://clubs.yahoo.comlclubsl
insectsonstamps
Stamp collector? Insect lover? This is
the club site for you. It offers insect
stamps for exchange/sale, advertising
itself as "a club devoted to entomo
philately."

http://www.friendsofpresqu·ile.on.caI
buterfly.htm
A nicely designed site with information
on Monarchs and their migration. Great
graphics!

http://www.ent.orst.edulurbanl
home.html
Here's an update on an urban
entomology site. This recently revised
website offers information and photos
of less desirable urban insects 
including fleas, clothes moths, lice and
Asian longhorn beetles. A good general
information site.

guides to Ontario Tiger Beetles and
Ladybird Beetles. Steve's photography
has been enjoyed by the public through
his other publications (TEA members
will recall his book, Insects of
Algonquin Park, still available through
the Park) and now can be viewed in
these sections of his website. Steve is
considering highlighting other taxa on
this site, and can be reached at
smarshall@evbhort.uoguelph.ca.

http://www.web-nat.comIButterfly
Created by Gord Gallant, this site is
devoted to butterfly watching in Ontario
and includes general butterfly
information, an Ontario species list, lists
of nectar and larval host plants for
common butterflies, as well as reports
from people around Ontario of
interesting butterfly sightings. If you
have some interesting observations to
add, why not pass them along to
gord@web-nat.com?

http://members.bellatlantic.netl
-dbarber/migrantlmig.html
Did you know that dragonflies migrate?
If not, this website must be checked out.
Many of our well known species, like
Green Darner (Anax junuis) and

On the Web ~
\~./

http://www.uoguelph.ctU-samarsha
Professor Steve Marshall (a TEA
member) has created a highly attractive
website to highlight the University of
Guelph's Insect Collection, providing
online descriptions of holdings and
projects currently underway at the U of
G Systematics Lab. In addition to
Collections information, Steve has
included a section that will interest
many TEA members - photographic

Some great insect websites that
readers may be interested in checking
out include:

Photo of Coccinella transversguttata by Steve
Marshall, taken from Steve's website.

Meeting Notes, continued from page 58...

lots of birds and wildflowers. Carol
Sellars brought in photos of various
butterflies and moths in her garden.
Carolyn King and Chris Rickard also
brought in slides of various insects they
have seen over the past year. Jim
Spottiswood brought in some
specimens of dragonflies that he was

• hoping to get identified. Alissa Sugar
brought in couple boxes of various
Syrphidae (hoverflies) species from her
collections from the boreal mixedwood
forest. Heather Middleton brought in a
variety of families of Diptera and
Hymenoptera from her agroforestry

project, to show some of the diversity in
her collections.
Business: There was no financial report.
Nancy gave a report from the board
meeting that was held in the morning.
TEA Board Meeting Saturday, February
26, 2000
We discussed and finalized a number
of issues: 1. We received permission
from Mrs. Eberlie to reprint her
husband's articles; 2. Decided to have a
t-shirt design contest (look for details in
an upcoming mailing); 3. No news yet
re: FWCA proposal but we'll be
contacting MNR for updates; 4. We
have decided to go ahead with a web-

site; 5. Atlas update - another updated
version is being looked into; 6.
Publicity- we are now listed on
Toronto.com; Entomology Events (on
line) and OEN; 7. We discussed field
trips; 8. Oak Ridges Moraine: letter sent;
9. Still looking into liability insurance
and incorporation; 10. Elections will be
coming up at the September meeting,
all board members present indicated
their willingness to continue; position of
Recording Secretary is still open; 11.
Suggestion of a joint meetings with the
Michigan entomologists association; 12;
Room for next season (Fall 2000)- we
need to look into a larger space.
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The Columbia Silkmoth (Hyalophora columbia -S. I. Smith
et al.) In Ontario

by Quimby F. Hess

According to Douglas G. Ferguson in (1), page 251, "the
Columbia Silkmoth is the smallest species of Hyalophora. It
has a relatively dull, dark, semimelanic appearance over
most of its range in Ontario." However, in far northwestern
Ontario, the appearance of some adults is not semimelanic
but a soft brownish-red. According to D. G. Ferguson, H.
columbia is restricted to larvae feeding on Larch (Larix
larcicina),also known as Tamarack. However, the writer
reared Haliburton County H. columbia on Weeping Willow
(Salix) leaves in the 1970's, while stationed at the Ontario
Forest Technical School south of Dorset.

J. C. E. Riotte, in his Annotated List of Ontario Lepidoptera,
notes that the H. columbia population "seems to have had a
comeback after the disaster of the Larch sawfly infestation
around mid-century."

Hyalophora columbia specimen from Rushing River Provincial Park
(Kenora District).

Another question was what prevented interbreeding between
Hyalophora species. To check this, a female H. columbia was
placed in a screened cage and' hung outside the cottage
window on lot 24. The cage was checked at intervals until 2
AM with no action. At first light, about 5 AM, the cage was
checked. A male H. columbia was fluttering around the cage.
The conclusion is that the female H. columbia started calling
after 2 AM.

I was curious as to the actual H. columbia population in the
Muskoka/Haliburton are centered on Dorset. To check this in
June, I took a few dozen H. columbia females and tied them,
each about 500 feet apart, from my forest property along the
Paint Lake road to Dorset and further east to Kawagama
Lake, a distance of about 8 miles. Each female was tied to a
tree or post, about breast height, using a thread harness
around the thorax. Next day, I checked the females and found
all of them copulating with a male H. columbia, except one
which was missing. The conclusion was that in the area
checked, the H. columbia population was thriving.

On my forest property (lots 23, 24, and 25, Cone. X, Ridout
Township, Muskoka District), I had a nice bog with a resident
population of Bog Coppers and a Tamarack swamp. For
easier rearing, I bagged a few Tamarack trees and placed H.
columbia eggs on the foliage inside. This method resulted in
over 90% success.

The writer first became interested in H. columbia in 1966.
liVing near Dorset, I became friendly with W. H. E. (Bill)
Munro, a science teacher at the town of Haliburton nearby,
who was a forester and avid lepidopterist. In 1966, he
phoned me all excited to advise that he had taken a female
H. columbia at light at nearby Ingoldsby. We decided it would
be worthwhile to bag her to obtain her eggs, if any. He did
and she laid 106. He gave me half of them to rear. Larch was
available and the larvae were reared on Larch. Later, I
supplied Norm Tremblay, who lived in Stouffville, some eggs.
Larch was not nearby, so he fed the larvae Weeping Willow
leaves. The resulting adults were the semimelanic H.
columbia.

During the same month, Norm Tremblay and myself in the
same area, had caged several H. cecropia females. Several
males flew in before midnight. The conclusion is that the

Hyalophora columbia last instar larva from Haliburton County. August female H. cecropias began calling before midnight. Later,
10. 1971. Tuttle advised that he had similar findings in Michigan.
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In earlier years, while rearing Ca/losamia promethea in the
Zurich area (Huron County), my experience was that the
female C. promethea started calling in the afternoon. I often
had up to 40 males milling around the calling female.

According to Ferguson, page 103, (1), H. gloveri nokomis is a
smaller edition of H. gloveri and ranges from Alberta to
Manitoba. In its range, it has hybridized with related species.
Nokomis is a willow (Salix) feeder, and possibly Dogwood
(Osier). Its usual foodplant is said to be Wolf Willow
(Elaeagnu5 argentia). The usual foodplant used by H.
columbia is Larch, but it can be reared on Willow. Nokomis is
a soft brownish-red colour, which compares to the
semimelanic colour of H. columbia.

The writer has obtained nokomis-coloured adults from
Quetico Provincial park (Rainy River District) and from
Rushing River Provincial Park (Kenora District), both being in
far from northwestern Ontario. J. C. E. Riotte in (2), page 103,
has the following "specimens from Kenora (Rushing River
Provincial Park) should not simply be ascribed to H. nokomis
(as done in TEA Occasional Publication 1979, 10-70), but
should be kept as H. columbia (see Kohalmi and Moens,
1975).

The writer's conclusion, based on all of the above, is that the
question requires DNA testing.

Note 1 - The Saturnids mentioned above are in the ROM
collection.
Note 2 - The writer released a number of H. columbia adults
in their area"of origin.

Hyalophora columbia specimen taken from lngoldsby, Onto

Note 3 - The term 'calling' means the release by the female of
a sex pheromone into the air currents. The male is able to
detect the attractant up to a mile or more away.

References

1. Ferguson, Douglas, G. The Moths of America North of
Mexico, Fascicle 20.2 - Bombycoidea, Saturnidae 1972

2. Riotte, J. C. E. Annotated List of Ontario Lepidoptera,
ROM Life Science Series Misc. Publication 1972

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for Children •
•

TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from
this experience? Let us know!

FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior), and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See the
January 2000 issue of Ontario Insects for details about these camps.

The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485; the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15)
costs $700. TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay for the rest.

The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young naturalisF who could benefit from the camp. We
• prefer to sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to

, : suggest a child should send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know the name of the child, •
• age, and how the child will benefit from the program and what is exceptional about the child. •
• •
: The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp :
• experiences to share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario Insects. •
• •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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A World for Butterflies?
(© 2000, Phil Schappert. Photos are copyright of the respective photographer. Excerpted from the final chapter of the forthcoming book "A World
for Butterflies" by Phil Schappert, published by Key Porter Books, Toronto. Available late spring 2000. See www.keyporter.com/htmllspring41.html
for further info or contact the author at phi/js@mail.utexas.edu)

The world is changing. Of course, it would change on its own
but we - people - are causing changes that would not have
occurred naturally and are accelerating other changes to
unnatural rates. We change landscapes and habitats to suit
ourselves, put farmer's fields where there were once forests,
move rivers, level mountains, manufacture lakes, and build
cities and towns. By doing so we fracture, fragment, degrade,
damage and otherwise change the habitats of the plants and
animals around us. Inadvertently, under the guise of the
inexorable march of technological progress, we introduce
man-made chemicals to the environment and intentionally
spray pesticides and herbicides to protect our crops. We
cause acid rain, deplete ozone levels, increase carbon
dioxide levels, and are accelerating the rate of climate
change across the entire world. Many biologists believe that
our actions are precipitating an extinction crisis. To think that
all of our activities have no effect on the creatures with which
we share this planet - including butterflies and other insects
- is refusing to face reality: it's ill-informed and dangerous.

Conservation is everyone's concern. If we don't act now then the portent
of this sign might very well come true. Photo by Phil Schappert.

We have made tremendous strides in the past 30 years.
Slowly, but surely, we are becoming informed of the problems
that we create and continue to cause, realiZing how our
everyday lives contribute to them, and we are finding ways to
mitigate the effects of our actions or, better, not cause the
problems in the first place. Mindsets and preconceived
notions are changing. Where we once professed to have
"dominion" over all creatures we are now acknowledging and
accepting our stewardship role. We are saving increasing
numbers of species from certain extinction but we cannot
relax, stop or rest on our successes. We are largely failing to
stop the rampaging juggemaut that is habitat loss, especially
in the forests of the tropics (Where much of butterfly diversity
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Some butterflies, like these European skippers, Thymelicus lineola
(Hesperiidae), are very common. But, in northeastern North America,
where this photo was taken, this species is an alien invader that may be
responsible for declines in the abundance of the native species that it
competes with. Photo by Patti Murray.

is found) and we still have an incredibly long way to go. There
is so much that could be done that is not being done,
problems that are not being addressed, new problems
becoming more and more apparent, and many, many species
continue to decline and go extinct at accelerating rates. The
vast majority of these species are unknown insects.
Think about this: the human popUlation of the world has just
surpassed 6 billion and our population is expected to pass 8

Our impact on butterflies extends well beyond habitat degradation,
fragmentation or outright loss, as this red admiral, Vanessa atalanta
(Nymphalidae), perched on a warning sign, reminds us. Photo by
Andrei Sourakov.
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butterflies by increasing numbers of people eventually forced
governments to extend their endangered species programs
and legislation to specific butterfly (and now other insect)
species.
The 1988 IUCN Butterfly Red Data Book listed some 332
taxa of concern: 12 were extinct, 37 endangered, 81
vulnerable, 119 rare and the remainder were considered
status indeterminate or insufficiently known. Numerically they
include 142 Nymphalids, 85 Papilionids, 79 Lycaenids, 21
Hesperiids and only 5 Pierids, however, as a proportion of
the number of species of these groups these figures are
remarkable low (2% or less) for all except the Papilionids.
Almost 15% of swallowtails are listed in the 1988 Red Data
Book. Whether this is due to the relatively large size, or
notability or desirability, of the swallowtails or to some
inherent "endangerability" of the taxa is unknown. Lycaenids
are often considered unusually prone to endangerment as a
result of their small size, extremely local distributions and
complex life history, however, if this is actually the case then
the IUCN lists are biased (a not unlikely possibility).
Categorization of species into general risk categories such
as "endangered," "threatened," and "vulnerable," while
SUbjective, has focused study and initial conservation efforts.
While the IUCN has no legal or political status, its efforts

Lycaenids seem to be unusually prone to endangerment, possibly
because their life histories are often more complex than other
butterflies. The little blue, Cupido minimus (Lycaenidae), is extinct in
some former habitats but not considered threatened in others. In this
photo a mating pair is almost dwarfed by a mosquito. Photo by Oleg
Kosterin.

billion within the next 25 years. The consequences of this
unprecedented growth continue to be worrisome. Our need to
feed our increasing population fuels our inclination to clear
more land for more crops, manufacture more and better
pesticides and herbicides to protect them, build more
pollutant-emitting vehicles to transport them and, despite our
best intentions, the cycle of habitat loss, damage and species
extinctions continues. What will happen in the next 25 years
depends on how we act now. Will the plants, animals and
insects that we know now still be around for our children to
see? Will there still be new species for them to discover? For
them to know the joy of seeing what no one else has seen?
Can we share this planet with the other life around us? Is
there a world for butterflies?

The conservation of butterflies began, as most such initiatives
do, at the grassroots level. As species began to decline in
numbers or go extinct, a few well-intentioned researchers
became alarmed and, through the various entomological and
lepidopterological societies to which they belonged, began
efforts to protect specific species. New organizations such as
The Committee for the Protection of British Lepidoptera
(followed by the British Butterfly Conservation Society, now
called Butterfly Conservation) and the Xerces Society in
North America (named for the extinct Xerces Blue butterfly,
Glaucopsyche xerces, Lycaenidae) were formed for the
express purpose of conservation. Organizations such as the
IUCN (International Unions for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources, or simply the World Conservation
Union) began assembling and publishing objective
assessments of the needs for butterfly conservation in "Red
Data Books." These international examples were quickly
applied on more local scales as burgeoning interest in

Ontario Insects

GLAUCOPSYCHE XERCES XERCES - BDV.

Protective Measures

The premier insect conservation organization in North America, the
Xerces Society, took its name from the extinct Xerces blue,
Glaucopsyche xerces (Lycaenidae). The only Xerces blues that you will
ever see are specimens like these from museum collections. Photo by
PaulOpler.
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There is little doubt that some species, like the zebra swallowtail,
Eurytides marcellus (Papi/ionidae) seen here, are especially
charismatic. Recent legislation in Ontario, Canada has given this
species "special protection" despite the fact that it is really just a rare
stray and is not in need ofprotection anywhere within its normal range.
Photo by Jeff Fengler.

became valuable guides for countries and local governments
to begin designation of protective status for butterflies within
their area. Soon, countries were cooperating by recognizing
and restricting trade in internationally endangered species,
and monitoring the trade of threatened and vulnerable
species, under CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species). Of course, simply assembling lists of
species does nothing to protect or conserve the species in
and of itself. This is one of the main criticisms leveled at
endangered species legislation by scientists and
researchers: prohibitions on collecting and trade without
study, habitat protection and management, and continual
clarification of their status and vulnerability leads to the false
impression that species are "conserved." Further, protective
legislation is frequently unevenly enforced, when it is
enforced at all, resulting in confusion, inadequate protection,
and may present a real danger by creating problems it was
meant to solve by artificially inflating the value of specimens
and increasing the danger of unscrupulous collecting of
listed species.
In many instances, it appears that species names have been
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"picked out of a hat" or randomly or haphazardly selected
without real attention to the specific needs of the listed
species. Such ill-advised legislation has recently been
initiated in Ontario, Canada. The new Specially Protected
Invertebrates category of the recently proclaimed Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act lists such common butterflies as the
Black and Tiger Swallowtails, Papilio polyxenes and P.
canadensis (Papilionidae). It lists the Kamer Blue, Lycaeides
melissa samuelis (Lycaenidae), as "specially protected"
when it is already extirpated from the province, and is also
already covered under existing endangered species
legislation. In another case it confuses the issue by again
listing the West Virginia White, Pieris virginiensis (Pieridae),
originally listed as endangered in Ontario in 1976 and
subsequently removed from the endangered list in 1990. In
yet another it lists a species, the Zebra Swallowtail, Eurytides
marcellus (Papilionidae), that is nothing more than a rare
stray and casual immigrant as requiring "special protection."
The Act prohibits collecting of Specially Protected
Invertebrates for any purpose and prohibits keeping of these
taxa in captivity, propagating them, using them in educational
programs, or displaying them in zoos without a license. The
legislation interferes with ongoing studies such as Monarch
migration tagging, life history documentation, the educational
value of a teacher rearing live caterpillars in a classroom,
and educating the general public by offering them the chance
to get "up close and personal" with local butterflies in zoos
and butterfly houses. In short, it actively interferes with many
of the valuable activities undertaken by amateur
lepidopterists. Most glaringly the legislation offers no habitat
protection and no means for ensuring funding or providing
directions for studies of the biology and ecology of included

A lone male Karner Blue, Lycaeides melissa samuelis (Lycaenidae),
perches waiting for a female that never arrives. This photo was taken on
July 9, 1988, the day that the Karner Blue Sanctuary at Port Franks,
Ontario, Canada, opened. This male is one of the last Karner Blues
ever seen in Ontario: they were declared extirpated. or locally extinct.
in 1989. Photo by Phil Schappert.

...continued on page 65
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by Quimby F. Hess

Ontario Insects

At this point, I must note that the nomenclature experts are in
a flap over names. So they have set up a new committee to
consider the questions which are before us.

d) Nomenclature - The B of C introduces a version of
nomenclature which is not followed in The Ontario Butterfly
Atlas. The Atlas uses A Catalogue/Checklist of the Butterflies
of North America North of Mexico by Lee D. Miller and F. M.
Brown (The Lepidopterists' Society of America Memoir No. 2
1981), and the Supplement to a Catalogue/Checklist of the
Butterflies of North America North of Mexico by Clifford D.
Ferris (The Lepidopterists' Society of America Memoir No.3,
1989).
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although these actions are rarely harmful, and may actually
increase the risk to listed taxa. Worse still, prohibitions
change with political venue: what is prohibited in one region
is not prohibited in another. The goal of any conservation
legislation should be to promote study, not prohibit it.
Legislation should increase public and political awareness of
the plight of rare or valuable species and should facilitate the
gathering of the necessary information needed to devise a
suitable conservation strategy and action plan. Habitat
preservation, restoration and protection are necessary
components of all such plans.

Photo of Pterourus glaucus canadensis specimen from Norland. Ont.,
submitted by Quimby Hess

c) Persius Duskywing (Erynnis persius) - The Butterflies of
Canada and the Atlas differ with respect to the occurrences of
this species in Ontario. The B of C, page 43, has E. persius
occurring only in the St. Williams area (Norfolk County). The
Atlas has E. persius occurring in several counties in southern
Ontario north to near Attawapiskat by James Bay. Many of the
E. persius specimens identified as such are in the ROM
collection. The writer was given a pair of Michigan E. persius
specimens by Dr. Mogen Neilson of East Lansing, Michigan.
These were used in identifying some E. persius in the ROM
collection.

A World for Butterjlies...continued from page 64

species (in fact, it threatens to bury new research in
mountains of needless red tape). Further, it needlessly
interferes with ongoing conservation plans and scientific
studies, and offers no means to amend the list, to remove a
listed species, without enacting still further legislation.
This legislation (and other similar legislation in Australia and
many other countries) emphasizes that simply listing species
does nothing to protect or conserve them because few if any
measures are taken other than the grand "token gesture" of
listing. Such lists do nothing but prohibit collecting or study,

b) Frosted Elfin (Callophrys irus) - The Butterflies of Canada,
page 143, "it has been only in southern Ontario. Historically,
colonies existed only near St. Williams. Old records from
Pinery Provincial Park were examined and proved to be
misidentified C. polia." The writer was shown the misidentified
specimens by Nick Tzovolos at the ROM and agrees that the
specimens collected in the Pinery on May 27, 1937, were in
fact C. polia. However, specimens from the Pinery of the same
date which were spread later and examined by Sidney
Daniels and the writer were identified as C. irus. These two
specimens are in the ROM collection. .
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3. In comparing the occurrences of selected Ontario species
as shown in The Butterflies of Canada and The Ontario
Butterfly Atlas, it is noted that there is disagreement. Some
comments on this situation follow:

2. The Ontario Butterfly Atlas was published in 1991 by the
TEA. It has also filled a long felt need in Ontario along with
The Annotated Checklist of Ontario Lepidoptera by J. C.
Riotte and published by~the ROM in 1992.

1. The Butterflies of Canada is an extremely valuable work.
Published in 1998, it fills a long felt need.

a) Sleepy Duskywing (Erynnis brizo) - page 36 in The
Butterflies of Canada, "the species occurs throughout the
eastern and southwestern US, reaching Canada only in
southern Ontario northeast near Hamilton." "In Holmes et al.
(1991 )... records throughout southern and eastern Ontario'
are in error owing to the confusion with ice/us." The writer
must question this. E. brizo is an oak (Quercus) feeder and as
a forester with field experience, I have found oak growing
wild nearly to Kirkland Lake and in the Algoma District, etc.
Lloyd Taman (recently deceased) of Matachewan in the
Temiskaming District sent me different specimens from his
area. He identified an Erynnis as brizo and I agreed. The
specimen is in the ROM collection.

The Butterflies of Canada by Layberry, Hall and Lafontaine 
Some Comments



The following article is taken from the dplex-l
listserve. Thanks to Don Davis for passing it
along.

Modern-day Butterflies
'Invented' by Bats

The evolutionary development of
modern-day butterflies was so
profoundly influenced by insect-eating
bats that they could be credited with
"inventing" day-flight in butterflies,
suggests one University of Toronto
researcher. In a paper to be published
in the Jan. 20 edition of Nature,
Carleton University biology post
doctoral student Jayne Yack and
University of Toronto and Mississauga
zoology professor James Fullard
studied ultrasonic hearing in nocturnal
butterflies. They then examined the
anatomies and behaviours of day-flying
butterflies. The scientists suggest that
bats have had such an impact on day
and night-flying butterflies that their
defense and communication systems
have specifically evolved to protect
them from these natural predators.
"Bats are major predators of night-flying
insects, and this research points to the
intense pressure on all nocturnal
insects to evolve methods of detecting
and avoiding insect-eating bats," says
co-author Fullard. "With respect to
butterflies, the majority of them
switched their activity from night to day,
thereby avoiding bats altogether. But for
some rare species of nocturnal
butterflies, the evolution of ultrasound
sensitive ears means that these insects
have developed and been able to use
this sensory defense to stay alive
during the night."
On Barro Colorado Island in Panama,
Yack and Fullard found night-flying
butterflies that possess ears on their
wings that detect calls used by bats to
locate and track prey. When the
researchers exposed the nocturnal
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Monarch
Notes

butterflies to simulated ultrasonic
stimulus - such as the type given off by
bats - the insects exhibited bat-evasion
flight maneuvers characterized by
steep dives, climbs or up- or down
loops and spirals. Until now, it was
believed that ultrasonic hearing was a
common defense and communication
mechanism for moths and other
nocturnal insects but not butterflies.
"The discovery of ultrasonic hearing in
this species of night-flying butterflies in
Panama is quite remarkable," says
Fullard. "Clearly, bat predators imposed
a great selection pressure on the
evolution of ears in this type of butterfly."
By and large, butterflies are
predominantly day-flying, say the
researchers. It was thought that the
daytime behaviour of butterflies was
enough to protect them from bats.
However, day butterflies have evolved
highly developed visual systems for
communication and to detect other
types of predators that hunt during the
day. This study was funded by the
Natural Sciences and Engineering
Council of Canada.
CONTACT: Prof. James Fullard, U of T
at Mississauga Dept. of Zoology, (905)
828-5416,
jfullard@credit.erin.utoronto.ca

Butterflies: Longe;! migration cUtance

Donald Davis

By Don Davis

Urquhart Tags

Some TEA members may remember
seeing 'Urquhart tags', designed by Dr.
Fred Urquhart for use in his insect
migration research. Urquhart tags have
been recovered a few times in recent
years as monarch taggers have been
using up their old tag supply.
Dr. Urquhart's tags are very similar to
the material price tags are made from.
Vinyl paper, with an indelible ink and a
pressure sensitive adhesive. For the tag
to adhere to the butterfly, the scales in
the large cell at the top of the front wing
had to be gently rubbed off. The tag was
bent in half and folded over the leading
edge of the wing.

The previous photo, and another of a tagged
monarch, are featured on a CD entitled
"GUINNESS MULTIMEDIA DISC OF
RECORDS" (1996), published by Grolier
Interactive Inc., for which Don was given the
appropriate photo credit. The Guinness
Record pertaining to the above noted photo is
"Butterflies: Longest migration distance", and
described a tagged monarch Don released at
Presqu 'ile Provincial Park near Brighton,
Ontario, later recovered 2,133 miles away at
EI Rosario.

Monarch Larval Monitoring
Project Needs Volunteer
Researchers

Volunteers from across North America
are working with researchers at the
University of Minnesota to monitor
monarch butterfly populations in North
America. The Monarch Larval
Monitoring Project is a citizen science
project coordinated by Michelle Prysby
and Karen Oberhauser. We are
collecting long-term data on larval
monarch populations and milkweed
habitat to address questions such as:
(1) How do population densities
fluctuate throughout the monarch
breeding season in North America? (2)
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At what larval stages does the highest
mortality occur? (3) What plant qualities
affect female monarch host plant
choice? (4) What is the timing of
movement of reproductive monarchs
throughout their breeding range? (5)
How does monarch recruitment vary
with larval habitat size and degree of
disturbance?
Since the project began in 1997, over
80 volunteers have participated,
monitoring more than 40 sites in the
United States and Can~da. We are
recruiting more volunteers for the 2000
season, and invite you to join our team.
First and foremost, volunteers must
have an interest in monarch ecology
and an enthusiasm for learning more!
Volunteers will choose a site with
milkweed and monitor it once a week
throughout the time that milkweed is
present. Sites may include backyards,
roadsides, gardens, natural areas, old
fields, etc. The monitoring takes about
1-3 hours per week. All volunteers who
commit to monitoring all season will
receive basic equipment (field guides
for identifying monarch larval instars
and data sheets).
Monitoring directions and data sheets
are available on the website. We hope
to hear from you soon! Michelle Prysby
and Karen Oberhauser Monarch Larval
Monitoring Project Directors Dr. Karen
Oberhauser University of Minnesota
Department of Ecology 1987 Upper
Buford Circle St. Paul MN 55108,612
624-8706, fax: 612624-6777,
www.monarchlab.umn.edu

Impact of BT Corn on
Monarch Butterflies:
University of Guelph
Findings

Note: The following press release was issued
by University of Guelph for journalists and
other members of the public. For further
information, please see the website http://
www.sciencedaily.comlreleases/2000/02/
000208094017.htm

The Monarch butterfly is alive and well,
despite exaggerated and misleading
reports that biotechnology is
threatening it, says a University of
Guelph researcher.
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Field research conducted by Prof. Mark
Sears, chair of the University of
Guelph's Department of Environmental
Biology and chair of the Canadian Corn
Pest Coalition, shows pollen from Bt
corn --Bacillus thuringiensis, a
naturally-occurring soil-borne
bacterium which selectively targets
specific groups of insects -- is not found
in high enough doses on most
milkweed plants (the food plant of the
caterpillars) to hurt Monarch butterfly
larvae.
Although Bt is harmless to humans and
other animals, a U.S. study claimed
pollen from Bt-corn damaged Monarch
butterfly larvae. The study sparked a
media frenzy and public concern about
genetically modified foods.
Sears says the U.S. study didn't
demonstrate to what extent its
preliminary findings applied to field
situations. The study was completed in
a lab, and the dosage of pollen used
wasn't reported.
"The actual threat to the Monarch
butterfly can only be determined by
assessing the dosage that affects the
larvae and their degree of exposure to
Bt-corn pollen in the field," says Sears.
Sears is leading a two-year project to
determine the ecological impacts of Bt
corn pollen on selected non-target
butterfly species, including the
Monarch. So far, studies indicate that
Bt- corn is not as big a threat as
environmentalists and the news media
had anticipated.
"Outside of corn fields, you probably
wouldn't find concentrated dosages of
pollen because wind and rain removes
it from the surface of the milkweed
leaves," says Sears. Sears's study
focused on Bt pollen and how far it
travels. He examined milkweed stands
in corn fields, at their edges, then at
distances of five, 10, 25, 50 and 100
metres away.
He found that within the fields,
approximately 150 pollen grains/cm2
were found on milkweed leaves. At the
field edges, 80 to 100 grains/cm2 were
found, and at five metres, only 1 grain!
cm2 was found. He then compared
these findings to values obtained from
a "dose-response assay" from which
data of increasing doses are plotted

against increased mortality rates to
determine dosages with negative
effects on Monarch butterfly larvae.
Results show that 135 grains/cm2, the
lowest dosage he has tested on
milkweed leaves so far, and similar to
that found on milkweed leaves in the
field had no greater effect on Monarch
larvae than when they were fed non-Bt
pollen.
"Our findings are consistent with other
studies across North America," says
Sears. "Bt- corn has always shown to
be harmless to both humans and
animals, and we now know it isn't a
major threat to the Monarch butterfly."
Sears is being assisted by research
associate Diane Stanley-Horn and
research technician Heather Mattila
from the University of Guelph, along
with seed industry representatives and
corn growers. His research is
sponsored by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency and Environment
Canada.

The featured poster created by Graphic Artist
Kehben Grifter reflects public concerns over
genetically modified organisms such as Bt
com. Thanks to Don Davis for passing along
both this and the update on University of
Guelph's Bt corn research.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM DON DAVIS' MONARCH
BUTTERFLYTAGGING
AUTUMN 1999 TAGGING SEASON

*All recoveries were made at the overwintering site located near the
communal village of EI Rosario, near the to,+,n of Angangeo, State of
Michoacan, Mexico.

Danaus plexippus
specimen from
Ajax. Onto Photo
submitted by
Quimby Hess.

Minnesota, echoes Dr. Taylor's words of
caution, noting that insects sense the
world in very different ways from
humans. They may use things we can't
perceive and maybe even things we
can conceive.

On Friday, 3/31, Governor Jesse
Ventura signed a bill making the
monarch the state butterfly of MN. A
group of fourth grade monarch fans
from Mahtomedi, MN spearheaded the
effort that resulted in this bill! (about 6
or 7 other states have the monarch as
state insect).

Monarch Named State
I tA ·'"nsec ... gam...

TAG # SEX TAGGED PLACE RECOVERED
DX200 M 11/9/99 Presqu'ile PP 9/1/00
249KF F 5/9/99 Presqu'ile PP 9/1/00
418 KF M 6/9/99 Presqu'i1e PP 21/1/00
579KF M 12/9/99 Darlington PP 2611/00
732KF F 12/9/99 Darlington PP 1111/00
833KF M 12/9/99 Darlington PP 9/1/00
946KF F 18/9/99 Toronto 14/1/00
873KU F 21/9/99 Presqu'i1e PP 28/1/00
925KU M 21/9/99 Presqu'i1e PP 1/3/00

Do Monarch Butterflies Use
Magnetic Compasses?

University of Kansas - a proposal first
put forth many years ago by Dr. Fred
Urquhart. However, Dr. Taylor warns that

Built-in magnetic compasses may the migration of the monarch butterfly is
orient monarch butterflies during their very complicated, and this may only be
southwestern migration, according to one piece of the puzzle.
new experiments in Kansas. The The researchers caught migrating
generation taking to the air in the fall monarchs in the fall and released them
represents the great-great into a tube, in which they crawled
grandchildren, or even more distant upward to a circular tabletop arena. In a
descendants, of the monarchs that left room with no shielding from Earth's
Mexico the previous spring. Yet the new magnetic field, most of the butterflies
generation returns to the same dozen took flight toward the southwest. In the
or so roosting areas that their ancestors shielded room, however, they flew in
used. random directions. Next, researchers
Previous studies showed that created a magnetic field oriented in the
monarchs can orient by the sun. The opposite direction from Earth's.
new work provides the first direct Butterflies then flew northeast, as if their
evidence that monarchs can also sense compasses had reversed.
directions from the magnetic field, .Dr. Karen S. Oberhauser, a monarch
according to Dr. Orley R. Taylor of the researcher at the University of
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Congratulations to Don Davis for another
successful monarch tagging year! The following
summary is a tally ofDon 's recovered tags from
the 1999 season. The certificates displayed on
this page are acknowledgements of these
recoveries from Monarch Watch.
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Insect Sightings for the 1999 Fall and 2000 Spring Season

May 13, 2000
An incredible 26 species were observed inside Point Pelee. Exceptional sightings include:
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Meetings will resume in September. A
good summer to everyone!

Business:
1. Financial report: Alan reported that
we have $2504 in the regular account;
$11,200 in the book account, and
$7500 in a GIC. We have 150
members, some of whom are still
unpaid.
2. There was no correspondence.
3. Wildlife Scientific Collector's Permit:
see page 70 for further information
4. Field trips: Carolyn and Paul
presented a preliminary list of field trips
for the year. Final details are printed in
this issue of 01.

plant populations, competition,
predators, and parasites. Though he
didn't intend to continue the study for so
long, it is likely that he will continue.

Bob Bowles
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline (via Don Davis)
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline (via Don Davis)
Daniel Glaeske (via Don Davis)
Fred Urie (via Don Davis)
Fred Urie (via Don Davis)
Paul McGaw & Carolyn King
Irene Mcllvene

October 16, 1999
week of March 6, 2000
March 3, 2000
February 27, 2000
March 31, 2000
March 31,2000
April 15, 2000
April 15, 2000

(30+) Common Buckeye
Fiery Skipper (record early for Ontario)
Gray Hairstreak

and over the years, and to see if he
could determine what was causing the
changes. The meadow is a rather dry
one, and fairly sheltered. There are
patches of scots pine and poplars and
areas of open meadow with milkweed
and goldenrod. There are lots of edges,
and forest areas and forest gaps. He
has counted up to 45 species in one
year, and a total of 51 species over the
six years. Some species have stayed
fairly constant but others have changed.
Since it is not a wet meadow, he rarely
sees a bronze copper or silver
bordered fritillary. Delaware skippers
are becoming more common, as are
the pearl crescents (northern crescents
were the only ones that showed up
before). He has been able to discern
those species that are resident, those
that fly through regularly and those that
are vagrants. He is trying to figure out
what affects the abundance of the
various species. There are probably
many factors including photoperiod,
temperature,

Toronto
Toronto
Windsor area
St. Victor, Sask.
Shell Park, Oakville
Shell Park, Oakville
Presqu'ile Provo Park
Hamilton

Common Buckeye
Eastern Comma
Compton's Tortoiseshell
Satyr Comma
Mourning Cloaks (9)
Compton's Tortoiseshell
Red Admiral
Red Admiral

Single Reports of Butterflies

(51) Variegated Fritillary
Little Sulphur (record early for Ontario)
Snout Butterfly (record early for Ontario)
a few Pipevine Swallowtails

Common species present include Giant Swallowtail, Spicebush Swallowtail, American Painted Lady, Red Admiral, Question
Mark and Orange Sulphur.

Meeting Notes, continued from page 59

Members Meeting April 22, 2000

We had a good turnout for the last
meeting of the season despite its being
the Easter weekend The president,
Nancy van der Poorten, welcomed
everyone. There were 35 members and
guests present. The first matter of the
day was the announcement of the
recipient of the W. John D. Eberlie
Research Travel Award, and the
presentation of the award. The recipient
was Aaron Deans of the Faculty of
Forestry at the University of Toronto.
Congratulations Aaron!

We then proceeded to the speaker of
the day. James Kamstra is a TEA
member who presented us with some
research that he has undertaken over
the past six years. Since 1994, James
has sampled the butterfly populations
in a field across the road from his
house every week to observe how the
populations change over the summer,
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Point Pelee Spring Sightings Reported

Report by Alan Wormington, Dave Martin and Barb Casier Staff, Friends of Point Pelee, submitted by Don Davis
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
"Code for Insect Collecting" for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the "Code for Insect Collecting" issued by the Joint Committee for
the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the Lepidopterists' Society in the
USA.

r--------------------------------------~TEAT-Shirt Design Contest
Create a Moth T-Shirt for the TEA and win a t-shirt of your design!

Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to
an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific
information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which
to develop rational means for protecting the environment and
its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a
manner not detrimental to the environment.

Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and
education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of
species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of
populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments
threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and
institutional reference collections. The Canadian National
Collection and collections in museums and universities have
depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur
collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.

Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the
population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not
required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year
after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.

Design Guidelines:
- The design can be full colour or monochrome.
• It can be of one moth or many, have different life stages if you
prefer, can include food plant or some habitat.
- The moth(s) must be normally found in Ontario.
- It should be designed so it can be printed on unbleached
cotton.
- It could include the name of the TEA,or we can add it in later.
- The image should fit on the front of a t-shirt (maximum 11"
wide, 10" long).
- Contestants do not have to be TEA members, so tell your
artistic friends and relatives!
- Preference will be given to designs which are eye-catching but
must be accurate.

5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes;
for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from
old collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare
should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested
that one pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local
forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the
population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be
exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be
reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary,
but the exact locality should not be published, only the
township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited
regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for
subsequent examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and
provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas.
Cause as little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in
captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for
personal collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the
available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in
the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs.
In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.

Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and
deterioration.

...continued on next page

- The design cannot have been used on a t-shirt before.
- The winner will be announced at the September 23 TEA meeting
and the design printed in Ontario Insects.
- Designs will not be returned unless mailer and postage is
included.
- Copies of your image may be used by the TEA for Ontario
Insects, promotion, etc.
- The deadline is July 31, 2000.

The design should be submitted for size as reproduction and sent
to Paul McGaw, 43 Anaconda Ave., Scarborough, Ontario M1L
4M1. For more information, contact Carolyn King 416-222-5736,
cking@yorku.ca.

~--------------------------------------~
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Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net

Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519966
5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
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2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological
interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting;
such observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in
TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is
emphasized that full data for each photograph should be
recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and
conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be
undertaken whenever possible.

For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.

Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a line
from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of Peterborough,
Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net).

Where to send it:
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 6136372828, home: 705 652 5004, naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca).

Odonata Summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. A form is available from
the provincial compiler or you can send your data electronically using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel. Any
other observations can be added at the bottom.

Lepidoptera Summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and whether or not
they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the
order that the species are listed in the summary.

TEA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two summaries:
one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are published
as a yearly summary and are sent to members as a benefit of membership. The yearly summaries may be purchased by
non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more details. Here's how you can contribute:

TEA Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries

When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written note or
submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

3. Collections should be available for examination by
qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered
to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or
university, in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should
be deposited in appropriate institutions.

Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat,
weather conditions and other pertinent information.
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OtherTrips - Fort Erie Summer Insect Outings
...continued from page 52

Saturday, June 17
June Butterflies of the Marcy Farm & Woods
We should find many good butterflies in this Carolinian habitat on the shore of Lake Erie, south of Niagara Falls. Meet at 10 am
at the intersection of Hwy. 3 and Holloway Bay Rd. This is a joint trip of the Bert Miller Fort Erie Nature Club and the Niagara
Frontier Entomological Society which TEA members are welcome to attend. For more information contact David Cooper at 716
284-4118 or coopdoc@aol.com or Rob Eberly at 905-894-5850 or eberly@inter-pc.com.

Saturday, August 19
Dragonflies, Butterflies and Night-flying Insects of the Marcy Farm & Woods
This is an all day trip, also organized by the Bert Miller Fort Erie Nature Club and the Niagara Frontier Entomological Society,
observing both day fliers and later, after dark, insects attracted to mercury vapour and ultraviolet lights. Participants meet at 10
am at the intersection of Hwy. 3 and Holloway Bay Rd., and may come and go as they wish. Those wishing to attend the
evening activities only may meet at the southern end of Holloway Bay Rd. at 7:30 pm. For day-time, bring lunch, water,
binoculars (close-focusing, if possible) and insect repellent. There will be a social hour and dinner at a local restaurant. For the
evening, you are welcome to bring your own moth lights and other gear. For more information, contact the same leaders as the
June 17 trip above.

~--------------------------------------~

r--------------------------------------~I In the Next Issue... I
I -Abstracts from the Student Symposium March 25, 2000 I
I - Upcoming Meeting Information for the 2000-2001 Sessions I

I Members Please Note: The first fall meeting will take place September 23, 2000 at our usual ROM location and will be a I
I Members' Meeting, so please bring slides, specimens and stories from your summer adventures! I

The Results of the First Annual Presqu'ile Provincial Park
Butterfly Count were compiled by Philip Careless of Toronto,
a summer employee at Presqu'ile, who now attends the
University of Guelph. Phil is an enthusiastic park supporter,
and he did a fine job of compiling the results and sharing
them with us.

Acknowledgment
Submitted by Don Davis

The Association has recently lost two of its members. Lloyd
Taman of Matachewan passed away in August of 1999. He
was an ardent enthusiast on the butterflies of Northern
Ontario and had made many valuable contributions to the
TEA Annual Summary over the years. Lothar Jung of Toronto
also passed away recently, although no details are available.
Our condolences to the families.

TEA Members Will Be Missed
Submitted by Alan Hanks

FWCA and Wildlife Scientific Collector's Permit

The MNR has issued a permit to the Toronto Entomologists' Association that allows all T.E.A. memqers toengage in 'non
commercial collection, possession, propagation, trading and releasing of specially protected invertebrates' up to a 25
individuals of a species except for VTEEE, S1 or S2 scheduled species (Le. the permit allows for the collection of the monarch,
black swallowtail, pipevine swallowtail, spicebush swallowtail, tiger swallowtail and zebra swallowtail) from April 29 to October
31, 2000. You may not buy or sell any of these specimens. You must carry a copy of this permit on your person when collecting
these particular species. If you undertake a research project that requires marking of individual specially protected insects, you
must get individual permission from the MNR.

To obtain your copy of the permit, contact Alan Hanks with a self-addressed, stamped envelope, at 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora,
Ontario L4G 2K1. You will be required to supply the TEA with a report on your activities by mid-November.

This permit may not be copied or used by anyone other than a TEA member. Each member is responsible for thoroughly
reading and complying with the restrictions of the permit. The permit does not allow you to collect in places that would normally
be prohibited.

72 May 2000



Monarch, Red-Spotted Purple, and Black
Swallowtail Butterfly lacquered enamel
pins have landed at the ROM Reproduc
tions Shop, just inside the front doors of
the Royal Ontario Museum! Also see a
bumble bee, spider and dragonflies.
Choose your favourite specimen, authen
ticated by ROM entomologists, to wear or
give to someone special!

Phone (416) 586-8026, fax (416) 586·
8075 or e-mail romrepro@rom.on.ca.

Butterflies Galore!!

Age Forces Sale

-books, papers, field guides for Ontario & World

-tropical Lepidoptera & Coleoptera collections
(pairs & singles)

-Kodachrome slides of Ontario insects/plants/
habitats

Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••

Rent this Space!

Size: 10 cm x5.5 cm OR

4inches x 2.25 inches

(as shown)

Layout can be vertical or horizontal.

Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.

Cost per Ad: ,$10 per issue OR

$20 for 3 issues

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members...

M~rket ~
-

Lepidoptera Books for Sale

From the library of Former TEA President

Douglas E. Scovell:

D'Abrera, Bernard Sphingidae Mundi: Hawkmoths of the World 200.00

D'Abrera, Bernard Field Guides - Butterflies of Australia & New Zealand. Hc O.p. 30.00

D'Abrera, Bernard Moths of Australia Hc. O.p. 110.00

D'Abrera, Bernard Butterflies of the Neotropics, Volumes 1-6 (as New) each 200.00

Dillon, Lawrence The Tribe Catagrammini (Lepid: Nymphalidae) Catagramma 35.00

dos Passos, Cyril A Synonymic List of the Nearctic Rhopalocera 20.00

Ferris, C. & Brown, F. M. Butterflies of the Rocky Mountain States 25.00

Forster, W. & Wolfhardt Tagfalter: Diuma (Rhopalocera & Hesperiidae) 40.00

Fracker, Stanley The Classification of Lepidopterous Larvae (1 st Ed.) 15.00

Hardwick, D. E. Taxonomy, L.H., & Habits of the Elliptoid Sp. Of Schinea 17.00

Lewis, H. L. Butterflies of the World (5000 in full colour) 40.00

Miller, L. & Brown, F. M. A Catalogue/Checklist of the Butterflies of America 40.00

Parsons, Michael Butterflies of the Bulolo-Wau Valley (New GUinea) pb. New 60.00

Riley, Norman Butterflies & Moths 35.00

Tveten, J. & G. Butterflies of Houston & Southem Texas. New 25.00

Woodworth, C. W. The Wing Veins of Insects 20.00

Ron Scovell, 3 Simms Cres., Toronto, ON M9V 2S9, (416) 744-3888, hillstar@sympatico.ca
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Letters

Their rights and edition have been
donated to this entity, and he/she offers
sale to the public for $60 US, being
granted an allowance of 20% at the
moment for all societies, professional,
educational and student. Write to
observe details of the work in our
pages: http://
www.mariposasdelmundo.com/
promolibro.html or http://
www.mariposasdelmundo.com. Or to go
to: Asociacion Amigos del Museo
Mariposas del Mundo, calle Italia 650
San Miguel (C.P. 1663), Provincia de
Buenos Aires - Republica Argentina,
Telefax: (54 11) 4664-2108,
museo@mariposasdelmundo.com.

and designs with all the splendor of the
highest colour photographic quality.

~~ ~ ~i
~

Maggots for Health
(condensed from the Toronto Star, July 21/00, 03)
Canadian biologist Rob Anderson of Alberta is setting up Canada's first
medical maggot-rearing business. Until now, the supply for North American
doctors has come from a California scientist. At times, shipments were
delayed clearing Canada Customs offices. Certain fly larva act as precise
surgeons, consuming dead and diseased material cell by cell, resulting in a
dramatic regeneration of tissue at the wound site. Anderson and his wife will
also teach this unique therapy.

TV Program to Note
The Discovery Channel presents HONEYBEES:Ladies of the Dance, Nov. 3
at 8pm, Nov. 4 at 1 am, 5 am, 2 pm, Nov. 10 at 11 am. All times E.ST •••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ontario Insects

TEA Member's Photography Featured in Seasons
The summer 2000 issue of Seasons is out, and the cover photo of a Luna
moth was taken by Steven Marshall. There is an article entitled "Whitecaps &
butterflies" - about canoeing the Berens River. Also, a one page interview with
this writer.

Of Entomological Interest
Submitted by Don Davis

Dear friends:
The Association friends of the
Butterflies of the World Museum (civil
entity without external funding support)
informs that the book BUTIERFLIES
ARGENTINEAN Volume 1 (author
Andres E.Varga), a didactic and
unpublished work in our country, is for
sale. It comes with the cultured guide
for the identification and classification
of the main day and night butterflies of
the County of Buenos Aires and their
food plants. It includes the most
modern technical information and
methods for the breeding, collection
and preservation of collections with
scientific bases. Of luxurious
presentation (measures 20 x 28cm), it
possesses 150 pages of paper
illustration, with more than 400 pictures

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
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Notes from the Editor's
Desk

The TEA is searching for someone
who would like to put their creative
talents to entomological use as Editor
of Ontario Insects. Ifanyone is
interested in working on the
publication of this newsjournal,
please contact me at (416) 253-9873.
It is a great opportunity to get to know
the entomological community!

As summer draws to a close for another
season, it is time to reflect on this year's
events. From the reports submitted, it is
easy to see that this summer has been
one of the most entomologically
interesting seasons in recent memory.
New species appeared on many of the
counts, as it seemed that many insects
ranged farther north than usual and
Southern species appeared in
previously unrecorded areas (see
Sightings, page 3). I don't personally
remember a year where I have seen as
many Monarchs, nor one that prompted
them to begin migrating so early (Don,
correct me if I'm wrong...). An
encouraging season for Monarch
populations. What habitat that is
available in Mexico to support this and
future generations is, however, another
issue of increasing concern...one that is
tackled in Monarch Notes (page 18).
This time of year usually sees us
packing away insect nets and bug
boxes in preparation for next year's
insect adventures and turning our
attention to other, often indoor, pursuits.
Just to keep you in an entomological
frame of mind, there are a number of
books that have recently become
available. These include the new TEA
Ontario Odonata, Volume 1 (as
featured on the cover and page 8), Phil
Schappert's much exciting new book A
World for Butterflies: their lives,
behaviour and future, a handy field
reference Dragonflies Through
Binoculars and a new softcover
version of Papillons du Quebec. See
pages 2-3 for more details. Enjoy!
See you at the meetings!
Vanessa
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and designs with all the splendor of the
highest colour photographic quality.

Their rights and edition have been
donated to this entity, and he/she offers
sale to the public for $60 US, being
granted an allowance of 20% at the
moment for all societies, professional,
educational and student. Write to
observe details of the work in our
pages: http://
www.mariposasdelmundo.com/
promolibro.html or http://
www.mariposasdelmundo.com. Or to go
to: Asociaci6n Amigos del Museo
Mariposas del Mundo, calle Italia 650
San Miguel (C.P. 1663), Provincia de
Buenos Aires - Republica Argentina,
Telefax: (54 11) 4664-210B,
museo@mariposasdelmundo.com.

Of Entomological Interest
Submitted by Don Davis
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TV Program to Note
The Discovery Channel presents HONEYBEES:Ladies of the Dance, Nov. 3
at Bpm, Nov. 4 at 1 am, 5 am, 2 pm, Nov. 10 at 11 am. All times E.S.T.

Maggots for Health
(condensed from the Toronto Star, July 21/00, 03)
Canadian biologist Rob Anderson of Alberta is setting up Canada's first
medical maggot-rearing business. Until now, the supply for North American
doctors has come from a California scientist. At times, shipments were
delayed clearing Canada Customs offices. Certain fly larva act as precise
surgeons, consuming dead and diseased material cell by cell, resulting in a
dramatic regeneration of tissue at the wound site. Anderson and his wife will
also teach this unique therapy.

TEA Member's Photography Featured in Seasons
The summer 2000 issue of Se,asons is out, and the cover photo of a Luna
moth was taken by Steven Marshall. There is an article entitled "Whitecaps &
butterflies" - about canoeing the Berens River. Also, a one page interview with
this writer.
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Dear friends:
The Associati6n friends of the
Butterflies of the World Museum (civil
entity without external funding support)
informs that the book BUTIERFLIES
ARGENTINEAN Volume 1 (author
Andres E.Varga), a didactic and
unpublished work in our country, is for
sale. It comes with the cultured guide
for the identification and classification
of the main day and night butterflies of
the County of Buenos Aires and their
food plants. It includes the most
modern technical information and
methods for the breeding, collection
and preservation of collections with
scientific bases. Of luxurious
presentation (measures 20 x 2Bcm), it
possesses 150 pages of paper
illustration, with more than 400 pictures
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Notes from the Editor's
Desk

The TEA is searching for someone
who would like to put their creative
talents to entomological use as Editor
ofOntario Insects. Ifanyone is
interested in working on the
publication ofthis newsjournal,
please contact me at (416) 253-9873.
It is a great opportunity to get to know
the entomological community!

As summer draws to a close for another
season, it is time to reflect on this year's
events. From the reports submitted, it is
easy to see that this summer has been
one of the most entomologically
interesting seasons in recent memory.
New species appeared on many of the
counts, as it seemed that many insects
ranged farther north than usual and
Southern species appeared in
previously unrecorded areas (see
Sightings, page 3). I don't personally
remember a year where I have seen as
many Monarchs, nor one that prompted
them to begin migrating so early (Don,
correct me if I'm wrong...). An
encouraging season for Monarch
populations. What habitat that is
available in Mexico to support this and
future generations is, however, another
issue of increasing concern...one that is
tackled in Monarch Notes (page 18).
This time of year usually sees us
packing away insect nets and bug
boxes in preparation for next year's
insect adventures and turning our
attention to other, often indoor, pursuits.
Just to keep you in an entomological
frame of mind, there are a number of
books that have recently become
available. These include the new TEA
Ontario Odonata, Volume 1 (as
featured on the cover and page B), Phil
Schappert's much exciting new book A
World for Butterflies: their lives,
behaviour and future, a handy field
reference Dragonflies Through
Binoculars and a new softcover
version of Papillons du Quebec. See
pages 2-3 for more details. Enjoy!
See you at the meetings!
Vanessa
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Noteworthy Insect Sightings
Submitted by TEA Members and Friends

Excerpts from ONTBIRDS postings by Alan Wormington (Staff), Friends of Point Pelee (via Don Davis):
"During the period of June 13th to 25th inclusive there was a significant influx of Zebra Swallowtail, with numbers not seen
since the turn of the century; in total there were undoubtedly at least 10 to 20 individuals, as up to six were seen per day. Other
immigrants that were being seen daily during the same time period include: Little Sulphur, Common Buckeye, Snout Butterfly
and Pipevine Swallowtail (in extremely fresh condition). Present but observed less frequently are Variegated Fritillary and
Fiery Skipper. The 5th ever Point Pelee Harvester was found on July 6th. Also noteworthy for Point Pelee was a rash of recent
Gray Comma sightings - most years this species is not recorded here."
''The first Monarch detected flying south was on July 22nd. On August 18th, 17 Gray Hairstreaks were counted from West
Beach to the Tip. OnlAugust 18th and 19th, a single Variegated Fritillary was also present at West Beach. This summer,
Horace's Dusky-Wing colonized Point Pelee - eggs and larvae have been found on 3 separate Chinquipin Oak shrubs at White
Pine Beach and West Beach, one (worn) adult was still present today (August 21), fresh individuals may appear during the last
half of September. On July 30th, there was a Black Witch moth (not a butterfly!) at the Tip washrooms."
"Certainly the rarest species reported recently is White-M Hairstreak, with one on August 28th and another September 2nd;
both were on the Woodland Nature Trail (recorded previously at Point Pelee only in 1960, 1992 and 1999). A Wild Indigo
Dusky-Wing was at the west side of the Tip on September 1st. There have been no recent reports of Horace's Dusky-Wing, but
newly-emerged individuals may appear in the last half of September. A common Painted-Lady was reported for the first time
this year on August 24th. A new brood of Gray Comma has emerged, with one seen on August 29th. Species seen daily
include Common Buckeye, Gray Hairstreak and Snout
Butterfly.
PREDICTION: The period of mid September to early October can produce some amazing records of southern immigrants
(particularly monarchs). I suspect this year will be exceptional at Point Pelee, based on the ultra-hot and dry conditions in the
southern United States, plus the fact that numerous species are already in abundance further north than normal. These
include Queen, Gulf Fritillary and Lyside Sulphur -- so expect the unexpected!"

From Bob Bowles (09/02):
"I was out on Carden Plain yesterday, working on my Orthoptera and Grylloptera
lists for Carden Alvar. I was checking the areas where Loggerhead Shrikes nested
this year and counted 54 Monarch butterflies in a small area in the afternoon.
These were all single sightings as they moved south over the fields. There seem to
be a lot of them this year."

From John Swales (07/03):
"One of your US members from Washtenaw County (University of Michigan/Ann
Arbor) is pleased to report that 5 Powersheik Skippers were found on the Chelsea
Count on Saturday. the last confirmed county sighting was, I
believe, around 1987."

From Walter Osborn (09/02):
While watching a group of honeybees collecting pollen from Japanese knotweed in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Walter observed a
giant hornet (Vespa crabro) fly in and capture one of the honeybees. These large (up to 1 1/4 inches in length) wasps are North
America's only true hornet, having been introduced from Europe in the mid-1800s. Needless to say, they make quite an impact
on entomology enthusiasts when spotted!

.. from page 2

2) DragonfliesThrough Binoculars
By Sidney W. Dunkle

It is currently listed on www.chapters.ca
at 20% off the regular price of $47.95.
Produced in May 2000, this book is
5.5" by 8.5" (similar to Butterflies
through Binoculars) and offers 352
pages. I ordered several and hope to

Volume 6, Number 1

have it, as well as the Dragonflies of
Wisconsin, at TEA meetings.

3) Papillons du Quebec
By Louis Handfield

As well as the Scientific Version
covered by the flyer which came with
your Ontario Insects, there is a
softcover Popular Edition. The $90
hardcover edition is about 3 inches

thick and has the 122 plates loose in a
pocket. The $50 softcover is still a hefty
book, but has the plates bound in. In
French, it covers all of the butterflies,
including strays like the Peacock and
over 1300 moths, with photographs
showing species variations. I've
ordered extra copies from
www.indigo.ca at a 10% discount so I
can pass them on to members. A good
deal at $38.50.

3
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2000 Pelee Island Butterfly Count
By Bob Bowles

LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL

4

.~a..t>.~a..g~~hite . ..__.!~~ __ . __.3_3~~ _.._..?_2_~~. __...1~~ ~~_~1._ . ~~g_5

Clouded.§.':l~~~r . 1 .. _~?- 10 1 1.1___ ..__}~

Orange Sulphur 43 84 131-61.gi i---'-.'-'_.~~
Little Yellow 1 1 2

September 2000

Harvester 1 1___~. __ ~ ". ._~_~ .__ • ._._A~~~' _. ~_.__~_. ,~>V~ .__ m"v~_.w. • ,__

_~9':l.~~.s:op~.r:.... .. _ ..__. ._~~.__.. _ ____.___________ 16
Acadian Hairstreak ."'--'---'-"0
:..:::.::==.:.:.:=~:.=:::=--.--.--- --.------.f-.-- ------··1-----1--··--·1---·-·.,
Banded Hairstreak 0

~ickory_Ha~~~a..J:.. • ._. ._.._._.... ,.._. .._ ..._ .._ ..._ .. ._.. 0

~!~~e~l!.~-':!a.jr:.streak .. . .._.. .._._ ._._... .._ . 0
.Juniper(Olive)Hairstreak 30 30

White-M Hairstreak 0................_._ __ __ _.__ .

.§!~y Hairstreak .•_-.1 . -.-----f-----.- __. ..__. .. _ . ..:.1._
Eastem Tailed-Blue 31 27 78 18 34 188............._..-.__._.._._ _- _._--- -_ _ _ _ _.. _ __....•__. '---'-""'- _._ .
Summer Azure 66 113 241 36 88 544

~ipl!yinl!l)Yi_a.II()~a.il 0

_~J~C_~§Yia..II~'t.'!.al!.____.____ "23 40 27 18 17 _._______ 125
Giant Swallowtail 20 22 47 11 9 109•....~-_. . _---_._-,.-.._.......... ... _. .. .._.............. ._~ .

_~~!~2iger Swallowtail 7_~...__...12. ~ __2 46
Spicebush Swallowtail 1 1 2

American Snout 38 41 107 39 23 248.- -- -........................ . - ··········+······················1
Variegated Friti_lI_ary:.. l I I 1-------1-----1----1----0-1

~eat SEa.!19.I.ed Fri!i!!.a..'Y-__... 1 __ ._.. .. _. 1 . ~
Pearl(Summer)Cresce':lt 8 11 1 4 7 31

1'J()~~E!~(Qr<:lrl>lE!JS:EE!~: 18. _ 42 5.3.. 16 53 182
Question Mark 8 14 163:7_=.==:::-.=:48
~_aste_I!I.Co~;:;:;~ ..=-~==-=~=_=--- 8 -----29 . 3 _ .? __..__ .__ ~?
Gray Comma . - ..---1------_.~

F'..o!r~9.nJ~_~p._f!.q!~~__._ ... .____._ 1 1
~.~ming Cloa_k__________ ·······3 16
Milbert's Tortoiseshell 0;.:;:;:;erl;;;:;-L;d;···-----·· ..----_. --·--·--···--1··-----·3- ._-.-...- .--- ..... ---_ ..-.-- "'--6
Painted Lady 1 2

Participants:

1 2 3 4 5 6 total
Total Distance 29 23 24 20 32 128
Distance by Car 19 11 16 15 20 81
Distance on Foot 10 12 8 5 12 47
Total Time 7 8.5 7 6.5 7.5 36.5
Time by Car 1 0.5 1 2.5 1 6
Time on Foot 6 8 6 4 6.5 30.5
% Sunshine A.M. 95 100 100 100
% Sunshine P.M. 95 95 95 90

1- West Dock - Ann White, Matt Mills, Gavin Platt
2- Fish Pt. - James Kamstra, Lynda Kamstra, Ben Porchuk
3- Stone Road - Bob Bowles, Mike Gurr, Barbara Wykes, Roger Wykes
4- Lighthouse Pt. - Paul Desjardins, Jerry Ball, Tom Hanrahan
5- Sheriden Pt. - Bob Yukich, Alfred Adamo, Vi Benner, John M. Swales
6- Middle Island -



LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL
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Lymantria dispar
Desmia funeralis
Noctua pronuba
Anania funebris
glomeralis
Trichodezia albovittata

Seven-spotted Lady Beetle
Spotted Lady Beetle
Polished Lady Beetle
Southern Lady Beetle
Beautiful Tiger Beetle
Dotted Tiger Beetle
Scutelled Tiger Beetle

White-striped Black

Moths
Gypsy Moth
Grape Leaffolder
Large Yellow Underwing
White-spotted Black

Beetles
Goccinelila septempunctata
Goleomegilla maculata
Gycloneda munda
Harmonia axyridis
Gincindela formosa
Gincindela punctulata
Gincindela scutellaris

Tule Bluet
Familiar Bluet
Fragile Forktail
Eastern Forktail
Common Green Darner
Eastern Pondhawk
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Blue Dasher
Wandering Glider
Spot-winged Glider
Carolina Saddlebags
Red-mamtled Saddlebags
Black Saddlebags

Common Ringlet

Zabulon Skipper

HarvesterFeniseca tarquinius
"First record for Pelee Island
Goenonympha tullia
"First record for Essex County
Poanes zabulon
"First record for Canada

NEW BUTTERFLY RECORDS
Date: Sat. August 5, 2000

Ontario Insects

_R_e_d_A_d.J:liraJ, , ' ---~I_---E __ 9 11 __,,1L ~

Y~!!f!,S_~~._~Pi!.~.Li!.?-,________ ., ..!._ 1

_Common Buckey~__, 32 39 30 12 33 .__-246
Red-spotted Purple 33 25 47 25 27 157

IS~~~~~~~~====~._, .. . 2~, .=:::... __~_~ ~~_, .. ,?.3.. "'_. 2~ 1]~.
..,_il<::~_~tlr,lJ'~rTle,(J!.()!.___~_ 164., __ 3___... , .. ,. .... ,.. " _~5
Tawny Emperor 31 27 24 8 5 95

Eyed Brown 0

~i:~~~~;g~!L:~::_=-==:~_ ===:~====_==:=:=:=---.--1 "'- 0
Common Wood Nymph 1 2 13 1 17

MOrjarch 34 47 70 18 68 237

~~-tl!:"_spot!tl~~~2E.~___________ 5 -.-!2 .E " ?. 7 37

I.~;~;;~~~~;:~~ip~~----- 14--=~-1-- 10 ....,. 2 ------;----- "., ...,... __~~!
_Le_as~_S_k_ip_pe_r __, , , ._5_8I-_._-.!.!~ '!.~ ~_._._!.?_O. 511_

5~~()Eear1 Sk!eEtl!__ __ ._._____ _.... .. 0

Fiery Skipper 2 2 1 _~ _._ 2 10
Peck's Skipper 4 8 1 13

ii~~-h~~~-B~;;k~~~da~_========- -17 __ ,2. !, ~_=:~=:==~:==__ ___E
,~~~_§J~ss~.!.~ ._. . . . .. , ._~

Sachem 0

?i1~~~~.':I§~iJlP_:r___ 1 ._ 1
Dian Skipper -.2
~_~e,.:;~ki~:.!:... ._. ._. . . ..__.... ._., , • , " __", ,,_,, , "_._,,_~,,

Dun Skipper 2 14 8 12 36

Totil.'Jn.dividuals 1296 4184 3359 1571 2533 6 12949
Total Species 36 32 34 28 32 1 40

Odonata
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma civile
Ischnura posita posita
Ischnura verticalis
Anax junius
Erythemis simplicicollis
Libellula pulchella
Pachydip~xlong~ennffl

Pantala flavescens
Pantsla hymenaea
Tramea carolina
Tramea onusta
Tramea lacerata
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Photos from the 2000 Pelee Island Butterfly Count

Above: Photo of the FIRST recorded Harvester butterfly (Feniseca
tarquinius) on PELEE ISLAND.

Above: upper view of the FIRST Zabulon Skipper (Poanes zabulon)
recorded in CANADA.

Below: underside of the same skipper.

6

Above: FIRST record of The Common Ringlet (Coenonympha tullia) in
ESSEX COUNTY.

The Mystery Beetle. later identified as the Cottonwood Leaf Beetle
(Chrysomela scripta). This Chrysomelid was seen as both larvae and
adults on cottonwood saplings at Lighthouse Point.

September 2000
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March 2000 Student Symposium Abstracts
Thanks to Peter Hallett (Symposium Co-Ordinator) for Technical Editing of the abstracts.

continued on next page...

Agapostemon: a preliminary phylogeny
Jessica Janjic, (Supervisor Laurence Packer) York University

7

Harvesting with Advanced Regeneration Protection (HARP),
is a type of corridor selection harvesting system which has
been implemented in the Lake Abitibi Model Forest (LAMF),
lowland Black Spruce (Picea mariana Mill), forests of
northeastern Ontario. Retention of advanced regeneration
and residual seed trees in rows is thought to reduce the time
to the next rotation while maintaining structural components
within the stand (Gemmell 1997). It is thought that these
structural elements will maintain greater biological diversity
than occurs under clear-cutting regimes (Franklin et al. 1997).
In order to test this theory, and elucidate any effects HARP
has on biodiversity, insect communities have been sampled
from sites representing variable levels of harvest intensity.
Samples were collected from each of the 24 study sites
during June, July and August 1999. One malaise trap was
set in each, the cleared corridor and residual row of trees, to
survey and compare the arboreal insect populations within
the stand. A comparison of those insects found in the corridor
versus those in the row has revealed significant differences
(p < 0.05) in the abundance of individuals found in five of the
more abundant families of insects. Dolichopodidae,
Syrphidae, Tenthridinidae, and Braconidae were all more
abundant in the cleared corridor, while Mycetophilidae was
more abundant in the residual row. Overall, significantly
higher abundances of insects were collected from malaise
traps set in the corridor.

The insects found in the corridor and row of selectively
harvested black spruce forests of northeastern Ontario
Aaron M. Deans, Sandy M. Smith and Jay R. Malcolm, Faculty
of Forestry, University of Toronto

In a morphological investigation of behaviour and
biogeography, the phylogenetic method was used to
determine evolutionary relationships within Agapostemon
and among Agapostemonine genera. A matrix of 177
characters was constructed for 48 taxa, including 9
representatives of Agapostemonine genera and nearly all
species of Agapostemon. A consensus of two most
parsimonious trees demonstrates a greater affinity between
North American and Caribbean taxa than between the
Caribbean and those from Central or South America. The
possibility of Caribbean invasion through Florida is thus
supported. Methods used to examine social behaviour in
simulated nest tunnels, phenology, and nesting architecture
in Brazilian Agapostemonines are presented, and will be
employed over the course of the 2000-2001 activity season
in Sao Paulo state, Brazil.

Eggs of the Spruce Budworm parasitized by the wasp
Trichogramma sp. are sprayed in the woods in bio-control
programs. Little is known about the survival of the
parasitoid-infested eggs under natural conditions. Our
results show that more than half of the eggs remain intact
on the trees after one day of spraying. More eggs are lost
when deposited lower on the trees, particularly when
released on immature red pine and during wet cold days. In
terms of predation and loss, there is annual variation.
There is significant predation by the ant Lasius neoniger
Emery (Hymenoptera: Formicidae).

A cytological study of the Pacific black fly (Diptera:
Simuliidae)
Mike Spironello, Fiona F. Hunter, Brock University

Impact of egg predation on the bio-control of coniferous
pests with Trichogramma sp.
D. Yurman, A. Braybrooks, S.M. Smith, Forest Entomology,
University of Toronto
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There is little cytological data known of the subgenus
InselieJlum (Diptera: Simuliidae). Recent attempts at
chromosome analysis of Polynesian simuliids from
collections by CraifJ and Sechan have not been successful
(Craig et al. 1995). In this study, an attempt was made to
study the larval salivary gland chromosomes in various
populations of Inseliellum intra-specifically. The species
under study was S. cataractarUln, with populations collected
from the islands of Moorea and Tahiti by Dr. D.A. Craig
(University of Alberta). By isolating and photographing the
salivary gland chromosomes of these larvae, the
chromosomes were mapped, and observed for any
chromosomal polymorphisms. The results of this study
showed that there was a polymorphism in the short arm of
chromosome I, termed the IS-1 inversion. This inversion
sequence (s/i) however, was only present in the Tahitian
populations, while the Moorean populations were all
homozygous for the standard sequence (sis). Reproductive
isolation between the two island populations of S.
cataractarum can be presumed in two ways: (1) as a result of
the consistency of the IS-1 inversion between the islands
over time, and (2) the lack of gene flow between the islands
over time, despite their closeness. Due to this polymorphism
in the Tahitian populations, sibling species may exist in S.
cataractarum between Moorean and Tahitian populations.
Due to the fact that Moorea is 0.9 million years older than
Tahiti, the Moorean sibling may be ancestral to the Tahitian
Sibling. In Tahiti however, something is still happening - a
heterozygote advantage may exist in the Tahitian sibling,
since low frequencies of the sis sequence have been
observed, as well as no iii sequences have been observed
within the Tahitian populations.
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To order your copy, please send a cheque/check to: Toronto Entomologists' Association, c/o Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G 2K1. Cost is $20 Cdn., including taxes & shipping for TEA. members; $25 Cdn., including
taxes & shipping for non-members in Canada; and $20 U.S. or $30 Cdn. including shipping for U.S. and overseas
addresses. Membership in the TEA. is $20 Cdn. ($20 US for U.S. addresses) per year and includes a subscription to the
newsjournal Ontario Insects. Sorry but we can't take credit card orders.

The Toronto Entomologists' Association announces that the first annual summary of Odonata observations in Ontario,
Canada is now available for sale. This 8Yz x 11 publication with 153 pages includes 1999 Odonata
observations and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario. The articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks,
natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of eastern Canadian
Stylurus. This initiative supports the objectives of the Toronto Entomologists Association: to
bring amateurs and professionals together, to educate the public and to produce information on the insects of Ontario.

There has been some confusion about the new Odonata summary. We had originally thought of including it as part of
membership but it became clear that this was not possible without substantially raising membership fees. In addition,
the Odonata summary became a much bigger project than we first envisioned and those of you who have seen it, know
what an impressive piece of work it'is. A tremendous amount of volunteer work and time has gone into producing a
publication that has value for the international community. We are sorry for the confusion. We have a
special price for members ($20 by mail; $18 if picked up at the meetings) that is almost at cost. We hope that you'll agree
that your $20 membership is an excellent value.
If there is anyone who has joined the TEA. specifically to get Ontario Odonata, we offer you the option of choosing a
TEA. membership (and paying the reduced fee for Ontario Odonata) or receiving volume 1 of Ontario Odonata. Please
contact me if you are in this situation.
Thank you for your understanding. Nancy van der Poorten, President

c'ontinued on page 16...

Leucocytozoon simondi when maintained on artificial
honeydew as opposed to artificial nectar. However, all flies
maintained on the two sugars (artificial honeydew and
artificial nectar) survive longer, produce more eggs and have
greater vectoring potential than those maintained on distilled
water alone.

NEW FROM THE TEA (June 2000)

What is sexy about field cricket courtship song?
Mark J. Fitzpatrick, D. A. Gray &W. H. Cade, Brock University

The field cricket mating system is composed of three song
types used by males. Calling song is used to attract females
from distances, aggressive song is used for territorial
aggressions between conspecifics, and courtship song is
necessary for mating. Much is known about calling song
phonotaxis in field crickets. In the Texas trilling cricket, Gryllus
texensis (formerly G. integer), females have a net stabilizing
selection for the average male calling song. The courtship
song is far less studied across all field crickets. We used G.
texensis as a model to investigate if females show

Recent studies have shown that black flies are opportunistic
sugar-feeders. They take sugar meals from aphid honeydew
secretions or plant nectars, depending on availability. Aphid
honeydew secretions contain both simple and complex
carbohydrates while plant nectars contain primarily simple
carbohydrates. It has been suggested that honeydew
secretions may offer more nutrients than plant nectars to their
insect visitors. Therefore, it is hypothesized that female black
flies maintained on honeydew sugars will survive longer,
produce more eggs and have a greater parasite vectoring
potential than those maintained on artificial nectar or distilled
water. Results demonstrate that: (1) female Prosimulim
fuscum/mixtum and Simulium venustum maintained on
artificial honeydew do not survive longer than those
maintained on artificial nectar; (2) S. venustum and Simulium
rugglesi maintained on artificial honeydew do not produce
more eggs than those maintained on artificial nectar; and (3)
S. rugglesi does not have a greater vectoring potential of

Effect of black fly sugar meals on longevity, fecundity and
parasite transmission
Christie-Lee Hazzard, Fiona F. Hunter, Brock University.

Ontario Odonata Volume 1
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P.S. We are already supplying members $19 in value for their $20 membership*this includes 3 copies of Ontario Insects
and the annual Lepidoptera summary. These, together with miscellaneous operating costs, came to roughly $3121 for the
past season. Membership dues brought in $2694. (We do have money available for special projects but need to be
careful about 'daily' expenses) As well, the ROM is unfortunately not available to us this year as a free meeting space and
we are forced to pay for meeting space and slide projector rental, which we haven't had
to do before.

September 2000
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Sixth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count, July 15, 2000
By John Robert Carley

On Saturday, July 15, 2000, the Sixth Annual Toronto Butterfly Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-one
countries, in eight parties, censussed butterflies in the 15 mile diameter circle centered on the intersection of Dundas Street
West and Bloor Street West.
This year's count took place on a generally overcast, slightly breezy, slightly humid day (one which threatened rain), with
temperatures ranging from 21°C to 23°C. The routes censussed included the Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park,
Humber River, the Lambton prairie, Downsview Airport, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands" in the city.
In total, 2973 individual butterflies were counted of 41 species. This species total is the third highest of the 6 years in which the
count has been conducted. The overall cumulative list now totals 55, with the addition of Dian Skipper.
We tallied 800 European Skippers as our leading species. Count highs were recorded for Tawny-edged Skipper (13),
Delaware Skipper (22), Dun Skipper (147), Eastern-tailed Blue (95), Summer Azure (130), Eastern Comma (11), Mourning
Cloak (40), and Red Admiral (126). The Red Admiral count well eclipsed the previous high of 50 set the year before. Two
butterflies, Hickory Hairstreak (4) and Question Mark (32), equaled the previous year's total. Most exciting, though, was the
addition of Dian Skipper to our overall count total. One was found by Dan Bone's group at the Downsview Dells Park in sedge
habitat.
Compared to 1999, the overall numbers and species count were very similar to that year's 2259 individuals and 42 species.
The 2001 count date is set for Saturday, July 14. Those interested in participating in the 7th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly
Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, ON M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330, or at
carley.la@sympatico.ca.

Observers:
A. Adamo, M. Bates, S. Blayney, D. Bone, J. Carley, D. Cattrall, H. Currie, A. Farraway, A. Gray, V. Higgins, E. Mihalj, A. Millett, D.
Peuramaki, B. Porter, E. Redrupp, G. Riley, D. Salter, C. Sellers, S. van der Grinten, A. Yukich, R. Yukich

Common Name Scientific Name Count Common Name Scientific Name Count
Black Swallowtail Papilio polyxenes 17 Viceroy Limenitis archippus 3
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail Papilio glaucus 14 Northern Pearly Eye Enodia anthedon 3"
Cabbage~'----~'-" Pieris rapae ...--......--.....- --Ef31r IffileWOOiTsatYr"--liifeg1Stocymfla---" ---43'
Clouded Sulphur . COlias philodice------·-·- -137' Common Wood Nymph Cercyonis pegaia---- -··-·49
Orange··suTphur······· ·······Coijas··eurytheme································ ··············18'1'· Monarch·····················································oanauspiexlppus····· .76
CoraiHaksireakSaiYriumtlti:i's ····1 SiTvei~spottedSkipperEpaigyreusdarus '41
Acadian Hairstreak . S'atYii'UiiiaCadfCa-----·----- '--8-1 NOi1iieiTiCToudywing Thyrobes pylades·· -"-'11f
'Edwards' Hairstreak -Satyrium edwardsii f Least Skipper Ancyloxypha numitor 7
Banded Hairstreak Satyrium calanus 5 European Skipper Thymelicus lineola ----aoo
Hickory Hairstreak Satyrium caryaevorum 4 Tawny-edged Skipper Polites themistocles 13
SfripeclHa-liStreak····--·_-········ ... ·satYrfum-iiparops·---········--·-··2· 't~rossliiie·i::;kTpper·-··'Poiltes'orlgenes fa
Eas'iemfaTied''f3iue'' .. .... ...._.. 'Everes-comyritas'- .. ····95 Long·Oas};··-_····· ·······PoHies·mys·iiC-·_··2
Summer Azure Celastrina neglecta 130 Northem Broken Dash Wallengrenia egeremet 130
Great Spangled Fritillary , _ Speyeria cybele .__...~ .!:-ittle Glassywing ?A0-::-m±P'7ei::-u:-:s~v;:'em=a I.__.......,,""3
Pearl Crescent Phyciodes tharos 18 Delaware Skipper Anatrytone logan 22
Northern Crescent Phyciodes cocyta 1 Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 2
QuestioiiMark'" 'pojygcinl~l[iilerrogaHonis 320ioi1Sklpper"EuphyesdTon' -"1
EasteiiiComma ·poiygoi1iacomma················· """""""'11 Duiiskipper EupFiyesvesti'is ·······147·
Mourning Cloak Nymphalis antiopa --40 Blues sp. . 1---1
American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 3 Crescent sp. 4
Painted Lady Vanessa cardui 6 Polygonia sp. 3
'Red Admiral Vanessa atlanta 126 Satyr/um sp. 1-----3
WhifeA-amrram~.edSpoffEi(rpurPie' Umenlfis arthemis arthemiSJastyana'x' --'-'2' Skipper sp. ._- ----.-.--.---.- ----'2'8'
Total: 41 species. 2973 individuals
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_ID_,~~_!~~_~_!__M_PC_e_e_ti_ng_s__~
Saturday, September 23, 1pm
MEMBERS' MEETING
Show us those interesting insect discoveries you made this summer. Bring in your
slides, prints or specimens to share with us.

September Location: Room 307, Metro Hall, 55 John St., Toronto (entrance off King
St or John St), nearest subway is St. Andrews (University line at King St).

Saturday, October 28, 1pm
DOUG McRORY
BEEKEEPING IN ONTARIO
Doug McRory, the Provincial Apiarist, will discuss the species used, different types of
honey, beekeeping equipment and the problems raised by parasitic mites and a small
hive beetle introduced from South Africa.

October Location: Room 119, Northrop Frye Hall, Victoria University at University of
Toronto, 73 Queen's Park Crescent, Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on
the east side.

Saturday, November 25, 1pm
LESTER KOHALMI
COLUMBIA AND CECROPIA SILKMOTHS: NEW RESEARCH AND DISCOVERIES
The large and colourful silkmoths of the genus Hylophora have a long history of
popular and scientific interest, and fascinating new observations continue to be made
on these native North American moths. TEA member Lester Kohalmi will bring us up
to-date on current knowledge with a colour slide illustrated presentation. The talk will
include Lester's research on the interaction of H. cecropia and H. columbia in central
Canada where the distributions of these two species overlap.

November Location: Room 113, Northrop Frye Hall, Victoria University, 73 Queen's
Park Crescent, Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side.

2001 T.E.A. Student Symposium announced for Saturday, March 24, 1pm '

The Toronto Entomologists' Association (T.E.A.) is pleased to invite graduate students or senior undergraduate
students to either present a talk or a poster at the Annual Student Symposium. Everyone is welcome to attend the
symposium. The location for this event will be announced later in Ontario Insects, the newsjournal of the T.E.A.

Please e-mail Nancy van der Poorten, President of the T.E.A., or Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer, if you are
interested in participating or would like more information. Provisional titles will be published in Ontario Insects. Final
submitted and edited abstracts will also be published in Ontario Insects. Longer reports are optional. We look forward
to your participation and attendance at the symposium. Please pass this information on to anyone
you know who might be interested.

Nancy van der Poorten, T.E.A. President: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer: peter.hallett@utoronto.ca

10 September 2000
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Algonquin Park Butterfly Counts: Results from 2000
By Colin D. Jones

Fourth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count
On Saturday, June 3, 2000, the Fourth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count was held. The 15-mile diameter count
circle is centered at Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers Road from Lake Travers in the northwest to
Forbes Lake in the southeast.

The morning started off cool, but it quickly warmed up and was a beautiful spring day in Algonquin Park with temperatures
ranging from 10 to 23 degrees Celsius. We had a record high number of observers this year (as well as blackflies!) - 26
dedicated people counted butterflies for a total of 43 party-hours. Although overall numbers were lower than the past two
years (1091 individual butterflies this year compared to 2469 in 1999 and 1404 in 1998) we still managed to tally an
impressive recor'd total of 37 species!

Unlike 1998 and 1999, which experienced unseasonably warm weather in late April and May, this year was only a little earlier
than average in terms of flight dates (mostly due to warm weather in the early spring). As a result, a good mixture of early and
late spring species were tallied, resulting in our impressive species list. Early spring species included the elfins, Spring Azure,
the anglewings and Chryxus Arctic, while late spring species included the duskywings, Arctic Skipper, Hobomok Skipper,
Pepper and Salt and Common Roadside Skippers, Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Silver-bordered Fritillary, and Little Wood
Satyr. In addition, a total of 52 American Ladies were seen during the day, resulting from a strong influx of migrants this spring.

Four species were new to the count: Henry's Elfin, Satyr Comma, Green Comma, and Jutta Arctic. By far, the most exciting of
these were the Henry's Elfins. Not one, but two were discovered, each at separate locations along the Lake Travers Road, by
Ethan Andermann, Chris Michener and Jean Brereton. This species had never before been recorded in Algonquin Park and
was therefore an extremely exciting discovery! The Satyr Comma, found by Rick and Kelly Stronks, was also very exciting and
is only the 6th record for the Park. The five Jutta Arctics, seen by Jason Dombroskie also deserve mention, as it is an extremely
local species and is often very difficult to find.

One of the big target species for many people participating in the Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count is Macoun's Arctic. This
species is more northern and western in distribution but has a small disjunct population in the Jack Pine forests of the Park's
East Side. In addition, in our area, it only flies in even numbered years. I'm very happy to report that those people covering the
Lake Travers area, did not go home unhappy - they spotted a total of 8 extremely fresh Macoun's Arctics!

Sixth Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
On Saturday, July 1, 2000, the sixth annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count was held. The 15-mile diameter count circle
is centered at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's
boundary in the east.

Although the day began pleasantly enough (mostly sunny with warm temperatures), by the afternoon it had clouded over and
by 3:00 p.m. the rain began to fall, bringing a premature ending to the day for most participants. In total, 22 observers put in
54.5 party-hours, recording 1006 individual butterflies of 41 species - tying the record high count for species. Oddly, this total is
shared with 1999 - another year when the count ended prematurely because of poor weather - Deja Vu!

Two species were new for the count. A Bog Fritillary was found by Rick Stronks near the East Gate. This very local species had
not been recorded in Algonquin since the late 1980's. The other species new for the count was Eastern Pine Elfin. Individuals
were found at two separate locations representing a record late date for Algonquin by nearly 3 weeks (and possibly a record
late date for Ontario!). I'm sure that the abnormally cool temperatures experienced in June caused their flight season to be
prolonged.

The cool temperatures in June seem to have also prolonged the flight period for other spring and early summer species such
as the duskywings, Pepper and Salt and Common Roadside Skippers, Spring Azure, and Silvery Blue. In addition, cool
temperatures delayed the emergence of other species usually present in larger numbers on this count to include: the Polites
skippers, Dun Skipper, Clouded and Pink-edged Sulphurs, White Admiral, Northern Pearly-Eye, and especially the Speyeria
fritillaries (with only 8 Atlantis recorded on this year's count). Mourning Cloaks and Milbert's Tortoiseshells were in good
numbers this year (totaling 52 and 25 respectively on count day).

A full species list for each count, with totals, is found in the tables on the following pages. Species shown in bold face are new
species for the respective count.
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Common Name Scientific Name Numbers

Dre..amy Duskywing ~rynnis icelus 53.. _---
~~~":~~us~ywi!2..Q..______ J=ry12.nE!(J!'(J_~~~___ ._________. 121

-~--~- ..~~ ..",,"~-_.
Erynr:Js sp_,____._.____ 2------------- -----_..

Arctic Skipper Carterocephalus palaemon 27__· ___.v_"._._··_w

Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 23-
Pepper and Salt Skipper Amblyscirtes hegon 6--
Roadside Skipper Amblyscirtes vialis 76--
_Skipper sp. 1----------
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail Papilio canadensis 123
i--=----.--------------_._--_.- ------
Mustard White Pieris napi 8

, "-
Cabbage Whi~_.____ Pie~s rapa~.__._____.__. 1

1---..--
Clouded Sulphur Colias philodice 6.__.~_.. ...__.-_.-
Orange Sulphur Colias eurytheme 1--

Colias sp. 3------- ---
Harvester Feniseca tarquinius 3
American Copper Lycaena phla,eas 1---
Brown Elfin Incisalia augustinus 49
Henry's Eflin Incisalia henrici 2
Eastern Pine Elfin Incisalia niphon 115
Western Pine Elfin Incisalia eryphon 26.-
Pine Elfin sp. 14
Grey Hairstreak Strymon melinus 8,---
Spring Azure Celastrina ladon 140
Silvery Blue _G/auc:.9psyche IYfl.damus 41
Blue sp. 43
Silver-bordered Fritillary Boloria selene 27
Meadow Fritillary Boloria bellona 4----
Silvery Checkerspot Chlosyne nycteis -~

Chlosyne sp. 6
Northern Crescent Phyciodes cocyta 14
Eastern Comma Polygonia comma 4
Satyr Comma Polygonia satyrus 1
Green Comma Polygonia faunus 5
Grey Comma Polygonia progne 9

Polygonia sp. 6
Mourning Cloak Nymphalis antiopa 4
American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 52
Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta 8
Little Wood Satyr Megisto cymela 22
_Common Ringlet Coenonympha tullia 1
Macoun's Arctic Oeneis macounii 8--
Chryxus Arctic Oeneis chryxus 1
Jutta Arctic Oeneis jutta 5
Monarch Danaus plexippus 3

12

Total Number of Species: 37
Total Number of Individuals: 1091
Number of Observers: 26
Number of Party-hours: 43
Butterflies/Party-hour: 26
Cumulative Total Species: 50

Algonquin East Side Observers:

Ethan Anderman, Jean Brereton, Lisa
Cornish, Jason Dombroskie, Siobhan
Girling, William Godsoe, Tom Hanrahan,
Margo Holt, Holly Johnson, Marc
Johnson, Colin Jones, Telen'a Kraus,
Brenda Laking, Chris Michener, Cat
Onodera, Carl Rothfels, Harrison Runtz,
Michael Runtz, Kim Smith, Paul Smith,
Forest Smith, Kelly Stronks, Rick Stronks,
Ron Tozer, Michael van der Poorten,
Nancy van der Poorten

Thanks to all of the participants in both of
the 2000 Algonquin butterfly counts. The
Fifth Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly
Count is scheduled for Saturday, June 2,
2001, and the Seventh Annual Highway
60 Algonquin Butterfly Count is
scheduled for Saturday, July 7,2001.
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Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count

Total Number of Species: 41
Total Number of Individuals: 1006
Number of Observers: 24
Number of Party-hours: 54.5
Butterflies/Party-hour: 18
Cumulative Total 'Species: 55

Algonquin Highway 60 Observers:

Jerry Ball, Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney,
Marianne Clark, Bev Clute, Peter Clute,
Melinda Collins, Lisa Cornish, Jason
Dombroskie, William Godsoe, Tom
Hanrahan, Colin Jones, Andrew
Keaveney, Katherine Kitching, Anastasia
Kuzyk, Brenda Laking, Gordon Lewer,
Jennifer Neate, Lee Pauze, Lou Spence,
Kelly Stronks, Rick Stronks, Dan
Strickland, Ron Tozer.

Those interested in participating in either
of the year 2001 Algonquin Butterfly
Counts should contact the author at P.O.
Box 248, Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, (705)
652-5004 or by email at
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca.

Ontario Insects

Common Name Scientific Name Numbers

Dreamy Dusky'wing Erynnis ice/us 16
----,--~

Juvenal's Duskywin~ Erynnis juvena/is 8--_.._--,
Arctic Skipper Carterocepha/us pa/aemo,!__ 5,------,
Least Skipper Ancy/oxyph'! numi!!J!-,.__,_,_,_ 2

·~v_·,______,

European Skipper Thymelicus lineo/a 145___M

---~_._"

Peck's Skipper Polites peckius 1_.-.- _____W_".__M"'

_Tawny-edged Skipper Polites themistoc/es 4
Long Dash ~ki~E~_____, Polite.s mystic 52

------~

Hobomok Skipper Poanes hobomok 130
Two-spotted Skipper ,__,___ Euph~sbimac0...'!______ 14----------,,-
Dun Skipper Euphyes vestris 46---,--._---- ,----------
Pepper and Salt Skipper Am~ty.!cirt~,he!?9_'2_______ 2

._-,-_¥_----~

Roadside Skipper Amb/yscirtes vialis 20._._--._-----
Skipper sp. 36

----,~

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail PapJ1io canadensis 91.-,-,-----
Cabbage White Pieris rapae 3f---------------- -.~.__._.._.-
Clouded SUlphur Colias philodice 3-,-----
Orange Sulphur Co/ias eurytheme 7-----------
Pink-edged Sulphur Colias interior 8-------

Co/ias sp. 6
Bog Copper Lycaena epixanthe 12
Eastern Pine Elfin /ncisalia niphon 2.. "'- -,-,-----Spring Azure Ce/astrina /adon 7

"'

Silvery Blue ~~ucopsyche /y.2~amus__ 2.. .,,------ _"______v

Blue sp. 3----,---
Atlantis Fritillary Speyeria atlantis 8-----

1Speyeria sp.

Bog Fritillary B%ria eunomia 1
Silver-bordered Fritillary B%ria selene 9
Silvery Checkerspot Chlosyne nyctejs 27
Harris' Checkerspot Ch/osyne harrisii 11
Northern Crescent Phyciodes cocyta 4
~~nMark

,-:-----
Po/ygonia interrogationis 5

Grey Comma Po/ygonia pr'!.gne _ 1
Po/ygonia sp. 2

Mourning Cloak Nymphalis antiopa 52- ,.
Milbert's Tortoiseshell Nymphalis mJ1berti 25
American Lady Vanessa virginiensis 1--
Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta 6
White Admiral Limenitis arthemis arthemis 83
Northern Pearly-Eye Enodia anthedon 6-
Eyed Brown Satyrodes eurydice 6
Little Wood Satyr Megisto cyme/a 51
Common Ringlet Coenonympha tullia 33-----
Common Wood-Nymph Cercyonis pega/a 1

Satyrid sp. 6--
Monarch Danaus p/exippus 42
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w. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award

In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists'Association is offering a research
travel award of $300 to assist graduate or undergraduate students conducting original field research into Ontario
insects. The award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for research. The award
will be made on the basis of merit and quality.

Invitation for Applications

Eligibilitv.
Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or undergraduate student
at an Ontario university.

How to apDIv.
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the T.E.A. The original application plus 3 copies must
be submitted to the T.E.A., postmarked no later than March 25, 2001.

Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the T.E.A. symposium in March of the following year. The
recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a naturalist or
researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded by the award fits
into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible, will be printed in
Ontario Insects, the newsjournal of the T.E.A.

Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the T.E.A. The announcement of the recipient of the award will be
made at the April meeting of the T.E.A. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant will be
announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.

Previous recipients:
2000 Aaron Deans, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto

About theT.E.A.

Membership in the T.EA ($10 per year for students) gives
the following benefits:

- subscription to Ontario Insects (published 3 times a year)
• opportunity to submit articles for Ontario Insects
- publication: annual summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario
• discounts on book sales

The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from September to April, including a student symposium in March. We run field
trips over the summer months. We also sponsor a child for the FON summer camp and the field research travel
award. The TEA. has published The Ontario Butterfly Atlas (Holmes et al) and the checklist of Toronto butterflies
and has sponsored the reprinting of classic books on Ontario and Canadian insects (including Walker's The
Odonata of Canada and Alaska and Wallis'The Cicindelidae of Canada).

An application form for the award, or for membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) may be requested by
writing to: Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A., 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8, phone (416) 466
9013, e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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2000 W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award Recipient

The TEA is pleased to announce the recipient of the first W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award: Aaron Deans of the Faculty
of Forestry, University of Toronto. His project is entitled "Effects of Variable Retention Harvesting on Lowland Black Spruce
Insect communities in the Lake Abitibi Model Forest". This award of $300 has helped Aaron to travel to this site to do additional
sampling of the insect populations in the 2000 field season. Aaron presented the preliminary results of his research at the TEA
Student Symposium in March, and will also be presenting his results at a conference in June. His supervisors are Dr. Sandy
Smith and Dr. Jay Malcolm. Congratulations Aaron!

Report from Aaron Deans

Receiving the W. John D. Eberlie Field Research Travel Scholarship this year allowed me to return to the Lake
Abitibi Model Fo~st in northeastern Ontario. It has been from the lowland black spruce forests of the model forest that I have
been collecting the data necessary for my master's thesis. The ecological study examines the effects of harvesting in the
above forest type on the distribution of insects across its landscape. Returning this summer allowed for the last of the habitat
variables to be measured from the 24 study sites.

The abundance of 32 insect Families has been tallied for three consecutive months of samples taken from the sites during the
summer of 1999. The final analysis will attempt to correlate the Family abundance to the habitat from which they were
collected. One objective of the study is to establish a baseline inventory of the insects found in lowland black spruce forests.
Another is to identify insects that may serve as indicators of a particular forest condition for longer term monitoring of forest
health. Two of the Families identified thus far as possible indicators are the Dolichopodidae, the long-legged flies, and the
Syrphidae, the hover flies. Results, which are pending further statistical analysis, will be presented at the TEA Student
Symposium next Spring.

The Board of Directors would also like to extend their welcome to Aaron, who has been asked to take a position on the Board
as Student Representative, beginning in September 2000.

Above: 2000 W. John D. Eberlie Travel Award recipient being presented
with the award by TEA President Nancy van der Poorten.

r------------------------------,
I Donations are welcome to support these TEA initiatives:
I I

I I
I FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a TEA member's child for I

I summer camp I

I W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award - to help to I

: sponsor research into Ontario insects :
I I

I All donations are tax-creditable and a receipt will be I

: issued. Even $5 will help! :
I Please send to: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton I

I Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1 I

~------------------------------~
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Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for Children

TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist
Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from
this experience? Let us know!

FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12
(Junior), and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See
the January issue of Ontario Insects for details about
these camps.

The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs
$485; the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15)
costs $700. TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The
parents need to pay for the rest.

The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional
young naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We
prefer to sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other
suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to
suggest a child should send a note to the TEA before
June 15, 2000 letting us know the name of the child,
age, and how the child will benefit from the program
and what is exceptional about the child.

The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly
encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp
experiences to share with the TEA membership in a
future issue of Ontario Insects.
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Monarch Notes
_________________B_y_D_OI_l_D_a_vi_s ~

Forwarded from the dplex-l monarch
butterfly discussion group by Don Davis:

Threatened Monarchs Lose Much of
TheirWinter Habitat
September 12, 2000
By CAROL KAESUK YOON

Over the past 20 years, biologists have
voiced increasing concern about the
monarch butterfly's most threatened
and critical habitat, a single stretch of
Mexican forest to which hundreds of
millions of these butterflies migrate from
the United States each year to spend
the winter. Yet in spite of intense interest
in this region, which is thought to be the
species' Achilles' heel, little had been
known about how these forests were
actually faring.

Now an international team of
researchers has reported that what was
a broad swath of thousands of acres of
intact forest just 30 years ago has since
been reduced to peppered remnants in
a sea of farms, homes, cattle-grazing
areas and logged and degraded
woods. This has occurred even in areas
designated as protected monarch
sanctuaries for more than a decade.

The survey, the first scientific study of
the monarchs' habitat in the mountains
of central Mexico, mapped forest
changes using aerial photographs
taken over three decades. The findings,
which were made available to The New
York Times, showed that only a little
more than half of what was intact forest
remained. The rest has suffered some
degree of degradation, from minor
logging to having had the forest entirely
removed. The researchers estimate that
in 50 years, at the current rate of
deforestation, nearly all the original
forest will be similarly degraded.

"From what I've seen there year after

18

year, I predicted it would be bad and
getting worse," said Dr. Lincoln P.
Brower, a monarch biologist at Sweet
Briar College who was an author of the
new study with colleagues at the
National Autonomous University of
Mexico and the World Wildlife Fund.
"But I didn't predict it would be this bad.
The maps just floored me."

The study, undertaken to assist in the
Mexican government's review of the
monarch's wintering areas, has not yet
been submitted for publication but has
been given to the government. In
response in part to the findings, the
Mexican government unveiled a
proposal last Thursday for the creation
of an expanded preserve already
ardently contested by some local
residents that would be more than three
times the size of the current protected
areas.

Dr. Karen Oberhauser, a monarch
ecologist at the University of Minnesota
who was not involved in the study,
praised the quality of the work, saying:
"It's the first study and a really important
study. We didn't expect the change to
be this great."

Across the country now, monarchs are
just beginning their fall migration, an
annual trek that takes the butterflies
from across the central and eastern
United States and Canada down to the
mountains of central Mexico. There they
roost as they have for millenniums,
clustered in wintering areas sprinkled
throughout what were once dense,
remote mountain forests. They remain
there until spring, when they fly north
once again to breed. In each area, the
butterflies gather in huge roosting
groups that thickly paper the fir trees in
the orange and black of their wings.

In order to study changes to the forests
since the roosts were discovered 25
years ago, the researchers examined a
series of aerial photographs taken in
the 1970's, 1983 and 1999 of a
100,000-acre area that includes three
of the most important wintering sites,
each of which was designated as a
preserve in 1986.

What researchers found was that not
only was forest disappearing both
inside and outside the preserves, but it
was being removed in such a way that
what forest remained was highly
fragmented. Much of the forest had
been significantly thinned, a process
leading not to regeneration but instead
to further degradatiqn. Over the 28-year
period of the study, the average size of
the conserved patches of forest
decreased nearly 90 percent, from
5,000 acres to 500.

"It's not as if we're talking about the
clearcuts of the Western states in the
U.S.," said Dr. Guillermo Castilleja, an
author of the study who is the World
Wildlife Fund representative in Mexico.
"Here people go in and selectively log.
They take certain trees. They take
saplings for fence posts or beams in
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their homes. Then as forests become
more degraded they are used for
grazing by sheep or cows."

As a result, even in remaining forest
stands, trees are more exposed to
wind, drying, greater temperature
extremes and are more at risk of fire,
all of which make the forests less
suitable as resting grounds for the
butterflies.

Despite the degradation, rough
estimates of the area occupied by
monarchs in the Wintering grounds do
not show any
significant decreases in the butterflies
so far, though anecdotal evidence
suggests that monarchs have begun
to feel the effects.

For example, Dr. Brower said that in
one region where there has always
been a large monarch colony,
development has encroached to the
point that the once remote roosts of
monarchs are now dangling in trees
right next to farm fields. This winter, the
butterflies startled biologists by
abandoning the site, moving over the
mountains to a more intact forest area,
an increasingly rare commodity, that
they had never used before.

Scientists on the study collaborated
with Mexico's Ministry of the
Environment, Natural Resources and
Fisheries in the design of the new
reserve, which, they say, takes the
biological needs of the monarch into
much better account than previous
reserves. Previous protected areas
were 40,000 acres in total and
dispersed over five sites. The
proposed new reserve spans 140,000
contiguous acres, more adequately
covers known wintering sites and is
intended to protect not only the
individual roosting areas but the
watersheds of which the forests are
an integral part.

But it remains to be seen whether the
expanded preserve will suit the needs
of local people well enough to prevent
the illegal logging that has devastated
current reserves.
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Part of the problem, reserve proponents
say, is that in 1986, when the Mexican
government set aside the first
sanctuaries, land was appropriated
without compensation for the residents,
who owned the land communally. As a
result, researchers say, many residents
are angry and have shown a blatant
disregard for the prohibition of logging
inside the sanctuaries.

In the hopes of curbing illegal logging
in the new sanctuary, Mario Huacuja,
director of communications for the
Ministry, said in a telephone interview
last week that in collaboration with
private foundations, the Ministry was
negotiating a novel system to pay local
people for their lost logging rights in the
preserve. In addition, there will be
payments to people who help protect or
restore the forest.

Dr. Castilleja said payments, which are
to be administered by the World Wildlife
Fund and another private conservation
group, the Mexican Fund for the
Conservation of Nature, will come from
$5 million that is to be provided by an
anonymous source once final action is
taken to create the new preserve.

Despite the monetary incentives, there
is already opposition to an expanded
preserve. Some have argued, for
example, that the money being offered
for logging rights, about $16 per cubic
meter of wood, is below the market
value and that residents will lose
money. Last Thursday, when the new
sanctuary was announced, several

hundred angry residents staged a
protest at the Ministry, the local press
reported. The Ministry is accepting
public comments on the new preserve
until Sept. 28.

Others note that whatever the
monetary incentives, it will always be
difficult to prevent illegal cutting in an
area as
desperately impoverished as that
around the wintering grounds.

Dr. Dennis Frey, behavioral ecologist
studying monarchs at California
Polytechnic State University, said that
on a recent visit to a monarch sanctuary
with a group of scientists, the sound of
their approach silenced the work of a
nearby, but
hidden, woodsman.

"For the next two hours, as we headed
up toward the butterflies, there was no
cutting," he said. "But as soon we got
back into our vehicles to go, the chop,
chop, chop started up again
immediately."
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Memories from 2000
TEA Field Trips

Photos submitted by Nancy van der Poorten

Pictures 1 & 2 on the Right: TEA trip to
the Urqhart Buttetfly Garden in Dundas,
on July 8, 2000.. Shown are Carolyn
King, Paul McGaw and Michael van der
Poorten with one of the volunteer
gardeners.

Picture 3 (Above): Photo taken on the TEA
July 8th trip at Wainfleet Bog near
Weiland.

Picture 4 (Right): Moth night at Marcie
Woods, Fort Erie, on the same TEA trip,
July 8, 2000. Shown are Carolyn King,
Paul McGaw and Michael van der
Poorten.
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Paul McGaw died on August 31, 2000 after a brief illness. A memorial service was held on
September 4. There were flowers from his garden and photos of Paul, in his shorts, in his
garden, with his family, with his familiar smile. One after another, friends and colleagues
rose to give their remembrances. Each person had their own particular story, but all
touched on common themes: Paul's boundless, infectious enthusiasm for teaching and
learning, for nature of all sorts (birds, butterflies, moths, wildflowers, mushrooms and
trees), for music (classical, opera and jazz), for literature (poems were a special favorite),
and for people. Paul was, as someone said, not just 'a member' of so many organizations,
but a person who contributed huge amounts of time and enthusiasm to each of them,
doing a tremendous amount of work. The speakers also highlighted the close relation
ships that Paul had with his late wife, Margaret, his daughter Jennifer and with our own
member, Carolyn King. Paul is deeply missed. I, personally, hope to learn a lesson from
his life: to live each day with enthusiasm and care for others, appreciating whatever is
around us and doing what we can to 'make the world a better place.' Our sympathies to
Carolyn and Jennifer.

Editor's Note: StafJReporter Penny Laughren wrote an obituaryfor Paul in the September 11 issue
ofthe Toronto Star, page B 7, entitled Paul McGaw cared for nature. It is an excellent write-up and
photo. Paul, we're really going to miss you.

By Nancy van der Poorten

In Memoriam: Paul McGaw
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L1BELLULIDAE SKIMMERS Holt/Laking Walker
Celithemis elisa Calico Pennant X
Leucorrhinia frigida Frosted Whiteface X
Leucorrhinia hudsonica Hudsonian Whiteface X
Leucorrhinia intacta Dot-tailed Whiteface X
Leucorrhinia proxima Red-waisted Whiteface X
Libellula julia Chalk-fronted Skimmer X
Libellula .Iuctuosa Widow Skimmer X
Libellula lydia Common Whitetail X
Libelfula pulchel/a Twelve-spotted Skimmer X
Libellula quadrimaculata Four-spotted Skimmer X
Nannothemis bella Elfin Skimmer X

'Pantala flavescens Wandering Glider X
Sympetrum costiferum Saffron-winged Meadowhawk X
Sympetrum internum Cherry-faced Meadowhawk X
Sympetrum obtrusum White-faced Meadowhawk X X
Sympetrum semicinctum Band-winged Meadowhawk X
Sympetrum vicinum Yellow-legged Meadowhawk X

Total 49 36 18

agriculture system. The purpose of this research is to study
the diversity and abundance of insects within an intercropped
agroforestry system and to compare this to a conventional
monoculture system. An entomological survey was
performed within both a 12-year-old agroforestry site with
intercropped black walnut (Juglans nigra L.), Norway spruce
(Picea abies L.) and corn (Zea mays L.); and in an adjacent
monocropped corn field. Arthropods were collected in early
June through to September in 1999, using Malaise traps.
Further understanding of the dynamics of arthropods utilizing
agroforestry systems may help improve the design of future
agroforestry sites. These improvements may enhance
populations of beneficial insects and thereby provide
potential ecological and economic benefits to the
agroecosystem.

Intercropping agroforestry has the potential of providing
many benefits to a diverse community of insects and other
arthropods that inhabit agroecosystems. These benefits are
realized through the integration of an undisturbed,
structurally complex and diverse vegetative habitat into the

Student Symposium Abstracts
... continued from page 8

(continuation of What is sexy about field cricket courtship
song? by Mark J. Fitzpatrick)

preferences for characters in the male courtship song. Both
correlational and experimental trials have shown that
females were selecting males using courtship song.
Composed of two types of sound pulses, high frequency and
low frequency ticks, females were selecting for shorter time
intervals (silences) between the ticks - termed Gap 1. This
gap was also correlated with male condition such that males
with long silences were significantly in poor condition (light
for their body size) when compared to males having short
silences. Both Gap 1 and condition were repeatable, an
indication of the amount of variation that can be attributed to
consistency among males, suggesting a possible genetic
basis. If heritable, females can increase the probability of
mating with a genetically superior male by selecting against
long Gap 1 durations - a potential example of the good
genes model of selection.

Comparison of arthropod abundance and diversity within
intercropping agroforestry and monoculture systems
Heather Middleton, (Supervisor: Sandy Smith) University of
Toronto
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Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end
of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519
966-5852, prairie@netcore.ca).

When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written
note or submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

Ontario Insects

T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.EA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The
sightings are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a
variety of topics covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to
members at a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend
that you contact the compiler directly for more details.

Here's how you can contribute:
l

Lepidoptera Summary

What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and
whether or not they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.

Odonata Summary

What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. The compiler's
strongly suggest that individuals submitting data obtain a printed form or an electronic template of the database prior to
submitting their records - both of these are available from any of the following three compilers. For those submitting
data electronically any database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel is fine.

Where to send it:

Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705 652 5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).

Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a
line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613
821-2064, brownell@achilles.net).

Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net

For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.
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ODONATA OF MANITOULIN DISTRICT
By Margo Holt & Brenda Laking

E. M. Walker in The Odonata of Canada and Alaska listed 18 species for Manitoulin. Three field trips to Manitoulin during
August 1999, June & July 2000 by M. Holt & B. Laking added 31 species of odonates to the Manitoulin District list. The total
odonata species list for Manitoulin District presently stands at 49. More field work is planned for the 2001 field season to
expand the species list further. The authors would appreciate hearing from anyone with additional records of Manitoulin
odonates.

M. Holt, 68 Huron Woods Dr., RR4 Coldwater ON LOK 1EO, holtm@bconnex.net
Brenda Laking, 9 Glenwood Dr., Huntsville ON P1 H 1B8, huntsvilledragonlady@hotmail.com

LESTIDAE SPREADWINGS Holt/Laking Walker
Lestes disjunctus Common Spreadwing X
Lestes dryas Emerald Spreadwing X
Lestes rectangularis Slender Spreadwing X
Lestes vigilax Swamp Spreadwing X
COENAGRIIDAE POND DAMSELS
Amphiagrion saucium Eastern Red Damsel X
Argia moesta Powdered Dancer X
Enallagma boreale Boreal Bluet X X
Enallagma carunculatum Tule Bluet X
Enallagma ebrium Marsh Bluet X
Enallagma hageni Hagen's Bluet X X
Enallagma signatum Orange Bluet X
Ischnura posita Fragile Forktail X
Ischnura verticalis Eastern Forktail X
Nehalennia gracilis Sphagnum Sprite X
Nehalennia irene Sedge Sprite X
AESHNIDAE DARNERS
Aeshna canadens~ Canada Darner X X
Aeshna i. interrupta Variable Darner X
Aeshna sitchensis Zigzag Darner X
Aeshna umbrosa Shadow Darner X
Anax junius Common Green Darner X
Nasiaeshna pentacantha Cyrano Darner X
GOMPHIDAE CLUBTAILS
Dromogomphus spinosus Black-shouldered Spinyleg X
Gomphus spicatus Dusky Clubtail X
Ophiogomphus carolus Riffle Snaketail X
CORDULEGASTRIDAE SPIKETAILS
Cordulegaster diastatops Delta-spotted Spiketail X
Cordulegaster maculata Twin-spotted Spiketail X
Cordulegaster obliqua Arrowhead Spiketail X
MACROMIIDAE CRUISERS
Macromia illinoiensis Illinois River Cruiser X
CORDULIIDAE EMERALDS
Cordulia shurtleffi American Emerald X X
Epitheca spinigera Spiny Baskettail X
Somatochlora walshii Brush-tipped Emerald X
Somatochlora williamsoni Williamson's Emerald X
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Notes from the up-and-coming editor:

Greetings fellow TEA members! As the
up-and-coming editor of Ontario
Insects, I thought that I would take this
opportunity to introduce myself to the
readership. My name is Colin Jones
and I have been a member of the TEA
for about 6 years. I have been
interested in natural history since I was
very young (I was one of those kids that
used to flip over logs and rocks and
wade in the creek behind my house).
Although I am interested in all areas of
natural history, I have a particular
fascination with birds and insects. My
interest and knowledge of insects grew
when I began working as a seasonal
Park Naturalist in Algonquin Park in
1990 and was further fueled by Dr.
Steve Marshall's excellent insect
courses at the University of Guelph
(thanks Steve!). I left Algonquin Park in
the fall of 1999 and am currently
working on contract at the Natural
Heritage Information Centre, Ministry of

Farewell Notes:

As I put the final touches on this issue, I
can't help reflecting back over the past
couple years as Editor of Ontario
Insects. Overall, it was quite enjoyable
and provided me with a great
opportunity to work with and get to
know a number of members, as well as
regular contributors. I am constantly
amazed at the breadth and depth of
entomological experience found within
this Association, not to mention the
unique character of the group that
makes field trips and meetings so much
fun!
As an Association, we have become a
pretty vigorous society, contributing
experience and a strong voice to many
diverse endeavors. A few that come to
mind are the reprinting and production
of entomological references (pg. 39 has
a list of books available through the
TEA), lending our input into the revised
and highly contentious Ontario Fish
and Wildlife Act, encouraging
conservation of ecologically important
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Natural Resources, Peterborough. I live
in Lakefield (just north of Peterborough)
with my wife, Marianne and my two
children, Shan and Klara.

I have always enjoyed reading Ontario
Insects and now I find myself in the
position of editor. Although Vanessa
and I worked together on editing this
issue, Vanessa has carried the bulk of
the work, due mostly to the
incompatibility of our two computer
platforms - thanks Vanessa! Beginning
with the May issue, however, I will be
taking over the reigns. I hope to
maintain the high standards that Phil
and Pat Schappert established when
they first began editing 01 back in
September of 1995. These standards
have since been carried forth, first by
Matt Holder and Phil Lester, and over
the past two years by Vanessa.

For those of you who have been

~
areas (such as Presqu-lie Provincial
Park and Marcie Woods), and
furthering the aims of entomological
education in Ontario through Annual
Student Symposia (see pg. 27 for the
date of this year's symposium) and the
W. John D. Eberlie Student Research
Travel Award (an invitation for student
applications can be found on pg. 35). I
would like to take the opportunity to
thank everyone who has played a part
in putting these efforts together.
The experience of being Editor of one
of the many Association projects has
also been a humbling one. I am
constantly reminded of how much there
is to learn, both entomologically and
with putting a publication of this size
together. Each issue is an exercise in
gathering material to publish, setting it
into the software, and trying not to lose
patience when computer gremlins are
at play within your publication. I have
been very fortunate that the many
contributors to Ontario Insects have

regular contributors to 01 in the past, I
look forward to working with you in the
future. It has been your hard work and
expertise, combined with that of the
editors, that have made 01 a success.
For those of you who have ideas for
articles, notes, or any other
submissions, I encourage you to either
put something together or to talk to me
about your ideas. Fresh ideas and new
contributors are always welcome and I
am happy to assist in any way that I
can. I would also encourage those of
you with original photographs or
artwork to submit some of your material
for inclusion in 01.

Lastly, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Vanessa for all of
her hard work as editor over the past
two years and wish her all the best in
the future.

Colin Jones

~
ensured that I have always had enough
material...thank you. And I would like to
extend my apologies to Bill Mcilveen
(whose Sphecid wasp nest article
appears on pg. 34) for not getting this
into print faster. A small envelope
containing his article, disk and slide
managed to get hidden in a box of
older 01 material until last month, when
I was sorting things out to pass along to
the new Editor. Please forgive me Bill!
And finally, I would like to extend my
appreciation to Colin Jones for
agreeing to become the new Editor of
Ontario Insects. Not only is Colin an
excellent entomological resource, he is
also experienced with the software
used to produce 01. Thanks for your
help editing this issue Colin, and I wish
you very few gremlins in your future
work as Editor!

Vanessa
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The Learning Kingdom's
Cool Fact of the Day for
October 13, 2000

How do fungus-farming ants keep
weeds at bay?

Many kinds of ants are fungus farmers,
growing mold on leaves or other foods
and eating the mold themselves. But
the ants only want one kind of mold to
grow, a variety called Attamycetes, and
must constantly remove another kind, a
"weed" species called Escovopsis.
According to a recent study, at least 22
kinds of fungus-farming ants use
Streptomyces bacteria as a living
weed-killer. These ants have special
patches of the bacteria on the
undersides of their bodies. When the
unwanted Escovopsis mold grows in
their fungus farms, the ants apply the
Streptomyces bacteria from their
bodies, and the bacteria secrete an
antibiotic that kills the Escovopsis.

This close relationship between the
ants, the bacteria, and two different
kinds of fungi has been going on for
millions of years. The human "invention"

Announcements
POINT PELEE NATURAL
HISTORY NEWS

Published by:
The Friends of Point Pelee
Editor:
Alan Wormington

This new publication will focus on the
natural history of Point Pelee and
immediate area. Contents will include
feature articles and notes (with
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Entomophilia
Submitted by Carolyn King

of using antibiotics to control pests was
in use by the ants long before we
discovered it.

Article describing the relationship in
more detail:
http://biology.uoregon.edu/enhs/
archive/may99/may992.html

Illustrated research paper reporting
the discovery:
http://cas.bellarmine.edu/tietjen/
Ecology/fungus.htm

Some ants can swim:
http://features.LearningKingdom.com/
factlarchive/1999/05/26.html

The Learning Kingdom's
Cool Fact of the Day for
August 30, 2000

What are the only insects known to
sweat?

If you've ever lived where there are
cicadas, you know that these extremely
noisy insects make the most racket
when it's blistering hot. How do they

photographs), seasonal summaries of
bird observations, an annual summary
of butterfly observations, miscellaneous
reports (Christmas Bird Count results,
etc.), a listing of upcoming natural
history events at and near Point Pelee,
letters to the editor, and much more.
Four issues will be published per year
with the first issue to be mailed in April
2001.

Subscription fees are for a calendar
year only, as follows:

keep cool while remaining so active in
the hot sun?
The secret is that cicadas sweat. These
finger-long, winged insects have pores
through which they secrete a watery
liquid derived from the tree sap they
drink. While they sing (by vibrating
ridged membranes against their
bodies), they sweat profusely, thus
dissipating the heat of their efforts.
Those efforts result in the loudest
sounds made by any insect. In Missouri
in the summer of 1999, the din reached
85 decibels at some locations,louder
than a large diesel truck at full power.
Outdoor cafes had to close because the
noise was too much for the customers.

What's making all that noise?
http://www.amelianow.com/
fall98tibican.htm

The insect opera:
http://magazine.audubon.org/
truenature/truenature0005.html

Why do the world's loudest insects
sing?
http://features.LearningKingdom.com/
factlarchive/1998/04/07.html

Canada:
CAN $15 (one ~ear) or $30 (two years)
International:
US $15 (one year) or $30 (two years)

Send subscription fees and your e-mail
address (optional) to: The Friends of
Point Pelee, 1118 Point Pelee Drive,
Leamington, Ontario, Canada N8H
3V4.

For additional information contact:
The Friends of Point Pelee at
fopp@wincom.net
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Saturday, March 24
TEA STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Graduate and undergraduate students from universities around Ontario will be presenting talks and posters based on their
original research into various aspects of insect life. Come out to hear the latest in research in the field!

Saturday, April 28
WILLIAM RANDALL
LOVEAT4 A.M., LIFE OF THE CECROPIA MOTH
The mating, egg-laying, egg-hatching and various instars, the cessation of eating, searching, silk-spinning, pupation, winter
dormancy, June emergence and the mystery of metamorphosis. TEA member William Randall will show us the intimate details
of the life of our largest and most beautiful silk moth.
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Upcoming
Meetings~
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(Museum subway stop; opposite
the Museum, on the east side).
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January to April meetings will be
held at 1 PM in:

Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University
(at University of Toronto)
73 Queen's Park Crescent Toronto,
ON

Saturday, January 27
RICHARD TANNER
BUTTERFLIES OF COSTA RICA
Costa Rica has an amafing number of beautiful species in its many habitats, from mountain cloud forests to Caribbean and
Pacific lowlands. Richard Tanner has captured many of these on film during his five trips searching out the birds and butterflies
of this fascinating country, He will show us some of his excellent slide collection, including some interesting examples of
species mimicry,

Saturday, February 24
MARTIN HUBBES
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF DUTCH ELM DISEASE
Dr. Hubbes will tell us about the success he has had creating resistance to Dutch Elm Disease by inoculating 5 year old Elm
seedlings with non-aggressive fungal strains. Further, he has isolated fungal products that have the same affect, rendering
seedlings resistant to aggressive strains of the disease after only 14 days, Mature trees present a more difficult problem, one
which Dr. Hubbes is addressing in his current research at the University of Toronto.



Date Submitted By Reported By Location Insect

late summer Don Davis Dennis Barry Thickson Road giant swallowtail
(report Sept. 11, 2000) (near Darlington Provo Park)

late summer Don Davis Dennis Barry Thickson Road pipevine swallowtail
(report Sept. 11, 2000)

Sept. 30, 2000 Don Davis Don Shanahan Brighton Beach buckeyes (4)

Sept. 30, 2000 Don Davis Don Shanahan Brighton Beach Milbert's tortoiseshell

Oct. 1,2000 Don Davis Hugh Currie Leslie Street Spit buckeye
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline

Oct. 1,2000 Don Davis Don Shanahan Brighton Beach buckeye

Oct. 2, 2000 Don Davis Doris Applebaum, Holiday Beach regal fritillary
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Oct. 2, 2000 Don Davis Doris Applebaum, Holiday Beach orange sulphur
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Oct. 2, 2000 Don Davis Doris Applebaum, Holiday Beach buckeye
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Oct. 6, 2000 Carolyn King Hugh Currie Col. Samuel Smith Park buckeye
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline

Oct. 19, 2000 Carolyn King Tom Hince Wheatley buckeye (fresh)
Ontario Birds Hotline

Oct. 19,2000 Don Davis Marcel Gahbauer East Point Park monarchs (12)

Oct. 22, 2000 Don Davis Presqu'lie Provinicial Park Presqu'lie Provinicial Park monarchs (4)

Oct. 22, 2000 Carolyn King Dean Ware Pelee Island buckeye (fresh)

Oct. 23, 2000 Carolyn King Barbara Taylor Lake Muskoka monarch
(near Bracebridge)

Oct. 25, 2000 Don Davis Carl Rothfels, Colin Jones Hamilton Harbour monarch
LaSalle Marina

Oct. 25, 2000 Carolyn King Barbara Taylor Lake Muskoka mourning cloaks (2)

Oct. 30, 2000 Carolyn King Jason Sodergren Holiday Beach monarch

Nov. 6, 2000 Don Davis Holiday Beach monarch

Nov. 11, 2000 Don Davis Fred Urie Holiday Beach monarch

Nov. 11, 2000 Don Davis Fred Urie Holiday Beach buckeye

Nov. 11, 2000 Don Davis Fred Urie Holiday Beach orange sulphurs (2)

More late season sightings can be found on the website: http://www.web-nat.com/Butterfly/

Ontario Insects

Notable Late Season 2000 Insect Sightings
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Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end
of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519
966-5852, prairie@netcore.ca).

When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written
note or submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

Ontario Insects

T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.EA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The
sightings are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a
variety of topics covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to
members at a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend
that you contact the compiler directly for more details.

Here's how you can contribute:
l

Lepidoptera Summary

What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and
whether or not they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.

Odonata Summary

What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. The compiler's
strongly suggest that individuals submitting data obtain a printed form or an electronic template of the database prior to
submitting their records - both of these are available from any of the following three compilers. For those submitting
data electronically any database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel is fine.

Where to send it:

Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705 652 5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).

Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a
line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613
821-2064, brownell@achilles.net).

Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net

For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.
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2000 Meeting &
Fi§Jld Trip F1eports

September 23, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten welcomed
everyone to the first meeting of the
2000-2001 season. There were 23
people in attendance. She dedicated
the meeting to the memory of Paul
McGaw-the members' meeting
epitomizes Paul's outlook on life,
always sharing what he knew with
great enthusiasm.

Elections for the Executive Officer were
held. The incumbent board all agreed to
continue and there were no additional
nominations. Therefore, the incumbent
board will continue. We welcomed the
new Student Representative on the
board, Aaron Deans. Aaron was the
recipient of the WD. John Eberlie
Award in 2000 and will help us to reach
out to students at universities, colleges
and high schools. Carol Sellars has
agreed to take over the position of
coordinating the Field Trips. Carolyn
King will continue with Programs for
this year but would like to have
someone take over after that (or
additionally, help her this year). The
position of editor of Ontario Insects is
still open, as Vanessa Carney will not
be able to continue with it after
December.

We proceeded to the Members' part of
the meeting. Michael van der Poorten
showed slides of Western butterflies
that he saw in Montana this year: lots of
fritilleries, blues and skippers and
Ridings' Satyr. Duncan Robertson
showed slides of the Promethea moth
and larvae of the slug moth. Peter
Hallett showed slides from his trap
nests for wasps and bees, showing
larvae, adults and eggs. He also
brought in some of the traps showing
prepurpae that didn't emerge this year
(he expects they will emerge next year).
There were additional specimens

30

brought in: one of a dung beetle that
was found in a shipment of flowers;
some moths; and an assassin bug.
Carol Sellars brought in photos of
moths and spiders.

Business:
1. Financial report: Alan presented a
financial report. The publications fund
has $13,000 and the GIC has $7676;
renewals are just being received.
2. BirdFest on Oct 1 - volunteers were
asked to run a desk at this show.
3. FON annual meeting is June 14-17,
2001 at York University. T.E.A. will be
doing something at this show.
4. T-shirt contest: The winner of the
T-shirt contest was announced 
Pamela Meacher submitted a painting
of a luna moth. Congratulations
Pamela! The membership indicated
their approval of the plan to print up
t-shirts using this painting. Look for
more information about this later.

Board Meeting report:
A. The board has decided to continue
with two projects:
1) An update to the atlas (done as a
supplement)
2) A memoir of John Eberlie (with his
writings and slides).
We may also possibly work on a 'lives
of Ontario butterflies' as a long-term
project.
B. We decided on a design for the
web-site and will proceed with that.
C. We are exploring the idea of
sponsoring an odonate identification
workshop.
D. We made a donation to the Nature
Conservancy in memory of Paul
McGaw and will be making a donation
to the Fort Erie Nature Club (who are
administering Marcie Woods where we
have done a number of field trips and
surveys).
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Saturday, October 28, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed the guests. There were 35
people in attendance including some
new people. Carolyn King introduced
the guest speaker, Doug McRory.

Doug McRory is the provincial apiarist.
He studied entomology at the
University of Guelph when it was still
part of the University of Toronto. He then
got a job as the provincial apiarist in
Manitoba where he all:lo ran a
beekeeping business. He returned to
Ontario to take up the job as provincial
apiarist 16 years ago. As part of his job,
he speaks to the 26 bee associations in
Ontario each year. There are 3600
beekeepers and 86,000 colonies of
bees. All colonies of bees must be
registered with the government. He said
that Ontario has been quite successful
at maintaining a good bee industry
despite the problems of disease unlike
neighbouring states of Ohio or New
York, where the bee industry is not
thriving. Bees are actually more
important for the pollination services
that they do but the beekeeper makes
more money from selling honey. Ontario
honey is the cleanest in the world!

He told us about the various challenges
that face the beekeeper. Bees are very
susceptible to pesticides. When bees
are used for pollination, there has to be
great care taken so that any pesticide
applications made to the crops, or even
nearby fields, do not coincide with the
times that the bees are in the field (the
beekeeper moves the colonies into the
fields that are to be pollinated).

Have You Seen these Ads?

Taken as excepts from d-plex listserve
re: Advertising's Interesting Butterfly
'Sightings'

Carolyn King wrote:
My favourite appeared in a recent copy
of "Vitality" (a "wellness journal" that
incidentally had images of butterflies in

Volume 6, Number 2
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There are three major diseases of bees
which have, and which continue to be,
a great challenge. American Foulbrood,
a rod bacillus, is an old disease that
can be controlled with careful
management. Tracheal mites are mites
that live in the trachea of honey bees. A
colony infected with tracheal mites dies
out in mid-February. The varroa mite
lives on the outside of the bee's body
but damages the colony by being
parasitic on the bee larvae.

For more information about bees, you
can contact Doug McRory, Provincial
Apiarist OMAFRA at 1-888-466-2372
Ext. 6-3595 or 519-826-3567 (FAX); or
Email: dmcrory@OMAFRA.gov.on.ca;
www.gov.on.calOMAFRA

We had a break, and there were lots of
questions for Doug, over the break, and
then finished up with a short business
meeting. Carolyn announced the
speakers for 2001. There was no
financial report. The meeting adjourned
at 2:45 pm.

November 25, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the November
meeting. There were 38 people in
attendance. Carolyn King introduced
the speaker, Les Kohami, one of our
own members.

Les spoke on new research and
discoveries about Columbia and
Cecropia silkmoths, native North
America moths of the genus
Hyalophora. Les has been studying
these moths since the early 1970's. He

9 different ads). In an ad for the Toronto
School of Homeopathic Medicine,
illustrating "Discover the
Metamorphoses of Homeopathic
Healing" were photos of a Monarch
caterpillar, a Monarch chrysalis and an
adult Viceroy. Now that's an amazing
metamorphosis!

explained to us the distribution of the
various species: H. nokomis is a
Western species; H. columbia is eastern
and southern - these two species
integrate where they meet at the
Ontario/Manitoba border. The Western
species, H. euryalis is found west of the
Rockies; H. gloveri is found east of the
Rockies. If these two species are
crossed, the produce sterile females. H.
cecropia is more eastern and southern;
H. cecropia and H. columbia are
sympatric but there are various factors
that deter interbreeding. H. cecropia
tends to fly later in the season than H.
columbia; H. cecropia males tend to fly
from 11 pm to 5am while the H.
columbia males fly from 6 am to 7 am.
However, Les did find a female H.
columbia moth, some of whose
offspring seemed to be hybrids of H.
columbia and H. cecropia. But generally
there are a number of factors that keep
the two species from mating. Les is
continuing his studies of these moths
and their interactions.

Business:
1. Treasurer's report: We have 105
members who have renewed out of
145. Please send in your renewals if
you haven't yet! The membership
account stands at $1576; the book
account at $12, 770; and the GIC at
$7722.
2. Members were informed that we are
now having to pay for room rentals for
the meetings. It is difficult to find the
appropriate rooms for no charge or to
be able to book them well in advance.
Northrop Frye Hall is a convenient
location and one that we can book well
in advance.

Field Trip Reports can be found on Page 42...

Adrian Wenner wrote:
My favorite is an advertisement for the
SANTA BARBARA HEALTH CLUB that
ran several times in our local
newspapers: A monarch caterpillar
labelled "before" and an adult
swallowtail butterfly labelled "after".
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Results of Presqu'ile's Butterfly Count 2000
By Philip Careless

Presqu'ile's Second Annual Butterfly Count was held on July 5th, 2000 between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. It was a warm and
sunny day with virtually no wind - perfect weather for butterfly activity.

Similar to last year's count, for the sake of easy and quick field ID:

-All Pearl and Northern Crescents were recorded as Northern Crescents
-All Eastern and Canadian Tiger Swallowtails were recorded as Canadian Tiger Swallowtails
-All Spring and Summer Azures were recorded as Summer Azures

In a few cases an individual was caught and was positively ID as the Eastern Tiger Swallowtail or a Pearl Crescent and was
recorded as such.

I would like to thank the counters. The count would be very hard and much less fun with just one person. The following is a list
of the best butterfly counters this side of the Prime Meridian (I hope I remembered every one):

Jerry Ball, David Bell, Rachel Bell, Stephanie Bell, David Bree, Maureen Campeau-Bower, Andrew Cirtwell, Mark Conboy, Dolf
Dejong, Philina English, Carolyn King, Steve LaForest, Rod Lee, Paul McGaw, Adam Moir, Julia Monkman, Shelley Morgan,
Andrea Pomery, Maureen Riggs, Heather Robertson, and AI Woodhouse

On the data sheet the short forms stand for the following locations:

January 200132

SNC: South Newcastle Trail
OPT: Owen Point Trail
MPF: Marsh Boardwalk Trail and Fingers
NNC: North Newcastle Trail
3801: 3 Boulders (Section of Old Field, at north end of trail that starts at staff house)
WP: West of Park
EP: East of Park
L1C: Lighthouse Interpretive Center
CP: Calf Pasture
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Notes on Nest Cavity Excavation by a Sphecid Wasp
By W D. Mcilveen

In early July, 1999, a large Sphecid wasp was observed
excavating a nest cavity at my place of employment in
Brampton, Ontario. The wasp was seen moving sand from
below a large concrete slab which forms the front step of the
building. Since the building was constructed in 1980, the step
had shifted slightly away from the wall leaving a space
approximately 2 cm wide, partially filled with a felt mat
spacing material. The wasp used this space to reach the
sandy bed on which the concrete had been poured. Over the
next two to three weeks, the wasp had moved a noticeable
quantity of sand (see photo below), which accumulated on
the top of the step for a vertical distance of at least 20 em
(thickness of the concrete). The sand moved represented a
weight many times that of the wasp. All sand on top of the
step was collected on August 13, 1999, air dried and
weighed. The dried weight was 1371 g. This weight did not
include any sand that remained in the space between the
step or had moved back into the cavity under the influence of
rain, which could easily have accounted for another 100 g.

By the time the soil was collected, the insect had not been
seen for several days. Prior to this, the adult was observed
carrying grasshoppers in to the nest cavity. Only one wasp
was seen using the site at anyone time and it was concluded
that this represented a solitary nesting species. The identity of
the wasp was not determined, but its activity and general
appearance were consistent with that of Sphex pensylvanica
L. Sphex is a solitary ground nester who preys on Orthoptera
(Bohart and Menke, 1963; Borrer and Delong, 1973). They
are generally considered to be unspecialized or primitive

among the wasps (Bohart and Menke, 1963). Members of the
family construct nests that are located either below ground,
usually in sandy soil, or above ground in decaying wood,
hollow twigs and stems, or as mud nests (Finnamore, 1980).
Sphex pensylvanica was reported to have nested in the floor
of a toolshed and provisioned nests with up to five
grasshoppers. It prefers dark, sheltered areas for nest sites
and constructs one to several cells at the end of a burrow. The
species is widespread in North America to the 43'd parallel
(Finnamore, 1980).

Published information on these wasps refers in general terms
to the construction of nests below ground, but does not
mention the size or amount of material excavated. The
present information is the only information of this sort that is
available. I would be most interested in receiving comparable
information or directions to relevant published data.

Bohart, R. M. and A. S. Menke. 1963. A reclassification of the
Sphecinae with a revision of the Nearctic species of the tribe
Sceliphronini and Sphecini (Hymenoptera, Sphecidae). U.
Califorina Publ. Ent. 30(2): 91-182.

Borrer, D. J. and D. M. Delong. 1973. An introduction to the
study of insects, 3rd edition. Holt, Tinehart and Winston Inc.,
New York. 812pp.

Finnamore, A. T. 1980. The Sphecoidea of Southern Quebec.
lyman Entomol. Mus. Res. lab. Mem. 11. 238pp.
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Invitation for Applications

In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists'
Association is offering a research travel award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting original field research into Ontario insects. The
award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for
research. T;he award will be made on the basis of merit and quality.

Eligibility:
Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or undergraduate student
at an Ontario university.

How to apply:
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the T.E.A. The original application plus 3 copies must
be submitted to the T.E.A., postmarked no later than March 25, 2001.

Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the T.E.A. symposium in March of the following year. The
recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a naturalist or
researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded by the award fits
into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible, will be printed in
Ontario Insects, the newsjoumal of the T.E.A.

Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the T.E.A. The announcement of the recipient of the award will be
made at the April meeting of the T.E.A. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant will be
announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.

Previous recipients:
2000 Aaron Deans, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto

About the T.E.A.

Membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) gives the following benefits:
- subscription to Ontario Insects (published 3 times a year)
- opportunity to submit articles for Ontario Insects
- publication: annual summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario
- discounts on book sales

The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from September to April, including a student sympOSium in March. We run field
trips over the summer months. We also sponsor a child for the FON summer camp and the field research travel
award. The T.E.A. has published The Ontario Butterfly Atlas (Holmes et al) and the checklist of Toronto butterflies
and has sponsored the reprinting of classic books on Ontario and Canadian insects (including Walker's The
Odonata of Canada and Alaska and Wallis' The Cicindelidae of Canada).

An application form for the award, or for membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) may be requested by
writing to: Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A., 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8, phone (416) 466
9013, e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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Results of the Algonquin Odonate Counts 1999 and 2000
By Colin D. Jones

In 1999, the fourth annual Algonquin Odonate Count was held on Saturday, June 26, and in 2000 the fifth annual count was
held on Saturday, June 24. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township, Algonquin Provincial
Park and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the east. Within the circle,
habitats for odonates include lakes, beaver ponds, rivers and streams, spruce bogs, wet sedge meadows, and human
disturbed open areas such as roadside ditches.

We had a total of 14 observers in 1999 and 15 in 2000. 1999 was a fantastic year and we managed to break the records for
both species total and total number of individuals. An incredible 3388 individuals of 59 species were recorded on count day
(4 more species than our previous record). In addition, record high counts were recorded for 24 species in 1999 - a very good
year for odonates indeed! On the other hand, 2000 was as productive for odonates - numbers throughout the entire season
seemed to be low. On count day itself only 2707 individuals of 45 species were recorded (5 species less than the average of
all years combined).

The cumulative total of all counts now stands at an impressive 74 of the Park's 99 species - not bad for what amounts to five
days of odonating in late June!

Four species were new to the count in 1999 and an additional two were new in 2000. They were:

Taiga Bluet (Coenagrion resolutum) - One individual was caught along an interior logging road by Carl Rothfels and Lisa
Cornish in 2000. Although not uncommon in Algonquin, this species flies early and has usually finished flying by our count
day.

Harlequin Darner (Gomphaeschna furcillata) - Not only one, but an incredible six individuals of this elusive species were
noted near the parking lot of the Hemlock Bluff Trail by Jason Dombroskie and Melinda Collins in 2000. This represents only
the 3rd record of this species from the Park.

Rusty Snaketial (Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis) - In 1998, an individual Ophiogomphus was recorded on count day. It was
almost definitely a Rusty Snaketail but was left unidentified as it was not seen well and not caught. The 1999 count managed to
confirm this species when three individuals were noted. Two were found along the Madawaska River by Carey and Gwen
Purdon and Jason Dombroskie and the third was found by Mike Runtz and Melinda Collins on Louisa Creek in the Park's
interior.

Stygian Shadowdragon (Neurocordulia yamaskanensis) - In 1999 an evening foray to Brewer Lake turned up 4 individuals of
this dusk flying species. We had missed this species in past years because we had not bothered to make an effort to look for it.
This evening foray in 1999 also recorded two Vesper Bluets (Enallagma vesperum) - another species that usually flies later in
the day. An equal effort in 2000, also at Brewer Lake, missed both of these species.

Widow Skimmer (Libellula luctuosa) - One of the most exciting finds of the 1999 count. Gwen Purdon noticed a male of this
attractive species at the dam situated along the Madawaska River near the Pog Lake Campground. The day after the count,
Carl Rothfels collected a female of this species on Whitefish Lake. Although common to the south, this,is an extremely rare
species in Algonquin and until these records, had only been recorded once before - a female was collected on the Park's east
side in June of 1995 by Matt Holder and Andrea Kingsley.

Cherry-faced Meadowhawk (Sympetrum internum) - The date of the Algonquin Odonate Count is usually too early to detect
this common late-summer species, but in 1999 one individual of this species was caught and positively identified.

Other highlights included the discovery of a second site of the Eastern Red Damsel (Amphiagrion saucium) along Highway 60.
Jason Dombroskie found a total of three individuals halfway up the hill west of the Mew Lake Campground in 1999. 20
individuals were tallied at the same site in 2000 along with 11 at the original site beside the Lookout Trail parking lot! Both of
these sites are spring-fed roadside ditches and are the only known locations for this species in Algonquin Park.
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A full species list with totals for the count is found below. Count highs are followed by an asterisk. New species for the count
appear in bold type.

2000 Observers: Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Melinda Collins, Lisa Cornish, Jason Dombroskie, Colin Jones, Andrew
Keaveney, Karl Konze, Anastasia Kuzyk, Carey Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Chris Robinson, Carl Rothfels, AI Sinclair, Ron Tozer, .

Thanks to all of the participants who helped to make this count possible. The 2001 Algonquin Odonate Count is scheduled for
Saturday, June 23 (note this is one week earlier than originally published). Those interested in participating on this count
should contact the author at Box 182, Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, Tel (home): 705-652-5004, Tel (work): 705-755-2166, email:
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
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42

3
3

7

6

5

2000

136
141
12*
177*

5*

30*

1
95

17
31 *

1

12
40
1
6

272
49

2
9*
26*

17

368*
237*
3
134*

9
2
4
13*

1999

188
59
4
33
3
2

36*
148*
2
11
3

22

2*
1
17
3
66
99*
115*
2

Common Green Darner
Springtime Darner
Fawn Darner
Harlequin Darner
Cyrano Darner
Black-shouldered Spinyleg
Moustached Clubtail
Beaverpond Clubtail
Harpoon Clubtail
Lancet Clubtail

Common Name

Eastern Red Damsel
Variable Dancer
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Subarctic Bluet
Taiga Bluet
Azure Bluet
Boreal Bluet
Tule Bluet
Northern Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Hagen's Bluet
Vesper Bluet

Eastern Forktail
Sphagnum Sprite
Sedge Sprite
Canada Darner
Lake Darner
Variable Darner

River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
Common Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Amber-winged Spreadwing
Sweetflag Spreadwing
Elegant Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing

Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes eurinus
Lestes forcipatus
Lestes inequalis
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes sp.
Amphiagrion saucium
Argia fumipennis
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Coenagrion interrogatum
Coenagrion resolutum
Enallagma aspersum
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma cyathigerum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma vesperum
Enallagma sp.
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia gracilis
Nehalennia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna eremita
Aeshna interrupta
Aeshna sp.
Aeshnidae (unidentified)
Anax junius
Basiaeschna janata
Boyeria vinosa
Gomphaeschna furcillata
Nasiaeschna pentacantha
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus adelphus
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus descriptus
Gomphus exilis
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Scientific Name

1999 Observers: Melinda Collins, Jason Dombroskie, Lisa Enright, Colin Jones, Telena Kraus, Anastasia Kuzyk, Carey
Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Chris Robinson, Carl Rothfels, Michael Runtz, Kim Smith, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer,
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Scientific Name Common Name 1999 2000

Gomphus lividus Ashy Clubtail 36* 12
Gomphus spicatus Dusky Clubtail 15 9
Gomphussp. 3 16
Hagenius brevistylus Dragonhunter 23* 3
Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis Rusty Snaketail 3
Stylogomphus albistylus Least CIubtail 16* 1
Cordulegaster diastotops Delta-spotted Spiketail 10 7
Cordulegaster maculata Twin-spotted Spiketail 2 13
Cordulegaster sp. 2
Didymops transversa Stream Cruiser 1 3
Macromia illinoiensis Illinois River Cruiser 7 1
Cordulia shurtleffi American Emerald 17 3
Dorocordulia libera Racket-tailed Emerald 28 8
Epitheca canis Beaverpond Baskettail 13
Epitheca cynosura Common Baskettail 30 39
Epitheca princeps Prince Baskettail 36 44
Epitheca spinigera Spiny Baskettail 3 20*
Epitheca sp. 60 37
Helocordulia uhleri Uhler's Sundragon 1
Neurocordulia yamaskanensis Stygian Shadowdragon 4
Somatochlora cingulata Lake Emerald
Somatochlora elongata Ski-tailed Emerald 2
Somatochlora forcipata Forcipate Emerald
Somatochlora minor Ocellated Emerald 3*
Somatochlora tenebrosa Clamp-tipped Emerald
Somatochlora walshii Brush-tipped Emerald
Somatochlora williamsonii Williamson's Emerald
Somatochlora sp. 2
Corduliidae (unidentified) 32 5
Celithimus elisa Calico Pennant 43 31
Leucorrhinia frigida Frosted Whiteface 174* 80
Leucorrhinia glacialis Crimson-ringed Whiteface 104* 8
Leucorrhinia hudsonica Hudsonian Whiteface 20 82
Leucorrhinia proxima Red-waisted Whiteface 22 130*
Leucorrhinia sp. 167 28
Libe/lula julia Chalk-fronted Skimmer 341 772
Libe/lula lydia Common Whitetail 80* 45
Libel/ula luctuosa Widow Skimmer 1
Libe/lula pulche/la Twelve-spotted Skimmer 5*
Libe/lula quadrimaculata Four-spotted Skimmer 274* 173
Sympetrum internum Cherry-faced Meadowhawk 1
Sympetrum obtrusum White-faced Meadowhawk 71
Sympetrum sp. 115

Total Number of Species: 59 45
Total Number of Individuals: 3388 2707
Number of Observers: 14 15
Cumulative Total Species for All Counts Since 1996: 72 74
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\Books: TEA publications

The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.MWalker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.

The Cicindelict.ae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it up.

ONTARIO INSECTS (TEA Newsjournal) Back Issues
$3 each

T-Shirts

The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.

Annual Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present)
$10 each

The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.

NEW!!! Ontario Odonata Volume 1
Edited and Compiled by Paul Catling, Colin Jones and Paul Pratt (2000)
153 pages includes 1999 Odonata sightings and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
$20 US or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.

The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.A. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.

Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.

For complete details and to order, contact Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993,
a.hanks@acLon.ca
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Monarch Notes
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Increase
9,061
31,088
40,149

Mexican President Signs
Decree to Enlarge Monarch
Sanctuaries
Submitted by Don Davis

While millions of monarch butterflies
were arriving at their over-wintering
forest, outgoing Mexican President
Ernesto Zedillo signed a decree that
will greatly increase the size of their
protected sanctuaries.

In total, the size of the monarch
sanctuaries will increase from only 62
square miles (16,000 hectares) to 216
square miles (56,000 hectares). Most
importantly, the critical "core" zone,
where logging is forbidden, will
increase from 4,491 hectares to 13,552
hectares. In the surrounding buffer
zone, controlled logging and forest
activities are allowed. Here are the final
numbers, for comparison:

Monarch Butterfly Sanctuaries
(measured in hectares)

Originally Now
Core 4,491 13,552
Buffer 11,619 42,707
Total 16,110 56,259

World Wildlife Fund's Monica Missrie,
who coordinates the Monarch Project in
Mexico, provided these summaries of
the special event, as well as an
excellent overview of the history of land
protection in Mexico for
the monarch:

Link to History of Monarch Sanctuary
Conservation in Mexico
http://www.learner.orgljnorth/trnl
monarch/SanctuaryDecreeHistory.html
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Link to Summary of Monarch Decree
Ceremony Speeches
http://www.learner.orgljnorth/trnl
monarch/
SanctuaryDecreeCeremony.html

Link to World Wildlife Fund Press
Release
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/tm/
monarch/
SanctuaryDecreeWWFRelease.html

Link to Sistema Internet de la
Presidencia (Spanish)
http://www.presidencia.gob.mxlpages/
Und_foto.html

Dr. Lincoln Brower, who has studied
monarchs in Mexico since 1977, was
an honored guest at the signing. He
sent this report:

"On Thursday, November 9th we all
went to the President's huge public
offices in Los Pinos, the official 'home'
of the President and where he meets
the press, dignitaries and guests.
Guiillermo Castilleja and Monica
Missrie of World Wildlife Fund and I had
assigned seats in the front row, facing
President Zedillo."

''The last speech was by the President,
who looked directly at us as he spoke.
Then, he walked forward to shake
hands with the guests. As he came to
me, he spent about 30 seconds
thanking me personally, and as he did I
handed him the beautiful photo album
that Journey North sent as a gift 'from
all the children of North America.. .' He
was very gracious, with the TV cameras
buzzing and the press flashing."

Historic Conservation Milestone:
Mexico's First Trust Fund for
Conservation

A $5 million trust fund has also been
established through a gift from the
Packard Foundation. The fund will
purchase the annual logging permits
from the people who own land in the
core zone of the new sanctuary. This
means that these landowners, who are
giving up their logging rights, will be
paid $18 per cubic meter for NOT
logging their forest.

How a "trust fund" works: The $5 million
will never be spent. It will be invested
so that, just like a saving account in a
bank, the money generates "interest".
These interest payments, some
$350,000 per year, will be used to buy
the logging permits.

The signing of this conservation law
was one of President Zedillo's final acts
before he left office.

A total of 30 new natural protected
areas were designated during his
administration.

Constant Vigilance Needed to Ensure
True Conservation

~

While the signing of this law is good
news, enforcement of the sanctuary
boundaries is the key to long-term
success. Logging of the forests has
been occurring at an alarming rate,
even though the land is "protected" by
law. According to Ms. Missrie: "A study
of aerial photographs taken in 1971,
1984 and 1999, shows that 44% of
conserved, dense forests were
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degraded between 1984 and 1999.
The study also indicates that
throughout this 28-year period, the
forests have been severely fragmented.
What in 1971 was an almost
continuous mass of conserved forests,
is now a series of 'islands' with great
pieces of degraded forest between
them. The main causes for deforestation
are legal and illegal logging, changes
in land use (forests have now become
agricultural and grazing lands) and
forest fires."

Monarch News Changes
Names
Submitted by Don Davis

MONARCH NEWS, published by the
Monarch Program in California will be
replaced by a quarterly publication
called ''THE MONARCH QUARTERLY",
as well as a monthly bulletin called
"MONARCH MONITOR" for members.
Inquiries concerning publications and
trips to Mexico next spring should be
sent to: monarchprg@aol.com.
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Milkweed finds new uses as
a pesticide
Successful Farming, Feb 15, 2000 v98
i3 p398
Submitted by Carolyn King

Milkweed is no longer just the bane of
corn and soybean fields. New uses for
the perennial weed's seed meal and oil
have been discovered. Natural Fibers
Corp. of Ogallala, Nebraska, has been
marketing milkweed floss as a filler for
comforters since 1989. 'But the leftover
milkweed seed meal was a disposal
problem as it contains compounds
called cardenolides that produce heart
palpitations in people and animals.
USDA Agricultural Research Service
chemists have found that the seed meal
kills nematodes and fall armyworms
that affect corn, soybeans, potatoes,
tomatoes, sorghum, and peanuts.
In field studies at Washington State
University, milkweed seed meal killed
97% of nematodes on potatoes.
Incorporating the seed meal into the
soil might be an alternative to methyl

bromide, a severely restricted chemical.
ARS chemist Rogers Harry-O'kuru also
found that milkweed oil, which is rich in
Vitamin E, is free of cardenolides. This
knowledge may help establish another
market for milkweed as a skin
moisturizer.

Recent Monarch Articles
Submitted by Carolyn King

Nowhere to flutter (destruction and
deforestation of monarch butterfly
habitat in central Mexico)
by Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times Sept 17, 2000
pWK2(N), pWK2(L)

Monarch butterflies lose much of
their wintering grounds (in central
Mexico)(Statistical Data Included)
by Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times Sept 12, 2000
pD1(N) pF1(L)

SCIENCE - A deadly pollen (Brief
Article)
by Stacey Charles W. Schultz Petit,
Joseph P. Shapiro, Dana Hawkins, Art
Samuels,Ted Gest
U.S. News & World Report Sept 4, 2000
v129 i9 p6

A Mexican monarchy (monarch
butterflies)
by Jamie Carstairs.
Geographical Sept 2000 v72 i9p60

Bt threat to monarch caterpillars
affirmed
by Bette Hileman
Chemical & Engineering News
August 28,2000 v78 i35p7(1)

New study suggests monarch
butterfly endangered by Bt corn
by Lucy Ament
Pesticide & Toxic Chemical News
August 24, 2000 v28i44 P1

Bt Field Study
Chemical Week August 23,
2000 v162 i32 p49
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Report on 2000 Field Trips to Urquart Butterfly Garden, Wainfleet Bog, Marcie Woods, and
Leslie St. Spit

By Nancy van der Poorten

Urquart Butterfly Garden, Wainfleet Bog and Marcie
Woods, July 8, 2000

July 8 was a gorgeous sunny day - perfect for being outdoors
and watching insects. We stopped first at the Urquhart
Butterfly Garden in Centennial Park, Dundas. The garden
opened on Saturday July 26th, 1997 after over 5 years of
fundraising and construction. The garden is planted with
flowering nectar plants for adult butterflies, and with food
plants for the larvae. The garden is named in honour of
Professor F. A. Urquhart and his wife Norah who spent their
lives conducting scientific research on the Monarch butterfly.
They identified the wintering sites in Mexico in 1975. The
garden consists of 6 huge raised planting beds, surrounded
with a maze of walkways, and three natural areas. It is
completely free of herbicides, pesticides and other chemicals
and relies heavily on volunteer skills and labour. There is also
an information kiosk that is packed with information about the
lives of butterflies and the history of the garden, all illustrated
with excellent photographs. Though it was a beautiful day, we
didn't see a lot of butterflies.

Butterfly List from Wainfleet Bog

European Skipper, Northern Broken-Dash, Dun Skipper,
Tiger Swallowtail, Cabbage White, Clouded Sulphur, Orange
Sulphur, American Copper, Coral Hairstreak, Acadian
Hairstreak, Striped Hairstreak, Eastern Tailed Blue, Spring
Azure, Great Spangled Fritillary, Pearl Crescent, Eastern
Comma, American Lady, Red Admiral, Red-Spotted Purple,
Viceroy, Northern Pearly-Eye, Little Wood Satyr, Common
Wood-Nymph, Monarch.

Dragonfly List from Wainfleet Bog

Various damselflies (bluets, spreadwings and others),
Eastern Forktail (Ischnura verticalis) , Common Green Darner
(Anax junius) , Common Baskettail (Epitheca cynosura) ,
Halloween pennant (Celithemis eponina) , Common Whitetail
(Libel/ula lydia), Twlelve-spotted Skimmer (Libel/ula
pulchel/a) , Eastem amberwing (Perithemis tenera) , at least
two different meadowhawks (Sympetrum sp.), Black
Saddlebags (Tramea lacerata).

We then stopped for lunch and headed to the Wainfleet Bog.
The Wainfleet Bog is a locally, regionally and provincially
significant area. It is the largest remaining bog in southern
Ontario and provides habitat to a number of animals and
more than 350 native plant species (some of them rare). Paul
had been there a week earlier with someone who knows the
area so he took us first up Wilson side road to see if we could
spot some snakes. The Eastern Massassauga Rattlesnake
makes its home in the bog but we unfortunately did not see
any. There were hundreds of dragonflies patrolling the deep
drainage ditches at the side of the road!

We then entered the bog itself, following a well-warm path for
about 2 km. We didn't see many butterflies of note but we did
see some rare plants. It was a pleasant walk and we even
stopped for a short siesta. The pathway seems very solid but
it has an interesting springiness to it. We were hoping to see
Bog Coppers but we didn't get into the right habitat - the
pathway skirts the edge of and didn't allow us to get into the
heart of the bog.

The day was not yet finished! Our next stop was Marcie
Woods, near Fort Erie. We have visited the area a couple of
times before at the invitation of the Fort Erie Naturalists Club
(FENC) who are taking care of the property. We met Rob
Eberlie and a few others of the FENC and set up our lights
and sheets. It was the perfect evening for moths. We saw a
number of interesting species but nothing of great note.
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Moth List from Marcie Woods

Apamea lignicolora
Blepharmastix ranalis
Chytolita morbidalis
Datana perspicua
Desmia funeralis
Dryocampa rubicunda
Dysstroma hersiliata
Epepagis huronalis
Eubaphe mendica
Euclea delphinii
Halysidota tessel/aris
Herpetrogramma thestealis
Heterophleps triguttaria
Holomelina ferruginosa
Hyphantria cunea
Idia americalis
Idia lubricalis Glossy
Ledea perditalis
Lithacoides fasciola
Lystrosis unitaria
Malacosoma americanum
Nadata gibbosa
Orthonama centrostrigaria
Orthonama obstipata
Ostrinia nubilalis
Paral/elia bistriaris
Parapoynx obscuralis

Yellow Headed Cutworm
no common name
Morbid Owlet
Spotted datana
Grape Leaffolder
Rosy maple moth
Orange Barred Carpet
no common name
The Beggar
Spiny Oak Slug
Banded Tussock Moth
Large Yellow Underwing
Three-Spotted Fillip
Rusty Holomelina
Fall webworm
American idia
Black Idia
Lost Owlet
no common name
Common Lystrosis
Eastern tent caterpillar
White Dotted prominent
Bent line Carpet
Gem
European corn borer
Maple Looper moth
no common name
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Lesser Grapevine Looper
Moth
Tessellate Dart
Common Gluphisia
Large Yellow Underwing
American Idia
Glossy Black Idia
Speckled Cutworm
Bristly Cutworm Moth
Many-Lined Wainscot
False Wainscot
Green Leuconycta
Dark Marathyssa
Variegated Cutworm
Black Banded Owlet
Armyworm moth
The Herald
Large Lace-Border
No common name
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Trip photos and a list ofparticipants can be found in Volume 6, Issue I
(September 2000)

Eulithis diversilineata

Euxoa tessellata
Gluphisia septentrionis
Herpetrogramma thestealis
Idia americalis
Idia lubricalis
Lacanobia subjuncta
Lacinipolia renigera
Leucania multilinea
Leucanm pseudoargyria
Leuconycta diphteroides
Marathyssa inticita
Peridroma saucia
Phalaenostola larent/oides
Psuedaletia unipuncta
Scoliopteryx Iibatrix
Scopula limboundata
Urola nivalis

If you have insect sightings for the Leslie Street Spit, please
send them to: Tamara Chipperfield, Environmental Services
Section, Toronto & Region Conservation Authority, 5
Shoreham Drive
Downsview M3N 1S4. E-mail:
Tamara_Chipperfield@trca.on.ca

Bent Winged Owlet
Baltimore Bomolocha
Forage Looper
Oblique Banded Leafroller
No common name
Virginia Ctenucha
Grape Leaffolder Moth
The Saw-Wing
Pearly Wood Nymph

no common name
Small brown Quaker
Isabella Tiger Moth
Large Lace-border
Pink-Legged Tiger Moth
White-Headed Prominent
Carpet
Red Twin-spot
Crocus Geometer
Grayish Zanglocnatha

Bleptina caradrinalis
Bomolocha baltimoralis
Caenurgina erechtea
Choristoneura rosaceana
Coleophora spissicornis
Ctenucha virginica
Desmia tuneralis
Euchlaena serrata
Eudryas unio

There were 8 of us on this evening and we chose to set up at
one site about half way down the spit in a clearing. We set up
a generator and two lights. It was a lovely evening and we
kept David Beadle (our leader for the evening) busy
identifying the moths. The following is a list of the species we
observed (Latin name followed by English):

Leslie Street Spit Moth Night July 22,2000

Volume 6, Number 1

The Leslie Street Spit is open to the public only on weekends
from 9 am until 6 pm, so we had to get special permission to
go in after dark to look for moths. The Leslie Street Spit is
administered by the TRCA (Toronto & Region Conservation
Authority). They do some surveys of the park but don't have
the money or manpower to survey the insects. They were
happy to have us do some surveys for them and would
appreciate receiving any of your sightings in the future.

Petrophyla bistasciata
Pseudorthodes vecors
Pyrrharctia isabella
Scopula Iimboundata
Spilosoma latipennis
Symmerista albitrons
Trichophaga tapetzella
Xanthorhoe terrugata
Xanthotype urticaria False
Zanclognatha pedipilalis
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Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for
Children

The TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist
Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from this
experience? Let us know!

FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior),
and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See previous
issues of Ontario Insects for details about these camps.

The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485;
the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15) costs $700.
TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay
for the rest.

The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young
naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We prefer to
sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will
be entertained. Anyone who wishes to suggest a child should
send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know
the name of the child, age, and how the child will benefit from
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Congratulations to TEA member Don Davis (seen
in the accompanying photo tagging Monarch
butterflies). He was recently honored on October
22 as Presqu'He Provincial Park's 2000 Volunteer of
the Year. He received the John Cole Award for
Volunteer Service - a framed certificate, along with
a Hoselton aluminum sculpture depicting
Presqu'ile's lighthouse.

The story can be viewed at http://www.east
northumberland.com/news/newsOctober2000/
presq10252000.html.

the program and what is exceptional about the child.

The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged
to write a brief description of his/her camp experiences to
share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario
Insects.

Donations are welcome to support these
initiatives of the TEA: ~

FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a TEA member's child
for summer camp

W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Grant - to help to
sponsor research into Ontario insects

All donations are tax-creditable and a receipt will be
issued. Even $5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1

September 2000



Many more titles on butterflies, moths, beetles, plants, etc.
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$100

$200

Bids Invited
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Personal Ads Free to
Members as Always!!!

Rent this Space!

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members

Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm OR
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR

4inches x 2.25 inches
$20 for 3 issues

(as shown)

Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.

Flea

Market

The Butterflies of North America $50

The Butterflies East of the Great Plains $50

The Butterflies of North America $75

The World of Butterflies and Moths $45

The Butterflies of Virginia $20

Forest Lepidoptera, Volumes 1& 4 $30

Lepidoptera of New York & Neighboring States $35

Field Guides $10

For Sale
Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Books:

Wm. H. Howe

Opler & Krizek

James A. Scott

Alex B. Klots

A. H. Clark

Cdn. Dept. of Forestry

W. T. M. Forbes

Alex B. Klots

Original colour paintings by Wm. H. Howe:

The Monarch (framed & signed by the artist)

The Marcellus & Troilus Swallowtails (framed & signed by the artist)

Large Print in frame
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Friends of Point Pelee
Weekend Hikes

history publications. Scott will give us
an illustrated lecture followed by a book
signing opportunity on his latest book
"Living on the Wind" at 2:30 in the
auditorium.

September 2000

continued on page 3...

For More information, contact Anne
Marie Ridout, Facilities/Events
Coordinator Bird Studies Canada, PO
Box 160, Port Rowan, ON NOE 1MO,
Toll-free (888) 448-2473 Fax (519) 586
3532, email generalinfo@bsc-eoc.org.

Every weekend from July through
October 22nd, we are offering hikes for
birds and butterflies, led by local
experts. Saturdays at 9:50 a.m. and
1:50 p.m. Sundays 1:50 p.m. only. For
more information, telephone The
Friends of Point Pelee at (519) 326
6173.

For those of you who don't know Phil,
he is a former president of the TEA. He
created Ontario Insects and edited it for
several years. After getting his
doctorate he moved to the University of
Texas at Austin, where he has an
amazing number of butterflies in his
back yard!

walks, bird watching, bird banding
demonstrations, speakers and
workshops. You can see raptors up
close at the live Birds of Prey shows
presented by the Canadian Raptor
Conservancy. The Market Place will
have nature-related displays and items
for sale from noon until 5:30 in the foyer
of the main building. RBG's policy
prevents us from offering food, but the
RBG will be operating a cash kiosk with
light refreshments for your
convenience.

You can see more at Phil's web site, as
well as obtain an autographed copy of
his book ($35 US - $25 plus $1.60 for
packaging and $8.40 for 4-7 day
delivery shipping): http://
www.aworldforbutterflies.com. You can
also find Phil's book at Key Porter
Books: www.keyporter.com.

It was found to be available or coming
soon at these stores in Toronto:
Indigo - at all outlets except Yonge/
Eglinton
Chapters - on order at most outlets or
on-line at www.chapters.ca where they
currently have a 30% discount!
Or alternatively, try Open Air Books
downtown on Toronto St., where they
have a great selection of books for
nature, travel (also maps), canoeing &
hiking.

Our guest speaker this year is Scott
Weidensaul, author of more than two
dozen books on natural history,
including "Mountains of the Heart: A
Natural History of the Appalachians",
"Raptors: The Birds of Prey", and the
first two volumes of the acclaimed
"Seasonal Guide to the Natural Year"
series. Scott also writes regularly for
Smithsonian magazine and his work
has appeared in many other natural

Announcements
¥A-------------------------------

Bird Studies Canada Invites You
Bird Studies Canada and the Royal
Botanical Gardens are hosting Birdfest
and BSC's Annual Members Meeting at
the Royal Botanical Gardens on
Sunday the 1st of October 2000 from
11 :00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The admission
price $7:00. Accompanied children are
free.

The 2001 Annual General Meeting of
the Federation of Ontario Naturalists
will be held June 14-17 at York
University. More details on the FON
meeting will be available in later issues
of Ontario Insects.

Books of Interest
By Carolyn King

1) A World for Butterflies: Their Lives,
Behaviour and Future
By Phil Schappert

2

Phil Schappert's much anticipated
book, A World for Butterflies, has just
become available. It is a large format,
with over 300 colour photos, selected
from an incredible number of
photographs sent to him from all over
the world, plus drawings and maps. It is
subtitled "Their Lives, Behaviour and
Future," and covers a wide range of
topics - origin, life cycle, population
biology, migration, lots on butterfly
behaviour and much more. Easily worth
the $45 (Indigo) or less, depending on
where it is purchased.

2001 FON Annual General
Meeting Announced

This year promises to be lots of fun for
the whole family with something for
everyone. BSC and the RBG staff are
planning for your enjoyment, guided
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